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EDITOR'S PREFACE

FOUR Ynthaooica preceding this one have been published by the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. The first dealt
with "A Survey of Progress In the Past 'Twenty-five Years," the
second with "Currictoum Problems In Teaching Mathematics," the
third with "Selected Topics in the Teaching of Mathematics," and
the fourth with "Significant Changes and Trends in the Teaching
of Mathematics Throughout the World Since 1910." These Year-
books have set a standard not only in quality and in appearance
but in cost to those who arc Interested in reading them, That the
Yearbooks have been well received is evidenced by the fact that
the first one has been out of print for two years, only a few copies
of the second are available, and there is only a limited number
left of the third and fourth,

The fifth Yearbook is intended to supplement and assist the
National Committee recently appointed by the Mathematical
Association of America and the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics in studying the feasibility of a combined one-vear
course in plane and solid geometry. However, this Yearbook is not
in any sense a report of this committee. It is intended mainly 43
stimulate discussion among teachers of mathematics throughout
the country and thus to clarify the situation for the committee as
much as possible.

The reason for hying two different chapters on "A Unit of
Demonstrative Geometry for the Ninth Year" is that we wish to
have different points of view on this somewhat new departure,

I wish to express my personal appreciation as well as that of
the National Council to all the contributors who have helped so
much to make this Yearbook possible.

W. D. REEVE,
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THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY
By WILLIAM DAVID REEVE

reecho?' Caw, Cottonkfa Vaiwroity, Now York City

What "Geometry" Means. The word "geometry" originally
meant "earth measure." That is, geometry was at first thought of
as we think of surveying at the present time. This original mean-
ing of the word, however, was abandoned many centuries ago and
"geometry" came to be used to designate that part of mathematics
dealing with points, lines, surfaces, and solids or with some com-
bination of these geometric magnitudes.

I. Two TYPIa or GEOMETRY

Informal Geometry. At the present time wo recognise two
types oz geometry. The first type ie commonly referred to as "in-
tuitive geometry," and the second as "demonstrative geometry."
The name "intuitive geometry" is inadequate inasmuch as it does
not include that part of geometry which we often refer to as "ex-
perimental geometry." The fact Is that the name "intuitive" has
been used largely because it seemed to be the best one available.
For pedagogical purposes it would improve the situation greatly and
would make for clearness if we could adopt the term "informal
geometry" in the sense that no formal demonstrations are to be
given. This term would include the other two and wo could then
treat the subject in the following manner:

1, intuitive Geometry. Hero the child looks at a figure and
says that certain things are so because he thinks they could not be
otherwise, For example, he looks at two inter-
secting lineb and Days that the vertical angles x
and x' thus formed are equal because' he fools it
in his bones." His intuition tells him that it is true, and in such a
ease, experiment or proof, informal or otherwise, will not be neces-
sary to conv:nce him that his intuition is correct. In fact, if he
measures a pair of vertical angles, he may not be able to get the
same number of degrees in each,



watt YEAnnoox
viticar4 denied that certainty can come from intuition, but

he gave it a 111`01111i11)11t place in the teaching of mathematics, II.
said:

I have already had efealiOn to insist on the place intuition should hold
in the teaching of the mathematical sciences. Without it young winds
could not make a beginning in the understanding of mathematics; they
could not team to love it and would see in it only a vain logountehy above
all without intuition they would never become capable of applying maths).
math*

The tendency of the modern pure mathematician, especially
since the critical investigation of the foundations of Euclid (par-
ticularly his parallel postulate), has been to reduce the use of
intuition to a minimum, Since the subject of geometry has been
considered a commingling of intuition, "the instrument of inven-
tion," and logic, "the instrument of demonstration," with the latter
predominating, it seems safe to give each an important role in
twilling geometry.

Carson ' defines intuitions as "merely a particular class of as-
sumptions (dr postulates, as form the basis of every science,"
lie says:

It is this type of exercise in drawing and measurement which I regard as
an attack upon intuition, It replaces thin 1111111114 and inevitable proem by
hasty generalkatiot, from esperitnenta of the crudest type. Borne advocates
of these exercises defend ti, nn on the ground that they lead to the formation
of intuitions, and that the pupils were not previously cognisant of the facts
involved, Hut in the first place, a conscious induction from deliberate experi
manta is not en intuition; it !auks each of the special elements connoted by
the term'

2. Experimenta: Geometry, Here, by means of a simple experi-
ment of one kind or another, the child discovers the truth of some
statement. For example, a small child playing with a toy horse
soon discovers that the horse Is more stable on three legs than on
four, Or by cutting out a paper triangle, tearing off the three
angles and placing them together tadjaeent), the pupil may dis-
over that their sum is equal to a half turn of as rotating lino (1800).
These experiments prove nothing in the deductive sense, but they
bring about conviction in the mind of the child and that is what

l'arikon, 11, St, I,., Name o Mathematicat Raucatiun. Chapter on "intuition,"
p, 21. thou and o.,

p. 27.
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w© want at this early stage wine the "wonder motive" is the guid-
ing motive in learning.

It is clear that some teachers will say that intuition never does
anything more than furnish the provisional hypotheses which must
subsequently be investigated for their truth or falsity and that
this can be done by various methods which differ in their scientific
exactness, Such a view would not consider experimental geometry
as I have discussed it a separate type of inform: geometry, but
merely one of the modes of testing provisional hypotheses. From a
peuagogical point of view, however, it may prove useful to adopt
the scheme I have described. It is clear that the child who readily
concludes that vertical angles formed by two intersecting lines arc
equal will not similarly conclude that the sum of the angles of a
triangle is 180 degrees. Both are provisional hypotheses, to be sure,
but the first is more or less certain, while the second demands some
kind of experiment, Here is where paper-folding, models, measure-
ment, and the like, come in when one is teaching geometry infor-
mally or formally. Usually the pupils agree very well as to when
so-called formal proofs (mental experiments) arc necessary.

Content of Informal Geometry. If we consider any definite
object, we see that, aside from such matters as its structure and
its purpose, there are three questions of a geometric nature that can
be asked concerning it. They are: (1) What is the shape of the
object? (2) What is its size? and (3) 1Vhere is it? These questions
represent the initial stages in the study of geometry; they seek
for the probable facts of the case. The first of these questions is
probably the one that would be asked first by is primitive people
and it gives rise to what we call The (;cornet' y of Form; the
second gives rise to The Geometry of Size; and the third gives rise
to The Geometry of Position,

Reasons for Early Introduction of Informal Geometry. Vari-
ous reasons have been given for the early introduction of informal
geometry into the curriculum.

1. Historical. It is generally agreed that mothelnatiCS the
most ancient of all the sciences, that it originated naturally duo igh
the necessary processes of counting which gave rise to arithmetie
and Pi/tam/ring which gave us geometry. However, demonstra-
tive geometry is no longer taught primarily. for the facts of mensu-
ration.

Mr. Betz, in particular, has made a very thorough study of the
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possibilities of a historical approach in the field of intuitive geom-
etry, After much research in our large museums, supplemented by
interviews with leading anthropologists, ho has made some of his
findings available His main conclusion is that the conscious evo-
lution of form was aided materially by the development of the
manual arts among primitive people, and that these manual activi-
ties, in their historic. setting, constitute ono of the most natural,
profitable, and enjoyable means of introducing the pupil to a study
of geometric forms, No chronological sequence can be established
for the order in which geometric forms were first discovered or
used, but there is 110 doubt about the general soundness of the thesis
that manual activities have always been a principal source of
geometric training.

Among the life situations from which mathematics originated,
the ones must often listed as important. are those which have to do
with food, clothing, and shelter, For example, Mr, Betz tries to
explain the origin of some of our most common geometric forms by
relating them to the problem of shelter, Starting with the caveman
who built no shelter, going through the stage where man built one
form cf shelter or another to the stone age where the houses re-
sembled ours, we find some very interesting things.

The Indians, for instance, built cone-shaped tepees presumably
because they were familiar with the evergreen tree and had often
found shelter owler its spreading branches. Moreover, the ancients
doubtless lived in trees at. first and then came down when weapons
and fire were discovered, It is known that to this day primitive
people build their shelters first out of the branches of the trees and
then out of poles covered with skins or hides; that from the out-
line of the branches of the tree, on the ground they discovered or
first came to recognize the "circle' as a geometric form,

The construction of circles became necessary in building both
tepees and wigwams (dome-like shelters), The first step taken
was the selection of the center, and at that point a stake was
driven into the ground, To this stake was attached a strip of skin
or an improvised rope (vine), which served as a radius, This rope

8 See, especially, the following: 1) Lietz, Wm., Geometry for Junior Iltgh Schools,
pablImhed by J. M. ngloft, Rochester, N. Y.; 2) Betz-Miler-Hiller, work Hook in
bandies lieurattry, published by The Harter Publishing Company, Cleveland. Ohio ;
8; Illustrated Talks by Pupils of the Lincoln &Moot, publi.thed by the Lincoln
School of Teachers College, New York, N. Y.; 41 Betz. Wm.. "Intuition and Logic
in Geometry," The Mathematics Teacher, 2 ;3.31.
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was "carried around" the center until a circle resulted. This is the
literal origin of the term "circumference,"

If the Indians tried to illustrate their work at all they doubtless
used picture writing like that illustrated here to represent their
tepees, This would suggest the "triangle" to
any progressive savage,

Next in order came dome-like shelters
hemispheres, so to speak, which might easily have been suggested
by the shape of eaves or of the sky overhead. These dome-like
shelters were doubtless built by gathering numerous pliable reeds of
suitable lengths and fastening the two ends in the ground to form
what we know to-day as the "wigwam."

If a savage represented his wigwam by picture writing, he no
doubt drew something which looked like this figure,
and which of course suggested the semicircle to the
aforesaid progressive savage,

It has been further suggested that the savages doubtless made
"sweat-lodges" out of their wigwams by cutting a hole in the center
into which they placed hot stones and water by means of which
steam for the bath was generated. Then when some tall savage
become too hot or desired to stand upright, someone got the idea
of enlarging the place either by lifting the top, as one might uncon-
sciously do, or by digging down into the ground. In either case a
cylindrical base would result.

It is also known that primitive people often found it convenient
to build an ordinary "lean-to" to break the more biting winds.
Such lean-tos may still be seen in certain parts of our own country.
When the weather became worse, a double lean-to no doubt was
provided for the comfort of the family. Here again a tall savage

who might have gone beneath the lean-to and then
(\ffisuddenly risen may have suggested the need for a
raised lean-to. This would result in a shelter like that
pictured here, with a rectangular solid as a base. This

form of shelter has become the most common one among all civil-
ized people. Hence the rectangle has become the most common
of all the plane figures.

All these explanations are of interest to any normal child and
from an imaginative standpoint have value in the course.

The historical approach, interesting as it may be, is not the
only way to introduce children to the study of geometry. I have
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tried the recreational approach through the study of such it topic as
"Other Spaces than Ours" 4 and the children take tremendous inter-
est in the work besides learning many important concepts and skills,

2. Pedayogica' There are two reasons why geometry is so dif-
ficult for many pupils: first, the high school population to-day is
so different front that of a generation ago. The pupils of to-day,
as Thornlike 5 has pointed out, differ from those of a generation
ago not only in native ability, but also in experiences and interests.
This presents the first important problem. Second, in the tenth
grade the pupil is plunged headlong it.to the study of formal geom-
etry without any previous preparation in ur experience with in-
formal geometry as a background.

The next problem is, therefore, to consider the importance of
beginning the study of geometry earlier and spreading it over a
longer period of time. If we do this generally in this country many
of the problems to be discussed later in this Yearbook will be more
easily solved.

Professor Nunn has written some interesting comments upon
what he considers fundamental stages in the student's development.
lie says:

I assume as common ground that the school course in geometry should
show two main divisions: (1) a heuristic stage in which the chief purpose
is to order and clarify the spatial experiences which the pupil has gained
from his everyday intercourse with the physical world, to explore the more
salient and interesting properties of figures, and to illustrate the useful appli-
cations of geometry, as in surveying and "NIongean" geometry; (2) a stage
in which the chief purpose is to organize into sonic kind of logical system the
knowledge gained in the earlier stage and to develop it further. In the first
stage obvious truths (such as the transversal properties of parallel lines)
are freely taken for granted. and deduction is employed mainly to derive (ruin
them important and striking truths (Nunes as the constancy of the angle-sum
of a triangle) which are not forced upon us by observation. The second stage
is marked by an attempt, more or loss thoroughgoing and "rigorous," to
explore the connexions between geometrieal truth, and to exhibit them as the
logical consequences of a few simple prineiple:s.'

3. Practical, If we wish to make any kind of object, it must
first be conceived in the mind. It must then lie carefully planned
as to size and the relation of its parts, and finally the parts must

S14' Smith, David Eugene, anti VP in I Ti' Trahbio of Junior
lltgh gchool Afathematice, pp. 308-3 *. ::sun sous etthipany, 1927.

Thmtidik, E. h., Thy Peyrhology of _ry,t,,t, p. Macmillan co.
*Nunn, P. P., "The Sequence of Schou* Theorems in Gemnetry." The Atathonatiesreacher, October, 1925.
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he made and carefully placed in their proper position. A tailor,
for example, must think of shape, size (patterni, and position in
his work just as we do in similar situations throughout life, Of
course we can readily see that all such Akan origi.tated in nature.
One of my seventh-grade children once wrote in his notebook, "I
think Nature must have been the first teacher of geometry." And
so she was.

On the practical side of geometry a great deal of the work will

he form study. The student will come into contact. with a great
many of the important forms through his senses. Here is where
the teacher is so important in guiding the student to get the forms
correctly, Many students as traditionally taught are blind to the
forms in the world about them.

4. Cultural. Failure of students to appreciate the forms in life
about them leads to failure to appreciate much of the beauty in the
world. In a recent sermon Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick said,
"Beauty is a matter of symmetry." He might have added, because
the fact. is well known. "and symmetry is a matter of appreciation
of form in geometry."

Vienna has been called the center of fine arts and well it may
be, for there can be found some of the finest examples of form
study in the world.

If whatever is made must first be seen in the mind, then Mr.
Betz is right when he says that "all beautiful things are the result
of plastic thinking." We teachers of mathematics need to train our
students to appreciate beauty in form and design. Here is the place
for "creative education"for "creative thinking." Here is the
place to feast the imagination, to let it run riot, so to speak; for, as
Coleridge said:

Whilst reason is feasting luxuriously in its proper paradise,
Imagination is perishing on a dreary desert.

The trouble with so much of our teaching of geometry is that we
"feast the reason and starve the imagination."

Experience of Other Countries. The experience of some of the
European countries ought to convince us of the value of an in-
formal geometry course in the seventh. grade. For many years
the mathematics teachers in Germany and England have given a
great, deal of attention to geometry in the earlier years of the child's
school life. Even as early as 1876 Herbert Spencer wrote the fol-
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lowing letter to D. Appleton and Company, who were then about
to republish in the United States a book on "Invention' Geometry"
written by his father, William George Spencer. This book had
already appeared in England:

London, June 3, 1578
Nlessm, D. Appleton & Co.t I am glad that you are about to republish,in the United States, my father's little work on "Inventinnal Geometry,"Though it received but little notice when first issued here, recognition of itsusefulness has been gradually *milling, and it has been adopted by some ofthe more rational science- teachers in schools, Several years ego I heard of Its

introduction at Rugby.
To its great etrciency. both as a means of producing interest in geometry

and as s mental ciscipline, I can give personal testimony. I have seen it
create in a eta4,4 of boys so much enthusialou that they looked forward to their
geometry- lesson as a chief event in the week. And girls initiated in the systemby my father have frequently begged of him for problems to solve during their
holiday!.

Though I did not myself pass through itfor I commenced mathematics
with my uncle before this method had been elaborated by my fatheryet I
had experience of its effects in a hider division of geometry. When aboutfifteen, I was carried through the study of perspective entirely after this samemethod: my father giving me the successive problems in such order that I wasenabled to solve every one of them, up to the most complex, without assistance.Of course, the use of the method implies capacity in the teacher and real
interest in the intellectual welfare of his pupils. But given the competent man,
and he may produce in them a knowledge and an insight far beyond any that
can be given by mechanical lesson-learning.

Very truly yours,
HERBERT SPENCER.

The autilOr himself wrote the following introduction for the
American edition:

INTRODUCTION

When it is considered that by geometry the architect constructs our build-ings, the civil engineer our railways; that by a higher kind of geometry, the
surveyor makes a map of a country or of a kingdom; that a geometry still
higher is the foundation of the noble science of the astronomer, who by it not
only determines the diameter of the globe he lives upon, but as well the sizesof the sun, moon, and planets, and their distances from us and from each
other; when it is considered also, that by this higher kind of geometry, with
the assistance of a chart and a mariner's compass, the sailor navigates the
ocean with success, and thus brings all nations into amicable intercourseit
will surely be allowed that its elements should be as accessible as possible.

Geometry may be divided into two partspractical and theoretical: the
practical bearing a similar relation to the theoretical that arithmetic does to
algebra. Aud, just as arithmetic is made to precede algebra, should practical
geometry be made to precede theoretical geometry.
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Arithmetic is not undervalued because it is, inferior to algebra, nor ought
practical geometry to be despised bemuse theoretical geometry is the nobler
of the two

However excellent arithmetic may be as an instrument for strengthening the
intellectual powers, geometry is far more so; for as it is easier to see the
relation of swimse to surreye and of line to lino, than of one number to an-
other, so it is easier to induce a habit of reasoning by means of geometry
than it is by means of arithmetic, If taught judiciously, the collateral advan-
tages of Inimical geometry are not inconsiderable, Besides introthieing to our
notice, in their proper order, many of the terms of the physical sciences, it
offers the most favorable means of comprehending those terms, and impressing
them upon the memory. It educates the hand to dexterity and neatness, the
eye to accuracy of perception, and the judgment to the appreciation of beau-

tiful forms. These advantages alone claim for it a place in the education of
all, hot eAcepting that of women Had practical geometry been taught as
arithmetic is taught, Its value would scarcely have required insisting on, But
the didactic method hitherto used in teaching it does not exhibit its powers
to advantage,

Any true geometrician who will teach practical geometry by definitions
and questions thereon, will find that he can thus create a far greater interest
in the science than he can by the usual course; and, on adhering to the plan,
he will perceive that it brings into earlier activity that highly valuable but
much-neglected power, the power to invent. It is this fact that has induced
the author to choose as a suitable name for it, the "inventional method" of
teaching practical geometry,

He has diligently watched its elects on both sexes, and his experience en-
ables him to say that its tendency is to lead the pupil to rely on his own
resources, to systematise his discoveries in order that he may use them, and
to induce gradually such a degree of self-reliance as enables him to prose
cute his subsequent studies with satisfaction: especially if they should hap-
pen to be such studies as Euclid's "Elements," the use of the globes, or
perspective,

A word or two as to using the definitions and questions. Whether they
relate to the measurement of solids, or surfaces, or of lines; whether they
belong to common square measure, or to duodecimals; or whether they apper-
tain to the canon of trigonometry; it is not the author's intention that the
definitions should be learned by rote; but he recommends that the pupil
should give an appropriate illustration of each as a proof that he under-
stands it.

Again, instead of dictating to the pupil how to constr ict a geometrical
figuresay a squareand letting him rest satisfied with being; able to construct
one from that dictation, the author has so organized these questions that by
doing justice to each in its turn, the pupil finds that, v hen he comes to it,
he can construct a square without aid.

The greater part of the questions accompanying the i.efinitions require for
their answers geometrical figures and diagrams, accur;tely constructed by
means of a pair of compasses, a scale of equal parts, al d a protractor, while
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others require a Vvrbal aliswtr merely, ltt order to place the pupil as MCI
as possible in the state in which Nature places him, some questions have been
asked that invoke nn itueteeikilitv.

Whenever a departure from the scientific order of the questions occurs,
such departure has been preferred for the sake of allowing time for the pupil
to solve some difficult problem; inasmuch as it tends far more to the formation
of a self-reliant character, that the pupil should be allowed time to solve such
difficult problenot, than that he should be either hurried or assisted,

The inventive power crows best in the sunshine of encouragement. Its
first shoots ere tender. Upbraiding a pupil with his want of skill, acts like a
frost upon him, and materially checks his growth. It is partly on account
of the dormant state in which the inventive power is found in most persons,
and partly that very young beginners may not feel intimidated, that the
introductory questions hare been made so very simple.

Early American Textbooks in Informal Geometry, Several
hooks written in this country many years ago show that the idea
of an informal geometry course is not only not a new one, but has
even been considered important by progressive teachers and
thinkers for a long time. The preface of First Lessons in Geometry,
written by Thomas Hill in 1854, which is now out of print, reads in
part as follows:

I have long been seeking a Geometry for beginners, suited to my taste,
and to my convictions of what is a proper foundation for scientific education,
Finding that Mr. Josiah Holbrook agreed most cordially with me is my
estimate of this study, I had hoped that his treatise would satisfy me, but,
although the best I had seen, it (lid not satisfy my needs. Meanwhile, my own
children were in most urgent need of a textbook, and the sense of their want
has driven me to take the time necessary for writing these pages. Two
children, one of five, the other of seven and a half, were before my mind's
eye all the time of my writing; and it will be found that children of this age
are quirkor of comprehending first lissom in. Geometry than those of fifteen?

Many parts of this book will, however, be found adapted, not only to
children, but to pupils of adult age, The truths are sublime. I have tried
to present them in simple and attractive dress.

I have addressed the child's imagination, rather than his reason, because
I wished to teach him to conceive of forms. The child's powers of sensation
are developed, before his powers of conception, and these before his reason-
ing, powers. This is, therefore, the true order of education; and a powerful
logical drill, like COlburn's admirable first lessons of Arithmetic, is sadly out
of place in the hands of a child whose powers of observation and conception
have, as yet, received no training whatever. I have, therefore, avoided rea-
soning, and simply given interesting geometrical facts, fitted, I hope, to arouse
a child to the observation of phenomena, and to the perception of forms as
real entities.

?The Italics are fill's.
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I give this in some detail in order to show that the idea of an
intuitive geometry eoursv is not so recent in this country as some
teachers seem to think. The largo number of hooks similar to
Hill's, written situp 1850, will be somewhat surpri.-'ng to many
teachers who are not friendly to the junior high school course in
mathematics and who can think of a great many reasons for eon-
tinning to believe that what they already think is the last word in
teaching geometry,

Demonstrative Geometry. As the human mind develops it
does not demand merely probable facts; it seeks to prove that these
facts are real. It is this attitude which has led the race to seek
to demonstrate the truth of its statements concerning geometric
figures,

If in intuitive geometry, for example, the teacher tells the pupil
that in this figure a b and him to express an
opinion on the relation between the size of angles

and B, the pupil will naturally say that these
/

angles are equal. It is not probable that any so- A

called logical proof that his inference is correct will noticeably
increase his confidence in the validity of his judgment upon any
proposition of this degree of simplicity,

When, however, the pupil meets the Pythagorean theorem, his
intuition leads him to conclude its truth for only very special cases.
His greater maturity of thought should now tend to lead him to
desire to prove what, is not so plainly evident as the theorem re-
lating to the isoceles triangle, When that "urge" toward demon-
stration appears, he is ready for what is called demonstrative
geometry.

To sonic winds this "urge" conics early; to others it comes late:
to a few it, conies not at all. Until it conies, however, the pupil
can profit but little from the study of demonstrative gpometry.
He must, accept on faith the simpler facts of geometry. When. if
ever, lie comes to appreciate the value of a demonstration, he will

Campbell, W. T., Obserratto-na/ Geometry, American Book ('c.. 15111).

2. coati's, J. V. IL, .1 Pirxt !Po& of Geometry. Matnillan ('a.. 1P12.
1. Pallor, L N., Inentionat Geometrm The Century ('o., inns.
4. Fowler, C. W., 1)1(11101re Geometry, published by the authur, 11415.

hill, (4. A., :1 Geometry fur Iteginnerx. Ginn awl Ca., 151)7.
Ilurnbrook, .1. R., Conerete Gtometril, American 15117).

7. Maelkmald, Geumetry in the seeonflory Nehool NVillaril Small, lms9.
8. Row, T. S., Geometric R.rervixept Paper Ilpen Court Publishing

Ce., 191/5.
O. Wright, D. 8., E.rerviaea in Conerete (Geometry, I). C. heath and Cu., 111117.
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see the significance of the systematized scheme or chain of geometry
and will then take an interest in proving most of the propositions
which he once took for granted.

For that mutter, Elwin( did not prove that if in the triangle AL,
we know that a = b, then L A = LB because anybody doubted it,
but because it was a part of his logical chain of geometry.

Deduction and Proof. It will be of interest here to note Car-
son s distinction between "deduction" and "proof," He says:

Turning now to the more educational aspect of the subject, the first
problem which confronts us is this: children, when they commence mathe-
matics, have formed many intuitions concerning space and motion; are they
to be adopted and used as postulates without question, to be tacitly ignored,
or to be attacked? Hitherto teaching methods have tended to ignore or
attack such intuitions; instances of their adoption are almost non-existent.
This statement may cause surprise, but I propose to justify it by classifying
methods which have been used tinder one or other of the two first heads,
and I shall urge that complete adoption is the only method proper to a first
course in mathematics.

Consider first the treatment of formal geometry, either that of Euclid
or of almost any of his modern rivals; in every case intuition is ignored to
a greater or less extent. Euclid, of set purpose, pushes this pcilicy to an
extreme; but all his competitors have adopted it in some degree at least.
Deductions of certain statements still persist, aIthoush they at once' com-
mand acceptance when expressed in non-technical form. For example, it is
still shown in elementary text-books that every chord of a circle perpendicular
to a diameter is bisected by that diameter. Draw a circle on a wall, then
draw the horizontal diameter, mark a point on it, and ask any one you
please whether he will get to the circle more quickly by going straight up or
straight down from this point. Is there any doubt as to the answer?' And
are not those who deduce the proposition just quoted, from statements no
more acceptable, ignoring the intuition which is exposed in the immediate
answer to the question? All that we do in using such methods is to make
a chary use of intuition in order to reduce the detailed reasoning of Euclid's
scheme; our attitude is that statements which are accepted intuitively should
nevertheless be deduced from others of the same class, unless the proofs are
too involved for the juvenile mind. We oscillate to and fro between the
Scylla of acceptance and the Charybdis of proof, according as the one is more
revolting to ourselves or the other to our pupils.'

At this point I wish to suggest that a distinction should be drawn between
the terms "deduction" and "proof." There is no doubt that proof implies
access of material conviction, while deduction implies a purely logical process
in which premises and conclusion may be possible or impossible of accept-

There is often apparent doubt: but it will usually be found that this is due
to an attempt to est:mate the want of truth of the circle as drawn.

II The italics are mine. Editor.
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once. A proof is thus a particular kind of deduction, wherein the premises
are acceptable (intuitions, for exami le), and the conclusion he not acceptable
until the proof carries conviction, in virtue of the premises on which it is

based. For example, Euclid deduces the already acceptable statement that
any two sides of a triangle are together greater than the third side front the
premise (inter alia) that all right angles are equal to one another; but he
proves that triangles on the same base and between the same parallels are
equal in area, starting from acceptable premises concerning congruent and
converging lines,

The distinction has didactic importance, because pupils can appreciate
and obtain proofs long before they ran understand the value of deductions;
and it has scientific importance, because the functions of proof and deduction
are entirely different." Proofs are used in the erection of the superstructure
of a science, deductions in an analysis of its foundations, undertaken in order
to ascertain the number and nature of independent assumptions involved
therein. If two intuitions or assumptions, A and B, have been adopted, and
if we find that B can be deduced from A, and A from 13, then only one
assumption is involved. and we have so much the more faith in the bases
of the science. Herein lies the value of deducing one accepted statement
from another; the element of doubt involved in each acceptance is thereby
reduced.

II. PURPOSE OF STUDYING GEOMETRY

Purpose in Teaching T)emonstrative Geometry. The first
important question for any tee etter of demonstrative geometry to
settle is the purpose he has in inind. A great deal of our failure to
agree on certain matters urricuium construction is due to the
fet that we do not agree on the valid aims in teaching the various
topics. That is why senior high school teachers of geometry so
often object to the teaching of informal geometry below the tenth
grade. The common objection is that if any geometry is taught
below the tenth grade the pupils who come to them will be handi-
capped in the work of the tenth grade. This is largely a miscon-
ception of the real situation and is due to lack of understanding of
the purpose in teaching informal geometry in the seventh and eighth
grades or a unit of demonstrative geometry in the ninth grade,
or both.

We must continually (epeat and emphasize the fact that the
purpose of geometry is to make clear to the pupil thi.e meaning of
demonstration, the meaning of mathematical precision, and the
pleasure of discovering absolute truth. If demonstrative geometry
is not taught in order to enable the pupil to have the satisfaction
of proving something, to train him in deductive thinking, to give

"The Italica are mine.Elditer.
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him the power to prove his own statements, then it. is not worth
teaching at all.

Someone may ask, If training in constructive thinking is the
big objective, why not give a course in pure !ogle' The ahmver is
that geometry furnishes appropriate figures to illustrate and apply
the essential types of thinking, while pure logic dues not

Who Can Profit by Studying Geometry? Informal geometry
represents about all the geometry that. many pupils are capable of
understanding. If all pupils had strong native ability, they could
dispense wi;li a considerable part. of informal geometry and could
proceed wIth only a slight introduction to the demonstrative stage.
As it stands to-day, however, with almost all children going to sec-
ondary schools, informal geometry constitutes about all the training
in geonit.stry that a considerable body of our pupils will be able to
absorb with profit.

On the other hand, the pupil with a fairly high intelligence
quotient will derive more pleasure and interest from doing than
from merely depending upon his intuition; he will obtain satisfac-
tion in demonstrating that his intuition is correct., To do this he
must learn to give reasons for every step in the thinking process; in
other words, to demonstrate, This applies to all subjects. The
natural sciences are not taught from a vocational point of view, but
for purposes of general information and because they furnish the
student an opportunity to collect and test empirical facts, Simi-
larly, mathematics in general and demonstrative geometry in par-
ticular are nut taught to make engineers out of those who study
theni: the former is taught for the general information it affords in
one of the great branches of knowledge so useful in life; and the
latter is taught because it gives exercise in deductive thinking
wlwre demonstration is independent of external appearances,

If we can develop some kind of prognostic test in demonstrative
geometry that will tell us who can 'net by such work, or if in
sonic way we can select those who will be able to succeed in the
study of the subject, any pupil whose mentality indicats a prob-
able low degree of success should be excused from taking geom-
etry. We must insist., however, that the responsibility of saying
who can profit by a study of geometry and who cannot profit by it
must rest on people qualified to give the proper advice. That is an-
other reason why a trial course in demonstrative geometry in the
ninth grade appeals to so many teachers wren the purpose of teach-
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ing it is clearly understood. From such a course it Phould be pos-
sible to 11114110 with some measure of neeuracy whether a pupil
ought to go on with the study of demonstrative geometry in the
tenth' grade,

Geometry the Supreme Test, For some the study of geometry
is the real test of a real and abiding interest in mathematics. Pro-
fessor \nun told me that he got his first real thrill when he dis-
covered for himself that the SIMI of the angles of a triangle is Mr.
It is related twit Newton showed little promise until he took up the
study of geometry. 'rho point is that we never can tell what a pupil

do if he is properly aroused,
("missions and Additions. In line with the purpose of teaching

geometry previously stated, we need to investigate carefully the
condition,4 which work against obtaining the best results in the
teaching of geometry, and to discover the possible means (ii reme-
dying existing imperfections. These imperfections may be remedied
by omitting some of the unnecessary and unimportant phases of
the geometry work, by substituting better material, and by add-
ing such new subjects or ideas as shall make the subject matter
more desirable from the standpoint of both pupil and tcacher.
Moreover, we need to improve our methods of teaching.

We have all heard the complaint that students are unable to
apply to other sciences the principles which they are supposed
to ilLIVe learned iu mathematics, It is such complaints as this
and the realization of their justness that have caused mathema-
ticians to turn their minds to the improvement of the subject
matter in the study of secondary mathematics. Dr. Osgood of
Harvard once said, "A student's ability to prove a proposition is
no assurance that he knows it. The test as to whether he knows
it is whether he can use it."

In no event will all authorities agree upon the lust plan for
betterment. There is a tendency to go from one extreme to the
other, but it ought to be possible to study the situation intelli-
gently and then adopt whatever plans are considered best suited to
particular needs.

It has been suggested that all propositions not bearing on subse-
quent work in the same cou:se should be omitted. Some teaelwrs
disapprove of this plan because many such propositions give pleas-
ure and make the work interesting to the student. Certainly we
want to make the work as interesting as possible, but should we
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keep such mateal in the course, even though interesting in the
classroom, if something better, bearing on subsequent material, Is
to be had?

Others say that much time is wasted in work on original exer-
cises whieh by many teachers are made a fetich, that "a proposition
whose solution is given by the teacher or by one or two pupils
out of a class of forty, for the amazement of interested dullness,
or the vacant Mare of apathetic indolence of the class, to be
copied mechanically as an exercise in penmanship anti driwing,
is no more an original than any of the propositions in the regular
text." lf, as has been said, the object of preparatory instruction
is twofold-0) to put the pupil in possession of certain facts, and
1 21 to develop in him mathematical powerit is equally true that
the routine method of handling originals does very little toward
accomplishing the first object and practically nothing toward at-
taining the second.

The geometry report of the Central Assoeation of Science and
Mathematics Teachers for 1908 is full of suggestions as to °mis
slung anti additions, It says, "The proposals of the committee are
meant to be evolutionary, not revolutionary in tendency; and each
suggestion is intended as one which could ho adopted without de-
parting fat from current texts and methods. The committee ex-
pects no sudden, drastic reforms in the teaching of geometry, but
hopes that those who may have been accustomed to look upon cur-
rent texts as ideal and their logic as unassailable will tolerate criti-
eism had concede the desirability of reforms, In any event, it is
not advised that many changes be introduced hastily, but that, so
far as possible, the teacher become familiar with each change be-
fore putting it into practice in teaching,"

Criticisms and Suggestions, It would he difficult to list all
the criticisms and suggestions that have been made for improving
the situation in geometry. The following are a few of those rut
frequently offered.

1. All geometry has cultural value, Omit "culture for culture's
sake" and teach a more practical geometry,

2, The question of rigor is overrated and overdone.
3. There is too much hair-splitting of definitions, and too much

time wasted defining terms,
4. Too many theorems that need no proof are proved. Intuir

tion or experience should be substituted in such cases.
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5, More material is crowded into a single year than a child
fourteen or fifteen years of ago can absorb,

6. The notation in many textbooks is too elaborate, and besides
it obscures the thread of logic, For example, a line can be repre-
sented by a single letter and so can an angle,

7, Textbooks in geometry do not discriminate carefully or suf-
ficiently between the essentials and the nonessentials, They deluge
the pupil "with a great number of stock propositions a large pro-
portion of which are unimportant theorems,"

8. Of all the suggested omissions in geometry the subject of
limits has been given as much attention as any other part of geom-
etry. Nearly every mathematics teacher who has suggested any
omissions in geometry at all, so far as I know, has suggested at
least less teaching of the theory of limits, Fortunately, most
teachers of geometry now omit all reference to this subject, al-
though it has taken a long time to bring about this change. In
fact, some of the newer geometries still give it space in a supple-
ment.

Professor Alan Sanders, in the opening address to the Associa-
tion of Ohio Teachers of Mathematics and Science at Columbus,
December 29, 1904, discussed at length the question of limits and
showed why the subject was introduced into our American texts.
He also took up specific examples of the use of the theory of limits
and showed the inconsistency in their application to particular
proofs. He closed his argument with the following statement:

The fact that 90 per cent of the geometries used in this country give no
proof for the propositions quoted relating to cylinders, cones, and spheres
is a matter worthy of the serious consideration of the teachers of geometry.

Professor Lennes, in commenting on what Mr. Sanders said at
that time, interpreted the latter by saying that what Mr. Sanders
meant to say was that the proofs attempted do not as a matter of
fact prove anything. And he then adds, with an exclamation to
the shades of Euclid:

All the teachers of geometry in this country combined can no more prove
these theorems than they can raise a two-year-old calf in a day.

It is a "sine qua non" that shoddy proof must go. Clearness and honesty
of thought is the ideal of mathematics if of any field of intellectual activity.
If it should not be found possible to formulate a solid treatment of limits
adequate to meet the needs of elementary geometry and at the same time
sufficiently simple to be understood by the pupil, then either the topics
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where limits are now used must be omitted or a comprehensible treatmentmust be devised without the use of limits, In case the latter alternativewere chosen, one might consider only those segments, angles, etc., which arecommensurable. Of course, it would have to be stated explicitly that suchtreatment is not complete but that we assume the theorems without proofs
in ease the segments, etc., are incommensurable, The length of a circlemight be considered as the perimeter of a regular polygon of, say, one millionsides, etc. Our results would then be accurate within the limits of observa-tion. At every step we Attalla have to be perfectly clear as to what we aredoing. The treatment could easily be managed su us to be entirely logicalthroughout.

In. EXTENT OF THE COURSE

Conditions Controlling the Selection of Content. The pres-sure upon the curriculum, the new subjects that are clamoring for aplace in the sun, and the demands that we break with tradition
all these problems have caused educators to question the extent
to which geometry should be carried. The wisdom of teaching
solid geometry in partivular has been seriously questioned. In fact,solid geometry as a separate half-year course is rapidly becoming
pus8e in our schools. It is nut even required fur entrance in someof our engineering schools and colleges, as, for example, the follow-
ing statement shows:

Su lid Geometry.-- -Those who take this course have already had one yearof Plano tieometry to provide a foundation in geometric methods and proc-esses. In Solid (ieutnetry much stress should be laid on the development ofspace perception. Pupils should be encouraged to make models, and thento draw them. The mensuration formulas relating to polyhedra, cylinders,cunt* and spheres should receive special attention.
This subject is no longer required for admission to any college of theUniversity of Nebraska, or of a considerable number of other large univer-sities. It is therefore being dropped from the curricula of many high schools.Substitution of a fourth semester of Algebra will be accepted by the Uni-versity from those students who wish to offer six points entrance credits inMathematics. Such students may then enter with three points in each sub-ject, including Solid Geometry, as heretofore.

Schools which do not offer a course in Solid Geometry would do wellto see that the standard mensuration formulas from this subject are usedsufficiently both in Algebra and in Plane Geometry to make the pupils quitefamiliar with them. They should include the formulas fur the surface andvolume of parallelopiped, cylinder, cone, and sphere. Proofs may be omitted."
"University Exteneion News, Vol. 8, No. 13, July 1U 8. University ExtensionDivision, University of Nebraska.
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A Combination Course in Plane and Solid Geometry. I am
not taking the position that. solid geometry should go or that it
should stay, but I do wish to point out that if it is to stay it will
probably have to be combined with plane geometry and he taught-
in the tenth year. In answer to this suggestion some teachers will
complain that they cannot. teach plane geometry in one year, much
less solid geometry. Such an attitude presupposes a definite
amount of "ground" to be covered and this is a myth, except in the
case of those who are bound by extramural examinations. We can-
not teach all of geometry or all of any other subject in a lifetime,
Moreover, we do not teach geometry for the purpose of teaching
any given list of propositions, but to develop the ability to demon-
strate. The fact is that many pupils can learn all that is worth
learning in plane and solid geometry, and many others will learn
little if any, The rule of common sensenot, as is so often the
case, the rule of prejudiceshould determine the extent of the
course.

Some teachers say that they wish to preserve a distinct place for
solid geometry in the schools because it is the subject which teaches
spatial relationships, However, trigonometry will do that as well
or better and it has other advantages not credited to solid geometry.

If solid geometry is to be preserved, it can be done in three
ways:

1. It can be taught as a separate unit in the tenth grade much
as it is done to-day, except that it must be more concentrated.

2. It can be fused with plane geometry at the places where such
fusion seems most desirable and possible.

3. It can be taught. intuitively.
The advantages and disadvantages of each plan should be

discussed and sonic intelligent conclusion reached.
European Practice. In the European schools the number of

propositions studied is generally smaller than has until recently
been the case with us, and the teaching of the subject is extended
over a longer period of time." Our practice must be more uniform
than the practice in European schools because our people move
about so much, and this makes it harder for us to arrange our
courses and the sequence of work to suit local needs. Besides, Euro-
pean schools take several years to do what. we crowd into one year

All teachers of mathematics in this country should be familiar with the report
of the British Association entitled The Teaching o; Geometry in Nehoola. a kv
port pcrured for the Mathematical Aseuciation. G. Bell and sons, London.
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with disastrous results. The rise of the junior high school idea,
however, has enabled us to take advantage of some of the best ideas
in European practice.

Along with the development of the junior high school course in
informal geometry we have also reduced the traditional number
of plane geometry propositions 14 which we expect a student to
master and have increased considerably the number of original exer-
cises. Not only that, but these exercises are more carefully chosen.
As a result, they are simpler, more interesting, and on the whole
better adapted to our purpose of having the majority of our stu-
dents acquire the method of demonstration. We should not limit
the work to only those who possess rare mathematical ability and
who expect to be experts.

Algebra in Geometric Proofs. There has been a great deal of
discussion concerning the advisability of using algebra in geometric
proofs. The durists are in favor of leaving algebra out altogether,
in spite of the fact that the modern view of mathematics permits
geometry and analysis to complement each other. At the other
extreilie are those who try continually to force algebra into a geo-
metric proof whether or not it properly belongs there.

A more satisfactory view would seem to be to use algebra in a
geometric demonstration when the failure to do so would make the
proof unusually difficult. Likewise, in such propositions as the
Pythagorean theorem it is not only easier but. better to generalize
the theorem by including the other two metrical cases about the
square on the side opposite an acute angle and the square on the
side opposite an obtuse angle, and to use both algebra and trigo-
nometry in proving it. Such a procedure will save time that can
be devoted to the salient features of solid geometry.

IV. FOUNDATIONS OF GEOMETRY

Fundamental Principles and Definitions. The traditional plan
of proving propositions is to refer back to statements already
proved. However, there is no proposition before the first one by
means of which the first one is proved; so we decide to set up cer-
tain statements that we are willing to accept without proof. These
conventional statements are called postulates. Besides postulates
we use certain general assumptions, common to all mathematics,

See the College Entrance Examination Board's Syllabi in Algebra and Geometry.
Douitvnts Numbers 107 and 108.
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called axioms. is now generally understood that the number of
assumptions should he small, but not too small."

Nature and Purpose of Definitions. Whereas the modern ten-
dency is to omit all memorized definitions in arithmetic, and for
the most part in algebra, the opposite is true in geometry. Here the
proof of a proposition may be based upon certain definitions as
well as upon preceding proofs or assumptions (postulates or
axioms). As examples of terms which are used in proofs and which
should therefore be memorized. we have right angle, perpendicular,
bisector, perpendicular bisector, and so on. Here again, the text-
book or the teacher should guide the pupil in deciding which defini-
tions need to be memorized.

It is not possible to define all terms adequately; some of them
must simply go undefined. Such terms as point, line, plane, and
angle are good examples of things that might better go undefined.
The failure to memorize definitions for these terms does not, how-
ever, excuse the pupil for using them improperly, He is required
to use the term electricity although he cannot define it.

How Precise Must a Definition Be? All teachers of geometry
who know anything about the situation at all,
know that Precision of definition is very diffi-
cult. Let the teacher who feels that absolute
accuracy is necessary first define a polygon and
then decide whether these figures come within

his definition. If this causes him no worry, let
him figure out the smallest number of vertices
that a polygon may have, and then ask himself
whether a regular digon (two-angled polygon) is
possible. and if not. why not.

Let him further inquire whether the diagonals
of a quadrilateral lie inside or outside the figure,
and consider such a simple case as the one here " am im m

shown, in which the diagonals are AC and BD.
Finally, let him consider whether a quadri-

lateral is formed by intersecting lines, and how
many diagonals are possible, and then see if his
statements meet all the conditions suggested by
the figure here shown.

to For a list of such assumptions the reader 1. referred to any good modern text
In geometry.
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Such questions should not be introduced in the early stages of
geometry. At that time a pupil may properly think of a quadri-
lateral as convex, as in the accompanying figure. This figure, as he

properly conceives it, has only two diag-
onals, shown by the dotted lines AC and
BD. The teacher, however, should realize
that in general a quadrilateral is formed by
four straight lines lying in a plane. If we
adopt the modern phraseology we say that

these lines intersect in points at a finite distance or at an infinite
distance, and that in any case we have three diagonals, even though
some may be infinitely far away. For example, there are simple
cases that may be profitably considered by the teacher and perhaps
referred to later in the pupil's course similar to these illustrations:

A

A

Such considerations may suggest more forcefully to the teacher
the undesirability of committing to memory definitions that are
not actually used in proofs, since we are constantly extending our
ideas of even very common terms, and any claim for absolute pre-
cision of definition is sure to be a hindrance to progress and will
probably be withdrawn as we proceed in our work.

Distinction between Theorems and Problems. The theorems
of geometry are concerned with proving geometric statements; the
problems are concerned with the construction. of geometric figures
in a plane, the only instruments allowed being an unmarked
straight-edge and a pair of compasses. In solid geometry we as-
slim that the necessary figures can be constructed, and so we do
not attempt to show how this can be done. The term proposition
is commonly used to cover both theorem and problem.

In early days, upwards of two thousand years ago, the writers
on plane geometry did not attempt to prove any theorem until they
had shown that the figure could be constructed. For this purpose
they placed some of their problems of plane geometry first, and in-
troduced others as needed. At present we generally assume that
all figures in plane geometry can be constructed, as we assume
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for solids, but. we prove this later in a number of important
eases.

We might go even farther, for it. would be possible and logical
to assume all constructions in plane geometry, just as we assume
them in more advanced work. We do this in some cases, as it is;
for example, we would not hesitate to ask a student to tell the
number of right angles in the sum of the interior angles of a regular
seven-sided polygon, although it. is impossible to construct such a
figure with the limitation imposed upon plane geometry; namely,
of using only the compasses and the straight-edge.

Because of this modern view of the ease, we generally place
the problems at the end of any particular book or chapter although
they might, as with ancient writers, he scattered among the
theorems.

Number and Importance of Theorems. The number of pos-
sible theorems in plane geometry, and similarly in solid geometry,
is apparently unlimited. New propositions are continually being
discovered, most of them being simple deductions from propositions
already known. The latter are usually theorems upon which a con-
siderable number of others depend; that is, they may properly be
designated as basic propositions.

Among the basic propositions the following are particularly im-
portant:

1. The congruence theorems.
2. The equality of alternate angles in the case of parallels.
3. The sum of the angles of a triangle.
4. The theorems relit ing to similar figures.
5. The Pythagorean theorem,
6. Measurement of an angle lomed by two chords.
So important are these few propositions that, if we had no

others with which to work, we could, with these alone, prove a
large proportion of the original exercises of geometry. Indeed, it
would not he bad practice to postulate all but the third and spend
the time finding out how many exercises could be mastered with
these as a foundation. A pupil would be fully as well off so far as
mere training in logic is concerned, although he would not have such
helpful mathematival cquipluctit as he would have if he followed
the usual blan.

Nines the number of basic propositions in plane geometry is often
assumed to be about one or hanily more than three for
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every school week, have we tithe under thi, plan for the important
part of geometrythe exerekcs; itideed. have we time for the alter-
native plan of giving :c fair ,z.(uractry in this same year?
It is a mistaken idea that t 1,e,t s require the repetition of
the proof of every proposition in any particular textbook. A
teacher who is able to aro,ise the interest of his pupils in inde-
pendent work with the exercises. or in finding other exercises that
are new to them, may safely di,euss in class the proofs of the less
important theorems, with a brief citing of the reasons involved in
each step.

Model Proofs. Given this number of basic propositions, the
question arises as to how they should be presented. Should we
give the proofs in full? Should we give them in full at first and
gradually leave more and more gaps for the pupils to fill in order to
make the proofs complete? Should we dictate the propositions and
have the pupils work out the proofs? Should we follow a syllabus
instead of dictating, still leaving the proofs to be worked out.?
Should we employ intuition, pretend to discover the propositions,
and then invent our own proofs, perhaps working them out by
having the entire class take part, we ourselves guiding them in the
right track? Should we give suggested proofs, the pupils following
out the suggestions, ourselves pretending to encourage an original-
ity which the suggestions render impossible? Or should we make
some other combination or experiment, knowing very well that the
same thing has doubtless been attempted many hundreds or thou-
sands of times before? Given a teacher with enthusiasm and per-
sonal magnetism, any one of these plans will yield fairly good re-
sults.

The plans are not equally good, however_ and world experience
has generally favored the use of a textbook that gives the proofs
of the early propositions in full, gradually reducing the degree
of completeness and leaving the pupil more and more upon his own
responsibility in completing the demonstration.

The purpose in giving a complete proof at first, with the reasons
stated both by section number and in full form, is that the pupil
may have a model before him. The reason for giving substantially
complete proofs thereafter is that an approximate model may be
before him even after he has come to rely more fully upon himself.
It should never be assumed that proofs are given only to be mem-
orized; they are given in order that a student should have, every
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day or two, a model for his treatment of the important exercises,
these com.tituting the field in which his originality, his insight into
geometry. and his ability to think logically are to be shown.

Whetit,7 the pupil writes his reasons under each statement of the
proof or at the right. of the statement is a matter of little moment.
In the printed page a larger type and a more striking arrangement
can be used if the reasons follow the steps, but in written work on
a large page it is quite allowable to place reasons at the right, and
many teachers prefer this arrangement because they find that they
can the more readily mark the papers when they are written in this
way.

In any case, the model in the textbook will serve to keep before
the student. the necessity for succinct and logical expression.

Euclid's Sequence Versus the Modern Sequence. For about
2,000 years Euclid's sequence was the order that was universally
followed. To-day we have a simpler and more usable sequence,
not so rigidly scientific as Euclid intended it for university stu-
dents, but within the reach of high school pupils and better adapted
to their needs.

Euclid was little concerned with the classification of proposi-
tions. He arranged his propositions in an order that seemed to him
to begin with the easiest proposition. He then built the super-
structure so as to construct his figures before using them. 'We at-
tempt to classify our propositions, but we do not attempt. to con-
struct our figures before using them. From the standpoint of strict
logic Euclid's plan is better; for teaching purposes ours is superior.
A good plan for teachers to follow is to choose a carefully written
modern textbook in geometry, follow the sequence given there as
carefully as possible, using all the ingenuity they can, emphasize
the work on original exercises, and cultivate the originality and
imagination of the pupils as much as possible.

V. METHODS OF ATTACKING ORIGINAL EXERCISES

Four of the Methods. No single method of attack can he ap-
plied to every exercise. This is fortunate because otherwise our
teaching would be more formal and wooden than it is. However, it is
worth something to point out to a pupil some of the more definite
methods of attack so that the "trial-and-error" method may not be
overworked to the loss of all concerned. The most commonly used
methods will be discussed.
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1. The Synthetic Method. Professor David Eugene Smith says
of this method:

The pupil usually wanders about more or less until he strikes the right
line, and then he follows this to the conclusion. He should not be blamed
for doing this, for he is pursuing the method that the world followed in the
earliest times, and one that has always been common and always will be.
This is the synthetic method, the building up of the proof from propositions
previously proved. If the proposition is a theorem, it is usually not difficult
to recall propositions that may le:td to the demonstration, and to select the
ones that are really needed. If it is a problem it is usually easy to look
alrad in the proposed solution, to see what. is necessary for its accomplish-
ment and to select the preceding propositions accordingly."

2. The Analytic Method. The analytic method of attacking
original exercises in geometry is generally recognized as one of the
niost powerful methods which the pupil can learn. For this reason
Professor Sch hutch's chapter on the analytic method will be of
especial interest and no further d':cussion of it will be given here.

3. The Method of Lori. This method of attack in geometry
applies chiefly to problems where sonic point is to he determined. This is
the method of the intersectiun of loci. Thus, to locate an electric light at

a point eighteen feet from the point of intersection of two
streets and equidistant from them, evidently one locus is
a circle with a radius eighteen feet and the center at the
vertex of the angle made by the streets, and the other
locus is the bisector of the angle. The method is also
occasionally applicable to theorems. For example, sup-
pose that we have to prove that the three perpendicular
bisectors of the sides of a triangle
pas through the same point ; that is,
that they are concurrent. Here the
locus of points equidistant from A
and 13 is PPD, and the locus of points
equidistant from B and C is QQ'.

easily be shown to intersect, as at 0. Then 0, being equidistant
from .1, B. and C. is also on the perpendicular bisector of AC. Therefore
those bi:.ectors are concurrent in O."

These can

4

C

4. The indirect Mrthod. This method is occasionally used as
:1 last resort. It is severely condemned by many, but it has its
supporters as well. In order to help teachers who find a treatment
of this intho(I ditiivuit (Jr unsatisfactory Professor Upton has pre-
pared a chapter on the inrlircct method.

r 4n11-1, y, p, ltil. 'inn and Co., 1011.
" ibid., I..
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General Directions for Proving Propositions. Aside from the
conventional methods of attack on exercises already referred to
there are a few general directions for proving propositions that may
be given to the pupil,

1. Read the proposition carefully. Many pupils fail to prove
propositions because they do not read them carefully, determining
clearly what is given and what is to he proved. and because they
do not sketch free-hand a figure representing the conditions.

2. Draw a general figure, Failures in proving original exercises
are often due to the fact that a pupil takes a special case of a figure
and having proved the exercise assumes that his proof is general.

3. Draw the proper firma% The careful construction of the
figure under consideration will often suggest the relations which
lead ultimately to the proof,

4. Deride definitely what is given and what is to be proved.
The given part. can perhaps best be stated by using letters or sym-
bols relating to the figure, and similarly for what is to be proved.

5. Think out a careful plan for the proof. Here it is worth
while for the pupil to know the various ways of proving lines equal,
angles equal, lines parallel, triangles congruent, and the like, so
that he can be more intelligent in his selection of the proper plan to
follow.

VI. THE CONDt't T OF TIlE RECITATION

Misuse of the Blackboard. It is doubtful whether there is any
way in which we have wasted more time or developed worse habits
among our pupils than in the traditional misuse of the blackboard.
The practice of sending an entire class to the blackboard to draw
figures and write out proofs that they have probably memorized
is wasteful of time and encourages bad habits. If someone held a
stop-watch on us while we passed to and from the blackboard the
amount of time lost throughout the country in one day would
astonish us.

It is customary in some schools for time teacher to send a pupil
to the board occasionally to draw a figure and give a demonstration,
but it is usually very unsatisfactory because of the loss of time
and inattention thus developed. If it is necessary to have compli-
cated figures drawn, it is much more economical of time and it is
better teaching to use large pieces of cardboard upon which neat
and accurate drawings have been made.
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Discussing Proofs. The proofs of the propositions as far as
they are given in the textbooks should be models or they should
not be proved at all. In fact, we could easily omit the proofs of
many conventional propositions and the pupil would gain in every
respect. by such omissions. Why should we give the proofs for
each of the family of parallelogram propositions which usually
begins with the one which reads: "The diagonal of a parallelogram
divides the parallelogram into two congruent. triangles''? This and
all such simple propositions should be treated as original exercises,
provided, of course, the number of model proofs in the text is suf-
ficient to give the pupil a good notion of a model proof.

General Conduct of the Recitation. An entire book might be
written on the conduct of the recitation in geometry. We might
discuss the various types of lessons to be recognized and taught,
how to take care of the routine factors of the recitation, such as
calling the roll, ventilating. and so on, how the time of the class
should be employed and divided, when the assignment of home
work should be made, how to ask artistic questions, and many
other such problems. However, most people who are qualified
to teach geometry at all should have had courses in method or
in professionalize(' subject matter before they are permitted to
teach. In such courses all these details should be discussed at
greater length than time here permits. Besides, teaching is an art
and there are always those who contend that there is no best way
of teaching anything. Whether or not this is true I do not know. I
do know that the teaching of geometry in this country needs to be
and can be improved. It is with the hope that the general level
of the teaching of geometry may be improved that this yearbook
has been prepared.



WHAT SHALL WE TEACH IN GEOMETRY'?
Hy W. It. LONGLEY

Yak Univereity, New Haven, Conn.

Revolution in Mathematics. (kometry is one of the oldest of
educational disciplines. More than any other it has retained its
essential character for centuries. Why, then, should this most
stable subject. of our curriculum be questioned at the present time?
Why should we ask: What shall we teach in geometry? Greatly
accelerated changes in all conditions of the civilized world have put
teachers and advocates of mathematics in general on the defensive.
This is particularly true in the more elementary work. For various
reasons there is pressure from many sources to cut down the time
devoted to instruction and the material included in the courses.

The attacks begin on arithmetic. I do not know how wide-
spread these have been, but. I do know that some educators main-
tain that much useless material is included in the courses in arith-
metic in our elementary schools. As a specific illustration it is
argued that the subject matter of fractions is much inflated and
that no one in ordinary life uses a fraction whose denominator is
anything but 2, 3, 5, or some simple multiple thereof, like 6, 10, or
12. Hence we should omit all work in fractions except simple
addition and multiplication of fractions with the denominators just
mentioned.

A little higher in the scale we are all familiar with the attacks
made on the amount of time devoted to mathematics in the second-
ary schools. Not so many years ago one of the important asso-
ciations of educators in New England formally adopted a resolution
urging the restriction of work in algebra to one year. Other
mathematical subjects have likewise been under fire. Thus far the
line has held fairly well but some losses have been sustained by the
mathematical army, the most serious, I think, being that on the
solid geometry front.

The Place of Mathematics. Now the changes that have al-
ready been made and those which are at present advocated by pro-
fessional educators are all in the line of progress. It should not be

29
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'males required in earl) field of aplication has multiplied many
fold. This situation should he sufficient. justification for holding
our mathematical trenches against. every assault..

Value of Geometry. We should then be prepared not only to
defend ourselves from any attacks that may be made on our present
teaching of geometry, but also to make a vigorous counter-assault
to retrieve what has been lost in solid geometry. First of all, we
should take account of stock. Why sla,old geometry be taught by
us and why should it be studied by the pupils? The main reasons
may be summarized under four heads.

1. Loyieal exposition. In this phase of the work nothing else
approaches geometry. Nowhere else due the pupil marshal his
facts in such strict order and present them with such precision of
statement. For ages this has been considered the chief value of
the study. Perhaps it will continue to be so, but we must not be
unmindful of the fact that there are some heretics, that some
psychologists assert that there is little, if any, transfer of training,
and that a study of the water-tight arguments of geometry helps a
lawyer very little in making a convincing argument in a courtroom.
We can not rely too much on training in argument, from hypo-
thesis to conclusion, as justification for retaining geometry us a re-
quired subject for all students.

2. Geometric facts and relations. The utilitt. of this phase of
geometry is too obvious to require comment. EN :ryone knows that
to a large extent geometry has been indispensable to civilized man
since the earliest days of which we have any record. Some of the
oldest hieroglyphics that have been deciphered refer to records of
land measurement in simple geometric forms. Some of the most
complicated geometric forms and relations are involved in the latest
triumphs of engineering construction. I should like, however, to
call attention to the importance of a knowledge of geometric facts
as a part of a liberal education. Most of the great horde of stu-
dents going to college now are seeking a liberal education. They
want to be able to appreciate what they read and to talk intelli-
gently of art., literature, scientific progress, and current events in
general. They would be greatly mortified if they failed to under-
stand such a reference as "exacting his pound of flesh." Yet, a
similar ignorance of geometry is passed off lightly. Certain facts.
for example, that a straight. line is the shortest distance between
two points, appear to be obvious. ()tilers do not. For instance,
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do all persons possessing what is called a liberal education know
that on the surface of a sphere the shortest distance between two
points is along the are of a great circle? They do not. When
Lindbergh electrified the world by his flight from New York to
Paris, almost every newspaper printed a map showing his course
across the Atlantic. Many others must have had my experience of
trying to explain to friends why he flew so far north. Why should
he have been seen over Ireland wuen he was going to Paris? My
longest argument was with a college professor who did not know
what the newspaper account meant when it said that Lindbergh
followed a g: rat circle. He was not familiar with the technical
term "great circle" and seemed to think that for some tempera-
mental reason Lindbergh chose to fly in a huge circular path, Isn't
it just as desirable in our modern social life to know the most
important sayings of Euclid us it is to recognize the most common
quotations from Shakespeare?

3. Mensuration formulas and methods. These follow from the
geometric facts and relations. Their necessity and utilit- need no
comment.

4. Cultivation of space perception, including the representation
of three-dimensional objects by two-dimensional drawings. The
natural ability to visualize objects and relations in space varies
greatly among individuals. There is no doubt that this natural
ability can be increased by cultivation, and that such cultivation
has important practical results as well as less tangible effects on
general mental development.

Why Solid Geometry is on the Decline. With all the cogent
reasons that can be advanced for the study of geometry, why is it
that the most valuable part. of the subject, namely, solid geometry,
is on the decline? Why nave all colleges that are not technical
schools ceased to require it? Why have more and inure schools and
colleges withdrawn courses in it so that more and inure students
have no opportunity to study it? With a large number Of students
solid geometry is unquestionably just naturally unpopular. To
an appreciable number of teachers solid gmlietry is distasteful.
To the general public, including sonic professional mathematicians,
the study of solid geometry in preparatory school appears to be
futile.

Now I believe this situation exists because of the common
meaning attached to solid geometry. It brings up a vision of metic-
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ulous proofs of obvious facts, of the devil's coffin and other com-
plicated figures called by inure or less meaningless names, of long
and involved series of steps to establish a conclusion which often
is only vaguely understood. This unfortunate conception is due
largely to us, to our understanding of what we should teach. It
seems particularly regrettable because the subject can be made
extremely interesting. This is not my individual opinion alone, but
that of many others who have studied the situation and have asked
what is to be done about it. The answer is that we must change
the character of the course. We must give up some of the less
valuable features and replace them by others.

Solutions Offered by the College Entrance Examination
Board. Two solutions of the problem have been offered by the
College Entrance Examination Board:

1. The requirement labeled Mathematics D. Solid geometry.
2. The requirement labeled Mathematics ed. Plane and solid

geometry. Minor requirement.

Mathematics D. It is my impression that comparatively few
people understand the intent of the Mathematics D requirement,
and to make it plain let me explain some of the history of its
formulation.

The present requirement was formulated by a commission of
eleven members appointed by the College Entrance Examination
Board in 1920. Four of there members had served also on the
National Committee appointed by the Mathematical Association
of America to make recommendations concerning the content of
courses in mathematics in the secondary schools. At the first meet-
ing of the Commission a resolution was presented which was t1le
outgrowth of the work of the National Committee. I can not repro-
duce the wording of the resolution but it was to the following effect:

a. That sufficient drill in formal geometric proofs is given in
plane geometry and that it can be very largely dispensed
with in solid geometry.

b. That mensuration be given much more prominence.
c. That much more wart: be done to develop space percep-

tion, relations of objects in three ditnensions, and the
representation of these relations by drawings.

The resolution met with no opposition and received enthusiastic
support from sonic members of the body. It was agreed, however,
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that such a radical change would have to he made gradually and,
as the result of considerable discussion, it. was decided to fornmlate
two requirements to be known 11S solid Geometry A and Solid
Geometry B, the first to be the traditional course and the second
a new one defined along the lines suggested in the resolution. The
idea was expressed in the meeting that the proposed new require-
ment would gradually make its way in the schools and ultimately
replace the traditional one so that finally the so-called A require-
ment could be discontinued.

The work of the Commission was apportioned among various
subcommittees on algebra, geometry, trigonometry, etc., with a
special committee on Solid Geometry B. The work of the general
committee on geometry consisted in drawing up a syllabus for each
of the requirements in geometry. Its chief contribution was the
selection of certain starred propositions chosen for their impor-
tance and suitability for examination purposes. with the idea
that less effort should be &voted to memorizing the whole list of
pmpositions and more time should he given to originals. The task
of the special committee on Solid (;eometry B consisted in selecting
a small list of propositions and in drawing up a description of the
new type of work to be introduced. The result. of its attempt ap-
pears as the Appendix, pages 35-43, of Doetnnent No. 108, which
contains the definition of the requirements of the College Entrance
Examination Board.

When the ififferent subcommittees reported to the Commission,
it appeared that there was less difference between the A and B
requirements than had been expected. Both reports recommended
essentially the same amount of geometric knowledge. a curtailment
of the time spent on book propositions. and an inerease in the time
spent on originals and applieations. The essential difference was
that the A requirement included eight starred propositions in Book
VI and the B requirement ineluded none. Nothing was more nat-
ural than to attempt to combine the two statemnts into one. The
final statement covering this rombination is as follows:

The Board wishes to accord :dl due lstitude in the treatment of the subject
of solid geometry. It recognizes the value of the further training in logical
demonstration which supplements the study of plane geometry and is given in
standard courses at the present time. It recognizes also that the intuitive
geometry of the early school course may well he carried further as regards
both a firmer grasp on space relations and the visualization of space figures,
and the mensuration of surfaces and solids in space.
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The examinations will be constructed with reference to this larger interpre-
tation of the reipiirrnant. In the past, the candidate has been expected to
answer six (pies( ions. ;nal this will be assumed for convenience in defining the
nature ..f the new exuniinations. These papers will consist of seven questions,
of which the candidate will be expected to answer six. Two of these questions
will call for dernonstratjons of propositions from the starred list, but not both
of these propositions will be chosen from Book VI. Many teachers have felt
that the amount of formal demonstration demanded by this Book has been
excessive ;111(1 has obscured the subject matter. The purpose of the new re-
quiremnt is to give the teacher a freer hand, enabling him, if he so desires, to
teach the fact concerning the relations of lines and planes in space by means
of problems and constructions.

What Can Be Done. The question now is, What can a teacher
do who wishes to break away from the drudgery of forcing unwill-
ing pupils to reproduce book proofs and substitute material which
appeals to the imagination, which stimulates the curiosity of the
pupil to find out for himself results which are not announced
in the statement of the problem, and still prepare the pupils to
meet the College Entrance Examination Board requirement? Such
a teacher can omit a formal proof of every one of the thirty-six
propositions in Book VI. I havt, done it with college freshmen
and believe the result is good. It is merely necessary that the
content of the hook be understood,

The relations between lines and planes in space can easily he
she by a few simple models constructed extemporaneously from
two or three books and pencils. Very few of the filets require
proof. If any one is not accepted readily by the whole class, it
should have an informal but convincing demonstration.

Au explanation of the meaning of the propositions should then
he followed by many simple problems making use of them. A
single example will illustrate the idea. 'What is the angle between
two diagonals of a cube? Most pupils will answer that immedi-
ately. With all the symmetry involved what could the answer be
but 90 ? And tliey will be much surpr,sed, when the problein is
analyzed and worked wit, to find that the answer is 7U' 32'. It is
an excellent introductoy problem both in the steps of the solution
and in the unexpected result. The introduction of ninnerieal trig-
onometry in ;try algebra opens up a great quantity of
material in both plane and solid geometry which could not be
touched before, and probably very few of us are taking advantage
of this liberation from the domination of the 30'-60) right tri-
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angles. Further applications and developments are suggested, but
by no means exhausted, in the Appendix of the Board's pamphlet.
This procedure has the advantage of saving time and sustaining
interest. It. avoids the clanger of disgusting the pupil by proofs
of facts that anyone can see and thus killing his interest at the
start.

Mathematics cd. The second solution of the problem of geom-
etry teaching offered by the College Entrance Examination Board
is the requirement known as "'Mathematics cd, Plane and Solid
Geometry. Minor requirement." The suggestion of such a course
was made to the Commission by Professor Dunham Jackson, who
came to the first meeting just after the faculty of the University
of Minnesota had voted to eliminate solid geometry from the curri-
culum. He was anxious that something be done to retrieve the
loss but felt that we could probably not get more than one year
for geometry in our preparatory schools. He suggested a course
which should include both plane and solid geometry, but which
should require no more time than is usually given to plane geom-
etry. The proposal went through without opposition, because no
one would be required to take the course and it seemed quite right
to offer the opportunity to anyone who desired it.

Present Status of the Two Requirements. The progress of
the new geometry under the Mathematics I) requirement can not
readily be measured, and we can only surmise that little has been
accompr shed. As to the Mathematics ed requirement we need only
turn to the Secretary's reports to assure ourselves that it has not
been used. During the past four years the number of books in
geometry written by the Board's candidates was 24,432. Of this
number seventy-two were in Mathematics cd. After we have been
told by the readers that most of the seventy-two gave unmistakable
evidence of not knowing enough geometry to pick the right question
paper, we are fairly safe in saying that no progress has been made
with the minor requirement.

The minor requirement has recently had some able champions
in Professor Beatley and Professor Tyler, and a committee is now
at work to promote the idea. Until more progress has been made
in the development of the course, it is quite natural that the Board
should feel that it has done all that it can. A definition of the
requirement has been formulated and examinations are set every
year. Any candidate who chooses may take the examination. Any

6
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teacher or school may prepare for itand any college may accept
it, The colleges have had no opportunity to express their attitude,
because the question has not been put to them in the only form
which they can answer, namely, by candidates offering the subject..
Personally, I have not the slightest doubt that the minor require-
ment in plane and solid geometry would be accepted everywhere.
except perhaps in some technical schools, in place of the plane
geometry alone.

Importance of Experimental Work. Who, then, has the op-
portunity and responsibility of changing the situation in geometry?
It seems to narrow down to the schools. Any school, or any teacher
who is given a free hand in a school, has the opportunity to teach
a course in solid geometry which is radically different from the
traditional one, a course which can not fail to arouse some curi-
osity, which appeals to pupils as worth while and to administrators
as having practical value. Such a course has been taught success-
fully, is approved by the I3oard, and i3 accepted by every college
in the country. We need only textbooks a little better adapted to
the purpose, a little bolder in breaking with tradition.

If the longer course proves impossible in some cases, the next
best chance is the minor requirement. I feel so sure that there
will be no difficulty in having such a course accepted by the colleges
that it seems unnecessary to consider this phase as an obstacle.
The course, however, will have to he developed. Some enthusi-
astic believers in the subject, with opportunities to experiment with
classes and time to work out details, must show the rest of us how
it can be done and prepare the texts with which to do it. There is
presented here an opportunity for valuable constructive work, for
I can not. believe that the subject will continue to be divided into
plane geometry and solid geometry. Considering present needs, it
seems more advantageous to develop the simpler parts of three-
dimensional geometry simultaneously with the corresponding work
in two dimensions.

Our young people of to-day have such a variety of interests
that it is quite natural for them to become impatient with a subject
which appears to have little, if any, connection with ordinary ex-
istence. They can not be censured for feeling that every effort
must be directed toward something that will count, not necessarily
toward greater earning capacity, but at least toward greater
mastery of the problems of present-day civilization which they are
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just beginning to sense. With the growing importance of mathe-
matics to an increasing number of people it seems more than ever
unfortunate if there is any step in the mathematical ladder which
arrests progress. The traditional course in solid geometry often
presents such an obstacle. When a pupil does not study solid
geometry, it usually means that there is a break of at least a year
before he can go on with further work in mathematics. He not
only misses the content of the course and the increased power that
can come from it, but he loses much that he has already gained.
As a college freshman hoi finds himself usually at a great dis-
advantage in competition with others whose mathematical career
has suffered no break, and whose mathematical maturity is greater
than a difference of one year's work would indicate.

Present View of the Situation. Now it is quite possible and
highly desirable that we shall sometime have a rearrangement of
the mathematics curriculum which will offer to students in the
last year of preparatory school a course which will be more at-
tractive than the present ones and which will better prepare them
for continuing the study of mathematics in college. in the mean-
time, while the pioneers are dcing their work, the best single step
that we can take is to teach solid geometry from the point of view
of the B requirement described above. Under the present detini-
ions of requirements in geometry of the College Entrance Exam-

ination Board there lies bef -ire us the opportunity of doing a con-
siderable service not only for the single subject of geometry but
also for mathematics throughout the whole curriculum of the sec-
ondary schools and colleges.



DEMONSTRATIVE GEOMETRY IN THE
SEVENTH AND EIGHTH YEARS

BY VERA SANFORD
School of Education, Western. Reserve University

Cleveland, Ohio

Possibilities of an Early Approach to Demonstrative Geom-
etry. The development of the course of study in mathematics in
the junior high school, invoh lug as it does the early introduction
of the ideas of algebra and trigonometry, raises the question of the
value of an earlier use of demonstrative geometry. One solution
urges that a unit. of this subject he taught in the ninth year, the
work being somewhat less rigorous than the corresponding part of
the traditional course. A second solution involves the informal
introduction of the subject in the seventh and eighth years. It is
the purpose of this chapter to point out, by describing a specific
piece of work, how this second suggestion may be put into practice
with the brighter students; not, it must he understood, as a unit set
off from the pupil's study of intuiive and experimental geometry,
but rather as an integral part of his study of geometric relation-
ships. It is, as he may perhaps grow to realize, another method
of thinking about the topics with which he deals.

The objection will be raised that an important reason for pre-
senting the unit of demonstrative geometry in the ninth year is its
beuefit to the student whose school life terminates at this point, awl
that such students seldom rank in the upper quartile of their group.
This point must be granted; yet experience shows that these stu-
dents sometimes find great. satisfaction in the study of elementary
algebra. It is not improbable that something of the same sort may
follow from the study of elementary demonstrative geometry even
at an elrlier point.

In the case of students who meet the subject later, whether in
the ninth year or in the tenth or eleventh, their acquain+ance with
the concepts of geometric reasoning may be quite as valuable
as their preliminary knowledge of geometric forms.

39
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View Based on Experience. Although the considerations that
follow are based on my experiences over a period of nine years in
the Lincoln School of Teachers College, they should be considered
as mere suggestions of the possibilities of this work rather than as
a report of the results of scientific experimentation. During the
early part of this time the necessity of some such action was be-
coming more and more clear to me through my work in the senior
high school field where the problem was the building of a suitable
course on the basis of the junior high school work. During the
latter part of this period, I had an opportunity to see what changes
might be effected in the junior high school course to provide for
better preparation for the work of the later grades.

How the Question Arose. My first interest in this problem
was influenced by conditions which I think were not unique. I
found that classes trained in junior high school mathematics tended
to be restive when they were asked to prove theorems that in an
earlier grade they had assumed to be true br that they had estab-
lished by experiment. Even postulating a liberal number of propo-
sitions would not solve the difficulty, for their work had involved
congruency, similarity, area formulas, and even the Pythagorean
theorem. The essential differences between experimental and de-
monstrative geometry were emphasized but again and again the stu-
dents would refer to their former work; for example, in proving
that only one perpendicular could be dropped from a point to a
line by reference to the formula for the sum of the angles of a
trianglea theorem that had not then been proved. As authority,
they cited the page on which the statement appeared in their junior
high school text. They had a useful vocabulary of geometric
terms, but apparently their study of geometry that was intuitive
had inhibited their acceptance of geometry that was demonstrative.
A possible remedy was to reduce the amount of intuitive geometry
or to change its subject matter, perhaps emphasizing symmetry of
different types and paying little attention to congruence and simi-
larity. Yet these very topics were fundamental in parts of the
junior high school course that were themselves of intrinsic useful-
ness.

Experiment versus Reasoning. Another way of meeting the
problem was to attack it at its source. and to add to seventh and
eighth year geometry the consideration of the difference between
an opinion based on intuition and one based on reasoning. At this
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point, I was greatly assisted by a chance circumstance that not
only provided a natural opening for the problem with the seventh
grade, but suggested a situation that might be duplicated with other
classes at the same point in other years. A social studies discussion
of the way in which men arrive at a statement of a scientific law
was interrupted by the close of the period, and the class came in
a body to the mathematics room. Mindful of the close interplay
between departments which is characteristic of the school, the social
studies teacher suggested that the pupils see if they could not find
immediate assistance in mathematics. Fortunately the day's work
was well adapted to this problem; so, building on the considerations
of the previous hour, we pretended complete ignorance of our pre-
vious work in the study of the sum of the angles of a triangle, and
started afresh.

First Step. The first step was to state the problem: to con-
struct a triangle whose angles are of given size.. This was clearly a
simple matter compared to primitive man's experiments with vari-
ous remedies for disease or an inventor's groping toward scientific
discovery. When we listed the values of the angles which were
shown by experiment to permit the construction of a triangle and
those that did not, we were clearly in the trial-and-error stage
which had been discussed in the social studies class. The study of
our successes and failures led to the conclusion that the work was
not necessarily possible when just any angles were given, for the
drawing of the first two inexorably determined the size of the third
which might or might not be the same as the size of the third given
angle. Our conclusion was that some connection between the size
of the third angle and that of the other two was essential to the
drawing of the triangle.

At this point we might well have traced a comparison between
the work at hand and the methods of the medicine man and his
herbs or the astrologer who based his conclusions on observations
of the planets.

Scrutiny of our data showed that although there was wide
variation in the size of the angles in the different triangles, the sum
of the angles in any one case was in the neighborhood of 180°. Our
rule had now reached the stage where it read, "The construction
seems to be possible if the sum of the given angles is 180°."

Second Step. We then passed to the second stage to see
whether this rule of thumb would work with cases chosen at ran-
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dom. The class argued that a single case in which the rule did not
yield a satisfactory result would be sufficient to nullify it, and it
clearly would be impossible to draw all possible cases. It was here,
then, that we undertook the time-honored tests of cutting out a
triangle and piecing the corners together. We turned a ruler
through each angle of the triangle in turn and were convinced that it
had made half of a complete turn (rotation). Finally, we accepted
the conclusion that the sum of the angles of a triangle drawn in a
plane is 180°. We had recapitulated the early steps in the dis-
covery of a scientific law: first, trial and error leading to the formu-
lation of a rule of thumb; and second, the tests of this rule. The
final step of reasoning from previously accepted hypotheses to
bus was as yet untouched.

Third Step. The next day, however, a member of the class
asked if the sum cf the angles of a four-sided figure was also a
definite amount. Iohert, brilliant but hasty, said, "Yes, 360°, for
a rectangle is a foul - skied figure and it has four right angles."

"But," objected Edson, "not all four-sided figures are rectangles.
Suppose it were a parallelogram?"

"That's all right," said Robert, "what you squeeze out at one
corner comes in at the other."

Edson's reply indicated lack of conviction in these blanket
statements, and Margaret interpolated the opinion that some four-
sided figures were, as she put it, "neither rectangles nor parallelo-
grams cockeyed." With that she drew an irregular quadri-
lateral on the board. Cecilia (I. Q. 106) then said, "That's all
right. I'll show you (drawing a diagonal). The sum of the angles
here is 180° and here it is 180° and together the sum for the whole
thing is 360°."

The class agreed that Cecilia's scheme was neither intuition as
was Robert's, nor was it based on measurement. They decided to
call it a "proof by reasoning." From that time on, we definitely set
ourselves the job of proving our guesses in this manner whenever
possible.

In the course of this work, besides getting an inkling of the
meaning of demonstration, the class discovered for itself Robert's
use of an unproved converse, and criticized him for his tacit as-
sumption that since all rectangles are quadrilaterals, all quadri-
laterals are also rectangles. Examples of converse statements were
proposed and discussed, and these ranged from very simple ones
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to the table talk at the Mad Hatter's party with the "I say what
I mean is the same as I mean what I say."

Value of an Early Approach to Geometry, This was the
writer's first introduction to the informal use of the basic idea of a
proof by reason ing in the seventh grade, but it suggested a line of
thought to which other experiences were naturally allied, Why
should not these students early become accustomed to reasoning
from previously accepted theorems or from postulates? Not, of
course, with the technical vocabulary of "theorems" and "postu-
lates," but with the concepts informally expressed? Why should
they not lent tt the pitfalls of the glib quoting of a converse to a true
statement? Why should they not learn how to phrase the oppo-
site of a given statement? The work to which they conic in science
and the social studies, for example, endeavors to stimnlate inde-
pendent thought. It offers ninny opportunities for reasoning front
hypotheses but it also offers many occasions in which the pupil
is likely to fall into habits of incorrect reasoning in the matters of
converses and opposites mentioned above. Is the seventh or the
eighth grade too soon to begin to build an appreciation of a proof
and its implications?

Repetition of This Piece of Work, It not infrequently hap-
pens that the opportunities that conic by chance in one class can be
induced by stTgestion in another. This has been the case in the
instance cited here, and in other classes it has been a simple matter
to progress from the proof of a theorem by measurement to the proof
of a corollary of this theorem by reasoning. Other features have
entered naturallythe arbitrary nature of a definition, the idea
that a postulate is accepted without proof, and the contrast between
a direct. proof and a proof by exclusion.

It has bo my experience that these considerations make for
rt greater unity in the geometry of the junior high school, that they
provide opportunity for individual work of high quality, and that
they bridge the gap between two opposing types of geometry-
informal and demonstrative.



A UNIT OF DEMONSTRATIVE GEOMETRY
FOR THE NINTH YEAR

BY JOSEPH B. ORLEANS
George Wohington high School,

Now York, N. Y.

Purpose of the Unit. A unit of demonstrative geometry, to
cover in time the equivalent of six to eight weeks, can best fit into
the work of the ninth year if algebra is begun in the eighth year
and if a foundation of intuitive geometry is laid in the seventh
year. Since many of the pupils in the algebra classes continue with
plane geometry the tenth year, nothing must be presented in this
unit which will in fere with the work of that year The purpose
of this course is t ,jive the pupils a notion of what a logical proof
is. It is not necessary, therefore, to emphasize the translating of
word problems into geometric language. That may well be left
for the next grade. The work need concern merely the relationship
between the facts that are given, the conclusion to be reached,
and the steps one must follow to reach the conclusion. Since the
unit is to be part of the work of a year which is devoted also to
algebra and to the solution of the right triangle, and is to be spread
over at least the 913 grade, it would be well to correlate the geom-
etry, as far as possible, with the algebra and the trigonometry.

Axioms and Postulates. The axioms and the necessary postu-
lates are not listed in the outline which follows beeausn they will
appear in the work one at a time in various connections and the
individual teacher must emphasize and teach them as they occur.

Nature of the Unit. This plan takes the form of a series of
exercises which are based upon certain postulated geometric facts
and which lend themselves to logical demonstration, special em-
phasis being laid upon certain important problems.

Outline of the Unit
I. PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS. Line, point, angle (straight,

right, obtuse, acute), vertical angles. In connection with these the
44
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class should review the fundamental constructions which lead to
the postulating of the congruence theorems,

II. VERTICAL ANGLES ARE EQUAL, An informal proof. Pupils
always wonder why they must prove that vertical angles are equal
when they can readily see that they are equal. An informal con-
versation about a pair of vertical angles and their common supple-
ment will help to establish the fact without dependence merely
upon appearances and will also give the pupils the beginning of the
relationship between statement and reason leading to a conclusion.

(a) Numerical exercises,

c Lb = 20°, Lc= 60°, 1440E = ?
LI3OP = 130°, L = 40'. La = ?
L FOD = 140°. Lb = 60°, L a = ?

Lf= 60°, Lb= 25°, Ld=?
"Lf=b°, Ld=100°,Lb=?

La= 2Lc, Le= 60°.Lc=?
COA = 140°, L EOC = 120',

LDO1 = ?

(b) Proofs. (no the above diagram.)
(1) Lb+ Lc= LADE, (2) L BOF Lc= La.
(3) LBOF Lf= Ld. (4) Lf Zri = 180°.

(5) L COA L DOB + L EOC = 360°.
(6) COA LEOC AOE = 2 L a.
(7) If L f = e, then L b = Lc.

(c) More difficult exercises. (Use the above diagram.)
(1) COA .= 150°, L EOC = 130°, L a ?
(2) L BOP = 140°. L COA = 125°, L = ?
(3) L AOE z 140°, L r = 40°, L c = ?
(4) If L BOP' = L FOD, prove L f = Le.

(d) Gem( tric application.. If a straight line bisects one of two
vertical angles, it bisects the other one also.

III. THE CoNontliNcE THEOREMS. The congruence of pairs of
triangles based upon s. a. R. S. a. R., a. R. a. = a. R. a., and s. s s

s. s. s. by means of triangles constructed with given parts and cut
out of paper or cardboard.

(1)

Exercises

Given
La =30° ,
Lb = 30°,
L r = 20°,
L d = 20°.

Prove

A ABC at A ADC .
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(2)

(3)

(4)
Ki

(5

(6)

(7)
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Given

I

(8) A

a
MZ..--(9) 0A MN = NP,

MO = OP.

Prove

AC bisects L A.

AC bisects L C. p ABC 94 &ADC.

BD bisects L B.

EP is 1 to BD. ABED ABM.

I is the midpoint
H of Gil.

KG is to G H
L andllLisJ to

G11.

AD and BC are
straight lines.

D AO = OD and
BO =0C.

AKG1 A11114.

AAOB AC01).

XY = XW.
1Z bisects L X. AXZY AXZW.

DBC is a straight
line.

AB is 1 to DC
and DB = BC. AABD = A ABC.

AB is I to BD
and CD is I to
BD.

0 bisects BD.

AB = CD.

(10) JC BC = AD,
AB = CD. AABD ABCD.

A ABO A OCD.

A MNO sae ANPO.
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Teach the fact of the equality of the corresponding sides and
of the corresponding angles of congruent triangles, Use exer-
cises 1 to 10 for drill in proving corresponding parts equal.

(15) Sante diagram :IA
Ex, 14.

(16)

(17)

(18)

G

Given Prove

NO bisects LPN,11.
= NP. L dt = L P.

DBC is a straight line.
AD =

DAB = L BAC . L D= LC C.

AB=CD,
LDBA = LBDC. Al) = BC.

L BAD ---= LB(JD.
LCBD LADE

CD is to AE,
AI, is Ito CG,
BD = BF. LC= LA.

CB = BA,
1)B = BF,
AE and CG are straight

lines. CD F.

AB DC,
AC = BD.

AB = BC,
:.x= Ly

AB = AD,
BC = CD.

LA= L D.

LA = L,C

LB= ZD
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(19) If two sides of a triangle are equal, the angles opposite those
sides are equal.

(Introduce the need of a construction line to help one to
reach the conclusion. Emphasize the importance of drawing
the construction line with a purpose in mind.)

Exercises Based on the Isosceles Triangle Exercise

Given. Prove

(20) AC = BC,
AD = EB. CD = CE.

AC = BC,
AE = DB. CD =CE.

A

(21) Same diagram as
Ex. 20.

(22) F is the midpoint of CE.
AC = AE, BC = DE. BF = DF.

A

(23)

(24)

AC = AF.
BD is Ito CF.
GE is ± to CF.

I CD =EF. BD = GE.

AC = AE.
B is the midpoint of AC.
I) is the midpoint of AE. CD = BE.

(25) If the three sides of a triangle are equal, the three angles are
equal.

Postulate the fact that the exterior angle of a triangle is
greater than either opposite interior angle. The proof of this
theorem does not fit into a series of exercises like those in this
outline. It is impossible to expect the pupils to suggest the
necessary construction lines. They must get them either
from the teacher or from a textbook. There is, therefore, no
loss in postulating this theorem.

(26)
A

Given: AB = AC.
Prove: L B greater than L D.

O
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Given: AD greater than AB.
AC = AB.

Prove: L DB A greater than Z ADB .

IV. PARALLEL LINES. Two lines are parallel if a transversal
makes a pair of alternate interior angles equal. (This theorem in-
troduces the pupils to a simple form of the indirect proof.)

Exercises

(28) Tell why lines AB and CD are parallel if
(a) Z c= 70° and L f= 70°.

A b
(b) L c= 60° and L e= 120°.
(c) La = 110° and Lf = 70°.
(d) L b = 60° and L f = 60°.
(e) L a = 120° and z g =

(29) Prove that AB is II to CD if L b = Lf. (Use diagram in
Ex. 28.)

(30) Prove that AB is II to CD if L a = L h. (Use diagram in
Ex. 28.)

(31) Prove that AB is II to CD if L b = L g. (Use diagram in
Ex. 28.)

(32
C

Given: L CAD = L FDA and
LBAC = LEDF.

Prove: AB II to DE.

(33) Use diagram of Ex. 32. Given: L BAD = LADE and
LBAC = LEDF.

Prove: AC II to DF.

(34)

a

Given: AB = DC and
LCAB = LDCA.

Prove: AD II to BC.

(35) Draw two lines AB and CD bisecting each other at E. Prove
AC II to DB.

(36) Two lines perpendicular to the same line are parallel.
Postulate the fact that if two lines are parallel, the alter-

nate interior angles are equal.
(37) If two lines are parallel, the corresponding angles are equal.
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(38)

(39)

(40) Same diagram as
Ex. 39.

A 0
(41) Given: AD to CB and AO .7-- OB.

Prove: DO = OC.

Given: AB II to CD.
(a) If L c = 70°, L f = ?

9 ( b) If Lc =80 °, e = ?
(c) If L c = 75°, Lc, = ?
(d) If La = 110°, L f = ?D '
(e) If L b = 80°, Lg = ?
(f) If L h = 100 °, z b = ?

Given: AD = BC and AD II to BC.
l'rove: Z DCA = LBAC.

/3

Given: AB II to CD and AD 0 to BC.
Prove: LB = LD.

(42) If a line is perpendicular to one of two parallel lines, it is
perpendicular to the other one also.

(43) In the accompanying diagram, prove
that L DCA = L A LB. (Since we
::re comparing the exterior angle with
two other angles, divide the exterior
angle into two parts in the most con-
venient way. Let the class discuss the
various possibilities and suggest the
construction line.)

(44) Prove that LA + LB + LC= 180°.
A (Tile pupils have learned this fact in their

intuitive geometry. Since we are comparing
the three tingles with a straight angle, what
is the best Nvay to introduce a straight angle
into the diagram?)

Exercises Based on Ex. 44

(45) If LA = 70° and LB = 50°, L C = ?
(46) How large is each angle of an equiangular triangle?
(47) The vertex angle of an isosceles triangle is 30°. How large

is the base angle?
(48) The base angle of an isosceles triangle is 35°. How large is

the vertex angle?
(49) What is the number of degrees in each angle of an isosceles

right triangle?
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(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)
(58)
(59)

(60)
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Two angles of a triangle contain respectively 60° and 87 °.
What is the size of the third angle?
Two angles of a triangle contain respectively x° and'y°.
What is the size of the third angle?
Two angles of a triangle are equal and the third angle con-
tains 2k degrees. How many degrees are there in each of the
equal angles?
If the three expressions 2x, 3x -- 2, and x 8 represent the
number of degrees in. the three angles of a triangle, find the
number of degrees in each angle.
Two angles of a triangle are in the ratio of C to 7 and the third
equals the difference between the other two. Find each angle.
Find the number of degrees in the angles of a triangle, if the
first is 12° more than the second and the third is double the
second.
Find the number of degrees in the angles of a triangle, if one
angle is twice the second and three times the third.
Prove that the sum of thr angles of a quadrilateral is 360°.
Explain why a triangle can have no more than one right angle.
Explain why a triangle can have no more than one obtuse
angle.
E two angles of a triangle are equal respectively to two angles
of another triangle, the third angle of the first is equal to the
third angle of the second.

V. SIMILAR TRIANGLES. Definition. Illustrate by means of
parallel lines. Contrast similar and congruent triangles. Contrast
equal corresponding sides of congruent triangles and propnrtional
corresponding sides of similar triangles. Relate this work to the
solution o° the right triangle in the trigonometry.

Postulate the fact that two triangles are similar if at least two
angles of one are equal to two angles of the other.

Enrages Based on Similar Triangles

Given Prove

(61)
A

EC is I to BD
and AB is Ito
BD.

OECD' AABD
and write a pro-
portion.

A
(62) BE isll to CD. tABE AACD

and write a pro-
portion.
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Given

(63) a DE is 1 to AE
and CB i61
to AD.A c

(64)

E

(65) Use the diagram EFG is a right
of Ex. 64. angle.

FH is 1 to EG.
(66) A ABC A DEF.

AG is to BC
and DH isl
to EF.

The two tri-
angles in the
diagram are
similar.

(68) The two tri-
angles in the
diagram are
similar.

AD is Ito BC
and Ell is 1
to FG.

(69) BE is II to CD.

EFG is a right
angle.

FH is Ito EG.

(67)

RS is II to TM.
(70) Rns RM is a straight

line.
TS is a straight

line.
(71) 1r' a pole 120 ft. high casts a shadow of 40 ft., how long is the

shadow of a pole 30 ft. long?

Summary. In the above outline the pupil becomes acquainted
with the meaning of a geometric demonstration through the notions
of congruence (in connection with which the teacher may introduce
symmetry), parallelism, and similarity. These Are the three main
threads that run throughout the plane geometry of the tenth year.
With some classes some teachers may be able to go a bit further

Prove

£ABC AADE
and write a pro-
portion.

AEFH AEFG
and write a pro-
portion.

AFGH AEFG
and write a pro-
portion.

AG:DH = AB:DE.

Find the values of
x and y.

Find the value of s.

Find the value of
AC.

A R OS ATOM.
Write a proportion

based on this fact.
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and develop the Pythagorean theorem, which will follow directly
from the exercises dealing with similar triangles. This can very
well be correlated with the solution of the incomplete quadratic
equation in algebra. No attempt has been made to suggest the
methods that the teacher is to use in introducing the work or in
developing the various parts. The outline merely suggests what
might be the content of a unit of demonstrative geometry in the
ninth year.



A UNIT OF DEMONSTRATIVE GEOMETRY
FOR THE NINTH YEAR

Br JOSEPH SEIDLIN
Alfred University, Alfred, N. Y.

Nature of the Unit. The unit of demonstrative geometry here
suggested is based in principle upon the mommendation of the
National Committee on Mathematical Requirements*: "E. Dem-
onstrative Geometry. The demonstration of a limited number of
propositions, . . . the principal purpose being to show to the pupil
what 'demonstration' means."

That a pupil may see a demonstration he must understand every
step in it and he must be satisfied with the genuineness of the struc-
ture as a whole. But he need not necessarily be able to reproduce
the "proof" synthetically (,.. "get at it" analytically.

Other things being equa i, the "demonstration" in this unit is no
less rigorous than that in present-day tenth year geometry. Though
assumptions are made rather freely, the extreme of assuming
"everything and anything" is avoided. The writer feels that too
many axioms and postulates would complicate the unit and destroy,
to a proportionate extent, the validity of demonstration.

Practical applications, basal theorems, the development of
spatial imagination are unquestionably desirable objectives in the
teaching of tenth year geometry. But they have exercised very
little influence in the choice of the content of this unit. It is dis-
tinctly not a mere preparatory course to further work in geometry.
On the other hand, this unit is so constructed that it will neither
interfere with nor inhibit the more formal geometry of the senior
high school.

Axioms, Postulates, and Definitions. At the very outset the
pupil must learn to distinguish between assumptions in demonstra-
tive geometry and inferred facts in intuitive or .experimental
geometry. For instance, in informal geometry we assume the
equality of vertical angles because the angles "look equal" and

The Rer.rganization o1 Mathematic'? in Secondary Schools, edited by John W.
Young. Published by Houghton Mifflin Company.
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as a result of a simple experiment we assume that the sum of the
interior angles of a triangle is 180 °; in demonstrative geometry we
may assume the equality of vertical angles irrespective of "looks"
or "experiment." In other words, the pupil must be given to under-
stand that the axioms and postulates, the definitions, and the
"given" part of the theorem are indisputable authorities in demon-
strative geometry.

In the plan of this unit the assumptions and definitions imme-
diately precede their actual use in proofs. Varying pupil conditions
may require a richer list of exercises and, likely, other assumptions
and definitions. In no sense is this unit to be regarded as a com-
plete or "closed" whole.

Introductory Group

Assumptions. The following assumptions will be necessary:
1. When two straight lines intersect, the vertical angles are equal.
2. If two sides and the included angle of one triangle are respec-

tively equal to two sides and the included angle of another
triangle, the triangles are congruent.

Definitions. We shall also need the following definitions:
1. The equal parts of congruent triangles are called their corre-

sponding parts.
2. Distance between two points is m2asured along the straight line

joining the two points.

Exercises. The following exercises may then be given:
1. If in ABC, AC is prolonged to D so as to make CD -------- AC, and

BC is prolonged to E so as to make C.F. :----- BC,

E

we can then prove that
(a) ACDE = 6,ABC.
(b) E is as far from D aE A is from B.
(C) DACE P BCD.
(d) E is as far from .1 as D is from B.

These four exercises may be proved informally either in the order given
or in the order a, c, b, d.
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2. If in A ABC, D is the midpoint of BC and through D we draw
AE so as to make DE = AD, and if we then draw BE, we can
prove that

(a) ADBE AADC.
(b) L DBE = LACD.

First Group
Assumptions. The following assumptions will now be neces-

sary:
1.1 The whole is greater than any of its parts.
2.1 In any function any quantity may be substituted for its equal.

Definitions. We shall also need the following definition:
1.1 In the triangle ABC,

angles ABC, BCA, and CAB are its interior
angles;

angles CBX, ACV, BAZ are called exterior
angles. 8

Theorem I. The following theorem may then be proved:
An exterior angle of a triangle is greater than either of the oppo-

site interior angles.
Given. In A ABC, with AB produced to X, CBX is to exterior

angle and L ACB is one of the opposite interior angles.
Prove I. LCBX > L ACB.
Proof. Through the midpoint of BC, say D, draw AE so as to

make DE = AD; draw BE.

A

C

C I

X
A

It is easy to show (see Exercise 2) that L DBE = L ACB. But
we know that L CBX > LDBE (see Assumption 1.1). And, there-
fore, LCBX > LACB (see Assumption 2.1).t

Read "First assumption in the first group" and similarly for the other notation
like this.

t The reasons should be stated in words, of course.
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Prove O. L CBX > L CAB.
The proof may be developed completely and independently of (1), or
it might suffice merely to indicate the two new elements.

Second Group

Assumptions. Another assumption will now be necessary.
1.2 Three mutually intersecting lines, not passing through, the same

point, form a triangle.

Definitions. This definition is needed:
1.2 When two lines are cut by a third (called a transversal) the

angles formed on the alternate sides of the transversal and
"inside" the two lines are called alternate-interior angles.

Angles x and y are alternate-interior angles.
Theorem II. The following theorem may now be proved.
Two lines cut by a third will not meet, however far produced,

if the alternate-interior angles are equal.
Given. Lines PQ and RS are cut by the transversal AC so that

Lm Lii.

Prove. PQ cannot meet RS.
Proof. At first it may seem (to the pupil) that it is impossible

to prove this theorem since, after all, it is not practicable to keep
on producing these lines forever. Here; again, we have the oppor-
tunity to glorify the power of logical demonstration.

We are going to prove that because Lm = zn it is impossible
for PQ to meet RS anywhere: What sort of figure would be formed,
by AC and PQ and RS if the latter two met?
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Obviously a triangle ABC would . formed (see Assumption
1.2). What is the relation of L tn to L a? (see Definition 1.1). It
would therefore follow that L nz > L n tsee Theorem I). But we
know that L In = L n (the only fact "given"). This rules out the
possibility of the "exterior-opposite-interior" angle relationship be-
tween angles m and n. In other words, AC, PQ, and RS cannot
possibly form a triangle. And, therefore, PQ cannot meet RS (see
Assumption 1.2).

Definition, Another definition will now be necessary:
2.2 Two lines in the same plane that do not meet, however far pro-

duced, are called parallel lines.
Exercises. 'We may now prove these three exercises:

1,2 Restate Theorem II, using Definition 2,2,
2.2 Any number of well-known corollaries and exercises may follow

Theorem II. (The choice is left to the instructor.)
3.2 Two sides of a triangle are prolonged their own lengths through

the vertex of the triangle. Prove that the line joining their ends
is parallel to the base.

Third Group
Definitions. The following definitions will now be needed:

1.3 Straight angle.
2.3 Sum of angles about a point.
3.3 Exterior angles of any polygon.
4.3 n-sided polygon.
5.3 Exterior-interior, or corresponding, angles.

Assumptions. Two more assumptions must now be made:
1.3 The more common axioms.
2.3 If two parallel lines are cut by a transversal the corresponding

angles are equal.
Exercises. The following exercises can now be proved:

1.3 If two angles have their sides parallel, left to left and right to
right, the angles are equal.

2.3 The extension of Exercise 1.3 to more than two angles:
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.0.3 By means of the accompanying diagram show that the sum of
the interior angles of a triangle is equal to a straight angle.

We have AC produced to X.
BC produced to Y.
DE II to AB.

Show that angles m, n, o are equal, respectively, to angles p, q, r.
Y

A
Theorem III. The following theorem should then be given:
The sum of the exterior angles of any polygon is equal to two

straight angles.
Since "an n-sided polygon" cannot be drawn (to the complete

satisfaction of the pupil), we will employ a five-sided polygon and
indicate toward the end of the proof that this in no way impairs
the generality of the theorem.

Given. Polygon ABCDE with its sides produced so as to form
the exterior angles a, b, c, d, e.

Prove. La+ Lo+ Lc+ Ld+ Lc =-- 2 straight angles.
Proof. Through some point, such as P, within polygon ABCDE,

draw PE II to AB, PG II to BC, PH II to CD, PJ II to DE, PKII to EA.
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La= KPF
Lb = LFPG
L c = L GPH See Exercise L.
Ld= LHPJ
Le = LJPK

La+ Lb+ Lc+ Ld-i- Le = LKPF LFPG LGPII
L HPJ L JPK (Sums of equals are equal).

But L KPF FPG L GPH HPJ LJPK = 2 straight
angles (Definition 2.3).

a+ L b+ L c+ L d+ L e = 2 straight angles (Assumption 2.1).
In what way would the proof be altered by the choice of a polygon of
six sides, or eight sides, or ten sides, or, conceivably, any number of sides?

Exercises. The following exercises can now be proved:
4.3 Simple numerical exercises involving exterior angles of equi-

angular polygons.
5.3 Show that in any polygon A =180° a (where A is any in-

terior angle and a is its adjacent exterior angle).
6.3 The sum of the interior angles of a polygon of five sides equals

three straight angles.
7.3 The sum of the interior angles of a polygon of six sides equals

four straight angles.
8.3 The sum of the interior angles of a triangle is a straight angle.

(Note that the proof here is independent of that of Exercise 3.3.)
9.3 Numerical exercises based on the above theorem and exercises.

Enriched by simple exercises the unit might end here. Cer-
tainly not much more should be attempted if only three or four
weeks are allotted to this work. Under a more favorable time
apportionment, say six weeks, it would be desirable to enlarge the
unit by including the following propositions on areas. In the latter
case it would be necessary to have enlarged the scope of exercises
on parallelograms. In particular, we need to have considered:

(1) Opposite sides of a parallelogram are equal.
(2) A diagonal divides a parallelogram into two equal triangles.
Theorem IV. We may now introduce the following theorem:
If a parallplogram and a rectangle have the same base and alti-

tude, their areas are equal.
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Given. ABCD, a parallelogram with base AB and altitudeBE.
ABEF, a rectangle with base AB and altitude BE.

Prove. Area of ABCD = Area of ABEF.
Proof. Area of ABCD = Area of ABED + Area of ABCE

(The whole is equal to the sum of its parts.)
Area of ABEF = Area of ABED + Area of ZIADF

(The whole is equal to the sum of its parts.)
(i.e., the parallelogram and the rectangle have ABDE
in common; all we need to show, therefore, is that
ABCE = AADF.)

In A,BCE and ADF (1) BC = AD (Opposite sides of a paral-
lelogram are equal.)

(2) BE = AF (Opposite sides of a paral-
lelogram are equal.)

(3) L EBC = L FAD (Exercise 1.3)
(4) .*.ABCE = AADF (Assumption 2)

Consequently, Area of ABED ± Area of ABCE = Area of
ABED + Area of AADF (Sums of equals are equal.) Area of
ABCD = Area of ABEF. (Quantities equal to equal quantities are
equal.)

Exercises. These exercises can now be given:
1.4 If two parallelograms have the same base and altitude, their

areas are equal.
2.4 If two triangles have the same base and altitude, their areas are

equal.

3.4 If a triangle and a rectangle have the same base and altitude,
the area of the triangle is half the area of the rectangle.
Theorem V. The Pythagorean theorem can now be presented:
The square on the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the

sum of the squares on its sides.
Given,. Right A ABC with BC I to AC

Square ADEB on .4B (hypotenuse)
Square BFGC on BC
Square ACHK on AC

Prove. Area of square ADEB = Area of square ACHK + Area
of square BFGC.
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Proof. The added lines in the above diagram are CL drawn
perpendicular to DE; CD and BK.

CL divides the square ADEB into two rectanglesADLM and
LEBM. We will develop the proof by showing that

(1) Area of ADLM = Area of square AC, HK
(2) Area of LEBM = Area of square BFGC
To prove (1) we show that
(3) AABK= AADC
(4) Area of AABK = Area of square ACHK
(5) Area of AADC = Area of rectangle ADLM
To prove (3) we show that
(6) AB = AD (sides of square ADEB)
(7) AK = AC (sides of square AC//K)
(8) L KAB = L CAD (each = 90° + L CAB)
To prove (4) and (5) we use Exercise 3.4, since LBCII =

90° 90° = 180°, and, therefore, BCH is a straight line parallel
to AK.

To prove (2) we draw the additional lines AF and CE and then
follow the procedure of the proof of (1).

The above proof is partial, sketchy, and very informal. Never-
theless it is conclusive and satisfying. For the brightest and most
interested pupils the complete form proof may be given. The
duller pupils may be spared even the informal proof. To the bright
pupil the Pythagorean theorem geometrically proved may seem a
fitting "grand finale."
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Exercises.
1.5 Any desirable number of exercises involving the Pythagorean

theorem.

Conclusion. The purpose of this unit, it will be recalled, is
"to show to the pupil what 'demonstration' means." The propo-
sitiola.t_were expressly so chosen as to make the introduction to logi-
cal proof most real, most palatable, and least painful to the average
pupil. The unit of demonstrative geometry will serve its purpose
best if it leaves with the pupil a pleasant and lasting impres-
sion that there is a subtle, mentally-satisfying quality in "proof
by reasoning" not found either in "proof by experiment" or in
"intuition."



TEACHING PLANE AND SOLID GEOMETRY
SIMULTANEOUSLY

BY MAY L. WILT
University High School, West Virginia University

Morgantown, W. Va.

Introduction. Under the pressure of change in secondary math-
ematics, plane and solid geometry have been compressed into a
one-year course. Such a combination entails two marked changes:
first, the elimination of about one-third of the content, and second,
the simultaneous introduction of the more fundamental parts of
plane and solid geometry.

Reduction of Content. Teachers of secondary mathematics
have realized for some time that they have been attempting to
teach material which rightly belongs only in advanced courses es-
pecially planned for teachers of mathematics. Consider the fol-
lowing: the proofs of the congruent triangle theorems, incom-
mensurable cases, the geometric proof of the Pythagorean theorem,
and much of the material on limits. Postulating the three congru-
ence theorems on triangles and solving the Pythagorean theorem
algebraically strengthens rather than weakens the pupil's power.
Certainly it helps to eliminate difficulty.

Simultaneous Introduction of Plane and Solid Geometry.
How can plane and solid geometry be taught simultaneously? The
sequence of Euclid must be largely followed, but we should not
forget that the geometry of Euclid was constituted and arranged
for mature mindsnot for children of the age now found studying
geometry in secondary schools. Probably the first step in this new
presentation is the enlargement of definitions.

Enlargement of Definitions. Take, for instance, the concept
"angle." Why limit the child to plane angles? Let him see dihe-
dral and polyhedral angles at the same time. He is daily faced
by the dihedral angle when his book is opened, when a piece of
paper is folded, and when lie sees the intersection of any two walls
in his home, in his schoolroom. or elsewhere. Moreover, he sees

t.;.t
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trihedral angles in the corners of boxes, the corners of rooms; and he
discovers polyhedral angles in roofs of houses, in church steeples,
and ia the crystals of various minerals. Does isolation of special
angles contribute more to their meaning than consideration of them
simultaneously? Probably there has been a tendency toward too
much separation in the past.

Think of the possibilities in the following; perpendiculars to
lines and to planes, plane and spherical triangles, bisectors, comple-
mentary and supplementary angles, circles and spheres, and paral-
lel lines and parallel planes. Spatial concepts and plane concepts
contribute much to each other, but since we live in a three-dimen-
sional world the spatial concepts should be easier of comprehension.
In our zeal to follow the past, however, we have turned psycho-
logical order around.

Congruency of Triangles. Now let us examine some of the
ways in which solid geometry may be introduced with plane geom-
etry. Take the three fundamental congruence theorems on tri-
angles. Is there any real reason why the triangles involved may
not be revolved from one plane to another or why we may not draw
oblique lines from any point in a perpendicular to a plane? In-
deed, there seems to be no real danger in letting the pupil know
that there are other types of trianglesspherical triangles, for ex-
ample. We try to make our pupils "plane minded" instead of
"space minded"thus we begin to isolate and disconnect the various
phases of mathematics. The marvel is that pupils have ever at-
tained a high degree of understanding and power in this subject.

Parallel Lines. The theorems in plane geometry based on
parallel lines and parallel lines cut by transversals are not espe-
cially difficult for pupils to understand, but parallel planes and
parallel planes cut by transversal planes seem to annoy and disturb
them. I see no reason for separating the treatment of these
theorems. If two parallel lines cut by a third line are pulled
through space in a direction perpendicular to them, the student can
visualize the straight lines, tracing out two parallel planes, cut by a
third plane. Moreover, the plane angles formed by the original
lines trace out dihedral angles. Since plane angles measure dihe-
dral angles the story is told convincingly.

Just as the ideas connected with a parallelogram grow out of
the theorems concerned with pairs of intersecting parallel lines, so
also do those connected with parallelopipeds grow out of the situa-
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tion where pairs of parallel planes intersect. similarly, polygons
and prisms gre related. Pull a polygon through space and the
prism can be visualized.

Volumes and Areas. Areas of plane figures and areas and
volumes of three-dimensional figures have so long been separated
that the ordinary student finds it difficult to understand much about
them.

Circles. One of the most interesting opportunities for teaching
plane and solid geometry simultaneously is found in associating
the circle and the sphere. Revolve a circle about one of its diame-
ters as an axis and observe the path traced by an arc, a chord, a
radius, and a central angle. The association clarifies each.

Loci. Probably no topic offers richer material for bringing
together the content of plane and solid geometry than the discus-
sion of loci. The locus of a point equidistant from two parallel
lines and from two parallel planes, the locus of a point equidistant
from the sides of a plane angle and also from a dihedral angle, and
th'e corresponding two- and three-dimensional associates based on
the locus of a point equidistant from the extremities of a given
line, together with countless other cases, indicate the marvelous
opportunities available.

Possibly a small unit of solid geometry will remain at the end
of the course -a unit which seems to be more effective when taught
alone. However, with experience, more and more of solid geometry
will become absorbed in plane geometry. As a result, the teaching
of geometry will become more dynamic and the understanding of it
lees difficult for most pupils.



AN EXPERIMENT IN REDISTRIBUTION OF
MATERIAL FOR IIIGH bCIIOOL GEOMETRY

BY GERTRUDE E. ALLEN
University High School of the University of California

Oakland, Calif.

Introduction. A distinguished Scotchman, visiting professor at
the University of California, while addressing a Phi Beta Kappa
gathering recently referred to the hordes that throng our campus
as a "university proletariat innocent of the vaguest suggestion of
culture or scholarshipyet withal, friendly, capable, nice young
things." To initiate a European guest more completely in the pro-
fession of public education in a democracy, we should introduce him
to the multitudes which overflow our high schools, the source of a
selected group which forms the so-called "university proletariat."

The management of these "friendly, capable, nice young things"
is a very insistent and vital problem to the adults concerned. It
means nothing in their young lives for their elders to stand aloof
and condemn them in casual review. Ralph Waldo Emerson once
said, "The secret of education lies in respecting the child." As a
high school teacher, I champion the cause of high school children.
Our greatest service to them is to preserve and foster dulr breezy
freshness, originality, independence. and enthusiasm; to direct their
purposeful activity in order that it may be efficient and significant
in the world in which they live. In the attempt to do this the
natural questions which the thought ful teacher is always asking
himself are--Why? What? When? I low? The speci:ie question
opened for discussion here isIn what way are the :41-(tlo and
development of senior high school chil(lren best promoted and
nurtured thorough the study of elementary geometry? The purpose
of this chapter is to describe in some detail the modified program
of tenth grade geometry at the University High Sehond of Oak-
land, Californiaa program which has liven in the prove, of being
evolved by experimentation over a period of al mut t years in an
attempt to redistribute the material and to adapt the methods of

67
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presentation better to the needs of the children entrusted to our
care. The statements preceding the outline are introduced by way
of explanation and defense.

You have already a visitor's impression of our lively foreground.
The background in California high schools requires perhaps a
little explanation. First, public schools are of far greater signifi-
cance and importance than private schools and California spends
money lavishly on the equipment and maintenance of the public
high school. Superior private schools are comparatively few in
number and have in many cases largely a non-resident clientele.
The State Board of Education defines requirements for gradua-
tion and it must approve public high school courses of study. The
Board does not prescribe uniform textbooks nor set state examina-
tions. No mathematics is required for high school graduation.
Graduates of accredited high schools may be admitted to the Uni-
versity of California without examinationsubject to approval
of the admissions committee. A new ruling, effective in 1931,
transfers certain responsibilities from the high school principal to
this committee. The university committee requires that a candi-
date for matriculation offer elementary algebra and plane geometry.
Further than that, technical colleges require four years of mathe-
matics as a prerequisite for university courses. There is always
the alternative of passing the College Entrance Board Examina-
tions; tle point of immediate interest is, however, that elementary
algebra and plane geometry are required as preparation for college
and that the university is the goal of a large majority of our young
people. There is a reasonable degree of freedom for every teacher
of geometry to exercise his initiative and judgment; in the last
analysis, however, his students must make good when they continue
their work and he must justify his goals and standards to his prin-
cipal and superintendent so that the percentage of failures is within
the range of normal expectancy. The teachers set or select their
own examinations, and these examinations are only one of the fac-
tors determining promotion; only in exceptional cases do our
students take the College Entrance Board Examinations. The high
schools and the individual teachers are rated by the university on
the basis of the success with which their graduates carry on at the
university. Such a plan seems eminently justit offers the greatest
possible stimulus to teachers to work with the welfare of the chil-
dren as the ideal always uppermost in their minds.
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Criticism of the Teaching of Geometry. As a matter of back-
ground, I think it is worth while also to take stock of sonic of the
significant things that educational leaders have said about geometry
and about the way it is taught. A few criticisms and suggestions
are given in the following quotations:

"Schemes of geometrical' education . . . are lacking in foundation, method
and extent. Euclid's Schemeitself utterly unsuitable as an introduction to
the subject, has been so far tampered with that hardly any scheme remains.
So long as no attempt is made to devise a connected development based
on the many intuitions which are common to all civilized beings before they
reach maturityso long will the subject realize a painfully small proportion
of its potential value."G. St.L. Carson, Essays on Mathematical Education.

"As a school subject, geometry is capable of improvement in spirit and
in content. In most schools there has been a good deal of memorizing of
demonstrationsoriginal exercis..s played a negligible part without purpose
or pleasure. David Eugene Smith. Einit }',(teiwok, National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics.

"The chances for development of mental power outside of geometry are
rwich greater today than they %vere before the dawn of the present age of
science. . have tally good geornetrii.ins who seem to possess small
logical siise in other tiffairs. . . logical power is a growth and usually a
slow growth--an attribute of maturity and out of youtlifulne,4 An
average pupil can II emorizv and reproduce anything that is printed in the
geometries. \V deceive ourselves into believing that the pupils were really
comprehending the thing which they m.med to be doing. . . . Humanize the

that geometry should be taughtteaching of high school geometry
for the benefit of the students, and that this benefit Consists quite as much in
the inward development of power to use the subject in its manifold applica-
tions as in the outward insistence upon its theoretical aspect.; for the purpose
of mental discipline."II. E. Slaught. Hanaiwz;hu of /huh School Mathe-
matics.

"Euclid's brilliant success in organiz,nti into ;t formally deductive systein
the geometric treasures of his times has caused the reign of science in the
modern sense to be so long deferred. . . . Thc le:Lrni:r is led blind- folded.
. . . Method of investigation is concealed. . . . It is emential that the boy
be fannlia- by way of experinilit, illustration, measurement, and by every

m ins, wall the ideas to which lie applies his logic and, moreover,
that lie should be interested in the subject."Perry.

"It is to the interest of the geometrician himself that he be persuaded to
look about for ways of cultivating space imagery which Pre more efficient
than those afforded in the logical courses now offered in demonstrative geom-
etry. If demonstrative geometry is to be made a training in reasoning which
may be used in other fields, there must be radical changes in the methods of
teaching H. Judd, Psychology of High School Subjects.
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"Our geometric concepts have been reached for the mast part by purposeful
experience. . . . Geometry has sprung from interest centering in spatial rela-
tions of physical bodies.... It is wrong in elementary geometry to cultivate
predominately the logical side of the subject and neglect to throw open to
young students the wells of knowledge contained in experience."--Mach,
Space and Geometry.

"Mathematics generally, and particularly geometry, owes its existence to
the need which was felt of learning something about the relations of real
things to one another.. . . According to axiomatic, the logical-formal alone
forms the subject matter of mathmaties. . It is not surprising that differ-
ent persons must arrive at the same logical vonclusions when they have already
agreed upon the fundamental laws as well as the methods by which these
laws are deduced therefrom. . . . It is clear that. the system of concepts of
axiomatic vomutry cahoot make any isscrtions O the relations of
real objects. . . To be able to make SIR ti as.-tertions, geometry must be
stripped of its merely logical-formal character by coiirdination of real objects
of experience with the empty framework of axiomatic geometry. We need
also to add the relation of solidi bodies of three dimensions. . . Geometry
thus completed is evidently a natural science. . . . We may in fact regard
it as the most ancient. branch of physics. . . . I attach special importance
t" vl" (.1 v",fle-lrY have in-1 sot ftath bevaosc, without it, I
should have bt en un the to formulate the theory of relativity."--Albert Ein-
steinSidt light8 we lei 1,1141 y.

"The reasoning we have to depend un in the daily conduct of life is almost
all probable and not demonstro W. Eliot.

"Very few of the activita.s of the mind are thinkingbut no school work
is worthy of a place in a school prog.un that does mint require some thinking.

Thinking is the tietivity of a Person tiominated by a porta:111.1r purpose.
Essentials of thinking--something to think about, a motive for thinking, a
method of thinking, inherent capacity to think at all. . . . Reasoning begins
not with premises but with difficulties. . . Difficulty, perploty, demand
for the solution of a problem . steady:ng anti guiding factor in the entire
procem of reflection. . . What is inoortant is that the mind should be
sensitive to problems and skirt ti in tothtals of attack anti solution." --John
Dewey, now We Think.

Course of Study in Elementary Geometry :

A. One-Year Course. '1'..;;111 r, or ,!r ea.,. by advice
of school counselor.

Prerequisite -E'' mentary Alg-bra.
Required for admissiort to the University C tlift.rm t.

B. Aims. The following aims are to b .0 it:.
1. The Development of Space Intuit:on by

a. "Laying a foundation of rxprricnr.l. opal
(I) Experiment and measurement.

Itvprint(1 frtau Oakland ttoirsi! 77.
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(2) Constructions.
(n) Geometric drawing.
(h) Making models and crude instruments.

(3) Observation of geometric forms in nature, architecture, and decora-
tive design.

(4) Exercise of spatial imagination,

b. "Organizing a body of knowledge out of this experience." The definite
goal is:
(1) To gain an accurate knowledge of the significant propositions of

geometry.
(2) To develop and learn for practical use the essential formulas of

mensuration.
(3) To reveal possibilities in further exploration and to find incentives

to carry on.

c. "Applying the resulting knowledge to practical use in the concrete world."

2. To Furnish Favorable Material for Exercise in the Process of Logical
Thinking.

a. To develop an understanding and appreciation of the method of de-
ductive reasoning in the field of geometry.

b. To form habits of exact, truthful statement, and of logical organization
of ideas in this field.

c. To establish and exercise a conscious technique of thinkingusing as a
basis Dewey's analysis of a complete act of thought:
(1) A felt difficulty.
(2) Its location and definition.
(3) Suggestions of possible solution.
(4) Development of reasoning of the bearings of the suggestions.
(5) Further observation and experiment leading to its acceptance or

rejection.

d. To foster all possible transfer of ability to the solution of new problems,
both mathematical and non-mathematical.

C. Outline of Course.
1. Congruence and Equality.

a. Congruent trianglestheir significance in the study of trigonometry and
in mechanical constructions.

b. Sum of angles of triangle and polygon.
(1) Importance in theory of trigonometry.
(2) Isosceles and equilateral triangles, regular polygons.
(3) Applications in design for surface covering, such as quilt patterns,

tiling, N rpet, and oilcloth patterns.
c. Right triangle and theorem of Pythagoras.

(1) Deriving theorems for length of side opposite an obtuse and an acute
angle in a triangle.
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(2) Different interesting proofs and various important applications of the
Pythagorean theorem.

(3) Ratio of side to diagunal of a square; of altitude to base in an equi-
lateral triangle.

2. Similarity and Symmetry.
a. Similar triangles and similar polygons; the right triangle; sine, cosine,

and tangent functions of an angle; problems in heights and distances;
ratio of lines in right triangle formed by dropping a perpendicular from
the vertex of the right, angle to the hypotenuse and the constructions
depending upon the equality of these ratios.

b. Ratio of corresponding lines, corresponding areas, and the volumes of
similar solids.

o. Symmetrycentral, axial, planar. Observations of symmetry in nature,
architecture, stage settings, art design, room furnishings.

3. Form and Position.
a. Rectilinear figures and solids hounded by planes.

(1) Intersecting lines and intersecting planes; pencil of planes; concur-
rent lines in a triangle; the centers of a triangle and the related
circles.

(2) Perpendicular lines and perpendicular planes;-- rectangles and rec-
tangular solids.

(3) Parallel lines and parallel planes with their related angles; parallelo-
grams and parallelopipeds.

b. Circles.

(1) Subtended arcs, angles, and chords.
(2) Secants and tangents to a circle with related angles, relation of

segments of intersecting lines which meet in a circle.
(3) Regular polygons inscribed and circumscribed; limiting value for

ratio of perimeter to diameter; computing 71. (the ratio of the
circumference to the diameter); computing area of regular polygons
and circles; informal treatment of theory of limits.

c. Locus of a point which moves about. in space, but satisfies fixed con-
ditions; locus of the moving point when positions are restricted to the
plane; informal treatment of variables and constants.

4. Geometric Construction.
Constructions of more or less complexity to stimulate thought in applying
previously acquired knowledge in new situations.

5. Mensuration.

a. Development of standard formulas for areas and volumes.
b. Numerical computations involving these formulas applied in miscel-

laneous problems of practical value.
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MAKING SOME SOLID GEOMETRY AN INTLGRAL PART OF TENTH
YEAR WORK IN ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY

First Method. We find that for children the most natural and
interesting introduction to the abstract phase of geometry is through
their concrete erriences in their real world of three dimensions;
and we also find that conditions most favorable to transfer of
training obtain in the application and operation of general prin-
ciples to problems in this same world of three dimensions. Certain
fundamental concepts are more effectively developed and investi-
gated by generalized treatment than by a restricted treatment
which limits the excursions of thought to flatlands,uch concepts,
for example, as congruence, symmetry, similarity, locus, geometric
forms, angles, parallelism, perpendicularity, motion by rotation and
translation, position referred to X-Y-Z axes, size, and measurement
of length, area, volume, and angles.

The fundamental principles of congruence are more significant
if they are explained in connect ion with solids as well as plane
figures, reference being made to the importance of exact congruence
in the economics of industry. Children contribute a remarkable
va. iety of material for illustrationsradio parts, Ford parts, tele-
phones, quart milk bottles, standard screws, electric base plugs,
lead pencils, Macon fruit jars linoleum patterns, taelet armchairs,
and the like. Similarity may be illustrated by an object and a
miniature model of it. preferabl. two objects which can be measured
and weighed to compare corresponding lengths, areas. and weights.
A satisfactory treatment of figures should bring to the stu-
dent the conviction that when imo similar solids are compared,
two corresponding lines hav- i;, :,ame ratio as any other tw,1
corresponding lines, eorrespon,..ng -real have the same ratio as the
squares of any two corresponding lines: and also that the volumes
have the same ratio as the cubes of two corresponding lines. Sym-
metry may be illustrated by the human bodyfor example. the two
handsor it. may be illustrated by a pair of shoes, a vase, a shapely
tree, a well designed building, a balanced stage settingas well as
an isosceles triangle, a kite, or a fleur-de-lis pattern. Parallelism
is better understood by observiag parallel walls in the corridor,
the floor and ceiling of the room, a picture molding and the ceiling,
parallel rows of trees in an orchard, parallel columns in a beautiful
building, than by parallel lines drawn on a sheet of paper. The
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nature of a locus is made clearer by numerous examples of re-
stricted minion in space and the corresponding result when the
locus is limited to a plane. The tridimensional locus problems are
entirely intuitive but children never question this procedure; they
probably will challenge the arbitrary requirement of a logical proof
for any theorems on loci. The type of generalized treatment indi-
cated in the preceding illustrations serves to engage the attention
and interest of the beginner. enriches the field of his geometric ex-
perience, and motivates rather than diskbacts his efforts in logical
demonst ration.

Second Method. A second means of unifying plane and solid
geometry is the extension of certain facts and theorems of the first
to include analogous facts and theorems of the second. For ex-
ample, from whatever aspect one chooses to discuss definitions for
point, line, surface. ;mil solid, magnitudes of one, two, three dimen-
sions are involved, and some child with a fertile imagination, active
curiosity, or good memory for hearsays will wish to pursue the
discussion into the realm of the fourth dimension. Postulating the
statement that. a straight line is the shortest distance between two
pointshow can we account. for Lindbergh's route from New York
to Paris? What is the shortest air line route from New York to
San Francisco, from San Francisco to Honolulu? Extend the con-
cept of an angle between two lines to include the definition of an
angle formed by a line and a plane and an angle formed by two
planes. Illustrate the carpenter's test for making an upright perpen-
dicular to the plane of the floor. Note the one-to-one correspond-
ence of parallel lines cut. by a transversal line and parallel planes
cut by a transversal plane: parallelogram and parallelepiped;
regular polygons and regular convex polyhedra; area of a rectangle
and volume of a rectangu!ar parallelepiped: area of a parallelogram
and volume of an oblique parallelepiped;* area of a triangle and
volume of a triang,ular pyramid; area of a circle and volume of a
sphere: perigon and steregon; radian and steradian; central angle
in a circle and intercepted are and polyhedral angle at center
(1.: a sphere and intercepted spherical polygon: area of a trapezoid
and volume of the frustum of a pyramid. 'Rotation about an axis
is a useful device in a student's thinking: what solid is generated
by rotatita a reetangle about its base'? by rotating a right. triangle
about either arm of the right angle, about the hypotenuse? a
circle about its diameter? an ellipse about- its major axis, about its
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problems is made and there is a preliminary requirement of indi-
cating solutions in equation form, followed later with estimating,
computation, and check. Attention is given incidentally to the
fundamental principles of perspective drawing. I believe that any
open-minded teacher who tries this plan once will never be satisfied
unless he continues to follow it,

MAKING SOME ELEMENTARY WORK IN TRIGONOMETRY AN INTEGRAL
PART OF TH4 GEOMETRY COURSE

Congruence. In the treatment of congruent triangles, we may
arouse curiosity and stimulate a forward-looking interest if we ex-
plain that it is the primary business of trigonometry or triangle
measurement to "solve triangles," that is, to compute the unknown
elements in a triangle when a sufficient number of elements are
known to determine the triangle. Hence the importance of know-
ing all the different possibilitiesor understanding that the dif-
ferent cases may be expressed in the one general statementa tri-
angle is determined if any three independent elements are given
(except in the ambiguous case).

Similarity. Particular emphasis may be given to the theorem:
"Two right, triangles are similar if an acute angle of one equals
an acute angle of the other." This fact forms the basis for a large
group of important ratios fundamental to the solution of triangles.
We form the triangle of reference for a given angle by dropping
a perpendicular from the terminal arm of the angle upon the initial
arm. Hence the ratio of any two of the lines in a right triangle
so formed remains constant for a given value of the angle and
changes in value with a change in the size of the angle. These six
ratios are called the trigonometric functions of the angle in ques-
tion. Problems in the solution of right triangles, some practice in
the use of the tables of natural functions contained in the ge-
ometry textbook, and specializing on sine, cosine, and tangent can
be given.

Projection. The definition of the projection of a line segment
on a coplanar line is p = / cos A. This definition may be used in a
very neat proof of the Pythagorean theorem given as supplementary
or alternative work; thus:

Given the right triangle AE(', right angled at C, a' the projec-
tion of a on c, and b' the projection of b on r.
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Then
c = a' + b'
c = a cos B b cos A = a ----Fb---

Hence
c2 = a2 b2.

Law of Cosines. By using the previous definition of projection
the generalized case of the Pythagorean theorem may be extended
to read c2 = a2 b2 2ab cos C. It may be applied in solving
problems, particularly with angles of 30°, 45°, 60°, 120°, 135°.

Law of Sines. The interesting relation between the sides of a
triangle and the angles opposite them may be developed through
the definition of the sine function. This is significant; indeed, we
are challenged to explain it, as children almost invariably jump to
the erroneous conclusion that the ratio of two sides of a triangle
is the same as the ratio of the two angles opposite. This may be
an inference from the case of the isosceles triangle, but it is a very
common error and should be corrected. Particular attention should
be paid to the ratio of the sides in the two draughtsman's triangles.

Mensuration of the Circle. In this unit the pupils usually
make "pi-books," containing history and selected problems, and
develop the numerical value of a by means of the sine and tangent
ratio..; for the inscribed and circumscribed regular polygons, respec-
tively. We supply each with a mimeographed sheet containing
eight-place t:.bles for the angles concerned. This is a substitute for
the textbook computation and we find that the pupils take great
pride in their own theses.

MAKING SOME ALGEBRA AND ARITHMETIC AN INTEGRAL PART OF
THE WORK IN GEOMETRY

Unification. Whenever it is practical to do so, we make algebra
and arithmetic an integral part of the work in geometry. Aside
from the sense of continuity that the student feels, there is an
opportunity to exercise fundamental skills and there is a specific
advantage in facilitating work in geometry. A free use of symbolic
notation facilitates geometric analysis and the expression of it;
the use of the formula and equation is essential to the application
of theorems proved, or to the process of making geometric knowl-
edge function effectively in action, whichever way one may please
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5. Get a galvanized bucket front the janitor's closet. Nlake the necessary
linear measurements and compute the number of gallons it will hold.
('lit rk 1w liquid measure.

= 9 in.; di = 11 in.; h = 12 in.

No. of gal. = -1- h ria +r,r2) 231
3
1 22

X
12 301 43

3
X 7 gX

231 .42 '44 al'

6. Imagine the Great Wall of China torn down and built into a rectangular
wall which would encircle the earth at the equator (2.).000 mi.) and
3 ft. wide. How high would it lx'? The Chinese wall is 1.500 mi. long,
15 ft. wide at top, 25 ft. wide at bottom, and 20 ft. high.

Prism, = Prism,
3.r X 25000 X 52S0 = 1500 X 5280 X -1-5:17:41!

2
X 20

8

7. More or less algebraic work is necessary in the simpler problems of
proportion and also in the problem of tin' Golden Section of a line.

HOW THE COMBINED COURSE Is WORKED Orr

Choice of Material. We have attempted to arrange the work
in logically self-consistent units, choosing the material from what
seems to be significant and understamlable to the tifteen-year-old
child and ignoring the artificial man-made barrier between plane
and solid geometry. This plan has been justified in our judgment
both in the interest of the large majority who take only two y:ars
of high school mathematics and in the continuous growth of those
who study advanced geometry with introductory work in the cal-
culus. The dictum of certain very wise teaellerS is amply tail
Over and over again in our practical experience --it. is vital to the
learning process that a child be tau4t something which lie wishes
to learn, that he understand what he is doing, that he he interested
in what, he is doing, that this interest be sustained throu'rh satisfac-
tion in accomplishment %vhich appeals to hint as %vorth while, anti
that he have opportunity to use the knowledge lie has gained in
some purposeful activity.

The subject matter content is characterized by an increased
number of postulates, a decreased number of heorems to be proved,
a close correlation between olatic and solid geometry, the incor-
poration of some algeora, trigonometry, and arithmetic, and the
application of general principles in the solution of practical
problems.
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It appears permissible and advisable in the teaching of be-
ginners to accept as postulates the statement of all possible intui-
tions. The conventional assumptions would include: (1) the
equality of vertically opposite angles; (2) properties of figures
which are evident from symmetry ; (3) congruence of figures which
can he determined by superposition i discarding superposition as it

so-called method of proof) ; (4) congruence of plane figures which
possess line symmetry; (5) the angle properties of parallel, lines.
namely: If two straight lines are cut. by a transversal so that the
corresponding angles are equal. the lines are parallel; and the con-
verse, if two parallel lines are cut by a transversal, the correspond-
ing angles are equal; (5) the area of a rectangle is equal to the
product of its base by its altitude; t6) the central angle in a circle
has the same measure in degrees as its intercepted arc; (7) equal
central angles of a circle have equal arcs, and conversely; (8) if
while approaching their respective limits two variables are always
equal, then their limits are equal.

Omissions and Substitutions. Omissions and substitutions
must be determined by the textbook one uses and also, of course, by
the ability of the class. The text used in Oakland is Smith's Essen-
tials of Plane and Solid Geometry. Consistent with an agreement
previously made, we omit as theorems in this text. those spec:fic
statements which we develop intuitively and accept as postulates.
Furthermore, we omit the proofs of incommensurable cases given in
the supplement, pages 425-428 ; the algebraic manipulations of a
proportion, pages 157-161 (making necessary readjustments in the
method of the geometric proof) ; the two problems which involve
dividing a line segment externally, page 183 and the proof as given
on page 240; and pages 192, 196, 197, 228, 229; possibly the con-
structions on pages 223 and 224. We substitute for the theorem on
page 209: A = 1/2ah sin for proof on page 210 a simpler proof
based on the ratio of 1/2bh to 1/21)'//'; and at that. point. extend the
comparison to the ratio of the volumes of two similar solids by
finding the ratio of k (lteh ) to k For problems on pages
248 and 254 we substitute the trigonometric ratios suggested in the
section of this article on trigonometry. Hero's formula, page 194, is
developed with the class, and then memorized and usedpupils are
not required to reproduce the proof. In the tenth year course in
geometry r' attempt. is made to give formal proofs of the solid
geometry °reins. We ai-n to develop an understanding of certain
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fundamental principles, a conviction that these principles are in-
deed true facts, We aim to develop when needed, as clearly and
directly as possible, the fundamental formulas listed on page 498
and provide opportunity for the knowledge of these formulas to
function in the analysis and solution of worth-while problems of
application.

Formal Proofs in Solid Geometry. We reserve formal proofs
in solid geometry for the second course in geometry offered in
the senior year of high school. Select groups of mature students
are able to do more rigorous advanced work with profit. They can
prove supplementary theorems of plane geometry and the essential
theorems of solid geometry, and yet have ample tiole in their
semester's work for introductory work in the calculus or for ele-
mentary analytic geometry. One advantage in the redistribution of
subject matter here indicated is that time is provided for extension
of electives for the superior student. The development and entire
treatment is kept thoroughly concrete. It can be managed in a
way to furnish a review and coordination of high school work and
provide a better background and introduction to university work.
We have watched with interest the intelligent student expecting
soon to leave school; he is quite as keen about broadening his
intellectual horizon as the prospective university freshman who
needs to be fortified as well as possibie for his new job. The vol-
untary expressions of appreciation of former graduates who have
taken elective work is very gratifying and comes both from the
university student and from young men in business.

Redistribution of Material. After the selection of appropriate
material, the next problem in redistribution is its effective organi-
zation and control. The essential points to be considered are
sequence, grouping, generalizing, and method of development.. The
orthodox, logical sequence is not the only one possible. With be-
ginners we are more concerned to have self-consistent, interde-
pendent units and a psychologically coherent whole than to repro-
duce a Euclidean chain or a philosophical masterpiece of logical
perfection. It is important to group the material in units on the
basis of a key proposition or a fundamental concept; for example,
the angle-sum in a triangle, parallel lines and parallelograms, the
Pythagorean group, measurement of areas and volumes, similar
figures, circle measurement, and the like. Again, within the group,
it is well to emphasize the relative importance of the theorems,
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room; however, after ten years' experience in teacher training, asso-
ciated with the University of California, I have become deeply
impressed with the persistence of tradition. It takes a long time
to develop in a young university graduate the problem-solving atti-
tude in his work as a teacher and in his relation to the work of the
learner. He is prone to look upon the teaching process as forceful
feeding. disgorging, and giving extuninations; as a rule, he expects
to teach the same things he lops taught ad to teach them in the
same way.

Unfortunately many of our candidates for positions as teachers
of mathematics did not study solid geometry in high school and
have found no suitable opportunity to take it. in their university
course. We must deal with university graduates having majors in
mathematics who are not at home in the subject matter of high
school geometry and it is somewhat difficult for them to coi;perate
in administering a correlated course. Our hope for improvement
is that the glorious exceptions may he sufficiently brilliant and
strong in leadership to dominate the situation in the course of time.

The Logical-Formal Process. .%Vhile it is not the purpose of
this chapter to discuss method, it might be legitimate to do so. as
the logical-formal proem is strictly the characteristic subject
matter of demonstrative geometry. It seems best to pass over the
question of method, merely giving some of the most helpful and
significant references, These are given in the footnote below.!
We are interested in developing an active and effective problem-

111.,.k. Wm. .: Larning Hole to study and Work Effectively, Chap. XX.
.18suciates: An Introduction to licitectire Thinking.

Colvin, S. S.: The Learning Process,
Di.woy, John: /fin We Think.
rcemun, 10. N. : P4yohology of the Common Branch OR. p. 2111,

Hassler. 0.: "Analytic anti Iniinctive Method vs. Synthetic anil ilitethe
in Teaching Problem Solution." School Science and Mathematics, March

1;125.
Hassler. J. 0.: 'Teaching Geometry Into Ito Itichtful Piave." The Mathe-

matics Teacher, Octohor
John, 4on, Elsie Parker : "Teaehing Pupils a Con-io-i4 Use of a Technique of

Thinking." The Mathrtnatt.cs Teaeher, April 1tc24
Keyser. Cassius: The Human Worth of Rigorous
Keyser, Cassius: Thinking Aboitt Thinking.
McLaughlin, H. P.: -0iso.nietry as a Course Ri.asoning." The Mathematics

Teacher. December 1i1211.
iivtr.treet, II. A.: Ahout Clunic/cog.
Shaw. James Byrnie: The Phibou.phy of .Mathematic*. (*hap. V. "The Methods

of Mat hematics."
Shaw, James Byrnie: "The Way Mathematicians Work." 7'he Mathematics

Teacher, March 11123.
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solving kind of thinking in children; in developing the power to
meet new situations and the ability to investigate and discover
facts to prove what they believe to be true, and to convince others
of the truths they have discovered. This logical-formal material
becomes in a sense a large part of the subject matter of the course,
but the important thing to recognize is that such abstractions do
not make wholesome food for babes, The difficult problem of re-
organization is to discover exactly what type of concrete material
does appeal to the interest of children and challenge their efforts. I
believe that we are seeking the psychological order, There must
he no abrupt transition from introductory intuitive geometry to
systematic demonstrative geometry. A good deal of unconscious
mental play and random experimenting may be permitted in the
early stages by introducing the novel, beginning with concrete
situations to be met, having a genuine problem. Some of the cur-
rent social problems may be discussed with the students. Some
day they should be qualified to cooperate in solving problems in
their own social group. How did the Institute of Pacific Rela-
tions attack their problem? They defined their joban experiment
in understanding; their object was to study the conditions of the
Pacific peoples with a view to improving their mutual relations;
the) then proceeded to develop a technique for their job. The
method of attackii,g geometry problems should be applicable to
problems of mechanical and social engineering as wellto problems
of world peace, farm relief, temperance, tariff, or making a living.

Summary. Summarizing our findings from experimenting with
the redistribution of geometry material: it is the ever-enduring
process of trying to adapt. procedure to what we think is going
on in the minds of the children we are trying to teach, and to the
aims we have together set up as a goal. Tile teachers 2 who have co-
operated in the experiment are unanimous in recommending a more
fundamental basis for organizing elementary and advanced geo-
metry than a division into plane and solid geometry; an increased
number of postulates and a decreased number of theorems to be
proved in the elementary tenth year course; close correlation of

3 The classroom teachers and supervising teachers of our University High School
belong to the regular teaching staff of the Oakland Public Schools. The mew,bers

they Mathematics Department have been! Miss Anna Grafelman, Miss Ninallospe, Miss Kate Foster, liss Irene Lorimer, Mae Emma Hesse, Mr. Max Yulich,and the late Miss Ethel Durst. As head of the department I would like to ex.press my appreciation of their excellent work and their 1' e cooperation. it is
invaluable to have teachers who are in truth thinkers and teachers of thinking.
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plane and solid 1,,conictry, trigonometry, algebra. and arithmetic;
significant originals and applied problems; organization of subject
matter into a coherent whole made up of self-consistent interdepend-
ent units. I have attempted to explain some of the working details
of the general plan. The experiment has the glories of the incom-
plete. No textbook fulfills the rquirement., of the outline described
above, although We have been most grateful for the Suggestive and
illuminating imiterial in certain recent texts. e:zpecially with refer-
ence to instritional tests, illustrative 111:1Terial, live, up-to-date
problems, anti intere,ting eltallanges to ,tut eut effort. Further ad-
justments in content may be imole as well as improvement in the
technique of teaching. We eau, however, furnish statistics front
the ljypartment of Ih and ( luidance and from the
records of our high ,rlaiol graduat,. to ill' and adequately our
theorive and practice.



A NEW APPROACH TO ELEMENTARY
GEOMETRY

BY GEORGE D. BIRKHOFT AND RALPH BEATLEY
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

Purpose of Demonstrative Geometry. In demonstrative geom-
etry the emphasis is on reasoning. This is all the more important
because it deepens geometric insight. To the extent that the sub-
ject fails to develop the power to reason and to yield an apprecia-
tion of scientific method in reasoning, its fundamental value for
purposes Of instruction is lessened.

There are, to be sure, many geometric facts of importance quite
apart from the logical structure. The bulk of these belong prop-
erly in the intuitive geometry of Grades VII and VIII, and are not
the chief end of our instruction in demonstrative geometry in the
senior high school.

If, then, we find that some of our pupils in demonstrative
geometry make little if any gain in the power to reason as a result
of our instruction, and find, moreover, that other pupils of equal
intelligence and schoolingexcept that they have had no demon-
strative geometryshow very marked improN ement in their ability
to reason, our position is certainly open to attack. We cannot
blame the pupils entirely. Perhaps there is something wrong with
the subject; or perhaps the teaching could be improved.

Undefined Terms. If we are to give our pupils an apprecia-
tion of scientific method in reasoning, we ought to insist on a few
undefined terms at the outset. Why pretend to define everything?
The words "straight line.' mean more to most people than Euclid's
definition, or later paraphrases of it. Then why not call "straight
line" an undefined term? If we cannot define "point," "surface,"
"angle," without involving the concept we are defining, why not
take them as undefined?

Need of Certain Assumptions. Do our students appreciate
the need of certain assumptions as fundamental in our logical sys-
tem? Do we not allow them to infer that in geometry we can prove

88
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Tema in Geometry. In shrt, many pupils get little good from
their study of geometry because at certain critical points the text
is quite inadequate. This is of course no disparagement of Euclid;
his audience knew more about logic and less about number than
do our pupils in school to-day. From our point of view his text
should say much mare about the foundations of logical method.
connecting these with situations outside geometry by appropriate
exercises, and should start with the real number system as we have
it to -day and gain the power and simplicity which suet' an Riipronelt

can yield.
Possible Changes in Teaching Geometry. Perhaps if we are

to rewrite Euclid %ve should consider other ques.dons too. Congru-

ence and parallelism are fundamental in Euclid's geometry; and
from parallelism is derived the 'Incept of similarity. We can ex-
press this smbolieally as follows; 7,:,11 But in our demon-
strations we refer chiefly to similarity, and less often to those
aspects of parallelism not comprised in similarity. Moreover, con-
gruence and similarity have much in common. The British Report
on The Teaching of Geometry in Schools (0. Bell and Sons, Lon-
don, 1923. p. 35) makes the z.nteresting suggestion that we replace
the Parallel Postulate by a Postulate of Similarity, and derive the
idea of parallels from similarity. This arrangement can be shown
symbolically as follws; =, .

Whether we make such a change or not, our pupils should see
that the Parallel Postulate can he replayed by some other assump-
tionfor example a proposition concerning equal corresponding
angles formed by a transversal and two other linesand that the
erstwhile Parallel Postulate is now a theorem depending on the new
assumption. The pupils should also discover the effect on geometry
of omitting the Parallel Postulate, or its equivalent, and all the
theorems dependent on it.

Plane and Solid Geometry Combined. Inasmuch as most stu-
dents of demonstrative gt nmetry devote but. one year to the sub-
ject, it will probably be worth while to make as many allusions
as possible to related propositions in three dimensions. This three-
dimensional material would have to be based on intuition and find
expression mainly in the exercises. TIT principle of duality and
certain other modern concepts should he included also.

An Approach Based on Number. Let 1.13 give further consid-

erat ion to an approach to geometry based directly on number.
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Within the last century Riemann devised an approach to geom-
etry, not intended for elementary purposes and quite unsuited to
them, but neveitheless very suggestive. In this geometry the notion
of dietance between two points is regarded as the primary geometric
relation. A little thought will make it plain that most geometric
conceptions can readily be defined in terms of distance. For ex-
ample, the line segment AB may be defined as the collection of
points P such that the distance from A to P plus the distance from
P to B is equal to the distance from A to B. Again, the circle may
he defined as the plane figure consisting; of all the points P at a
given distance r from a fixed point 0 called the center. From the
Riemannian point of view geometry then appears as the theory
of the interrelation of various distances between points, and the
formula which expresses the distance between any two points is
regarded as the basic element,

In the case of Euclidean geometry this formula may be written

PaP2 = (Ys

where the pairs of numbers ,r aid y are the labels which identify the
point in question. This asserts that the distance between any two
points P, and P1 whose number pairs are xa, ya, and xo, yo is given
by the square root of the sum of the squares of the differences of the
is and y's corresponding to these two points. Here we are not to
think of the formula in itself as having geometric significance; in-
stead we must think of a vast collection of points, the distance of
any two of Limn being given to us by tabular entries, for instance,
and then we must think of the above formula as giving a particu-
larly simple rule by which the various points could be identified
and the distances between them found as given in the fundamental
table by short numerical reckoning.

Advantages of Such a Method. Now with this Riemannian
method of approo !h intuitive processes which are fundamental for
Euclidean geome.:y have no place. That indeed is the funda-
mental difficulty th the method from a pedagogical point of view.
But from a logical point of view it has several advantages which
ought be pointed out. In the first place, whereas Euclidean
geometry takes for granted that there exist such things as points,
lines, and planes, although as a matter of fact none actually cor-
respond to physical objects, in this new method the whole construc-
tion is based upon the number system. For example, a point is
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defined to be a pair of numbers ,r, y and the distance between any
two points is defined as in the above rule, Consequently we know
at the outset that we are dealing with entities which exist in the
same sense that numbers do, so that our conclusions about them
are hound to be us e0111/11gtellt 1111 our rules of reckoning with num-
bers. In the sveund place, when we employ this method of ap-
proach we build up at the same time the elementary ideas which
belong to analytic geometry and this introduce the student not
only to the ordinary geometric theorems but also to their formula-
tin in terms (It rotwypt of nmdy! iv ttrometry.

Illustrative Examples. A simple illustratim will bring out
both of these points. suppome that we are seeking the points on
the lint' m.guients join point .1 ill. 01 to the. point 13 (1, I), If
P ii, yi represents any point Of this SluglOOlit, then, by the definition
above, -1- P11 i'Y i t f 7 1 7 1 7 7 1t . ;7: .. ( :79 ' 2.

Ii now e transpose one of the terios on the left, square and situ-

, Ice find bY a little easy alt.tebra that

x y = :2 1"

If both metolnrs of this equation are ,4fitireli again we obtain the
equatioti

X 177: y,
whieh defines the line upon which al. points of the st gment must.
lie. It then easy to show that only those points are to he taken
t'11. 11'1(irlt 2' I yI IS 111111etil'all' thnll pOSitiVe. HOT,

then, N1'v 11111' 1111Strnted 11011' the l'at111'31 detittit.ion in of
(11,:1:1/11'e 11'1111S 10 the 1011/111hition tie 111111t1011 of a line in 11

c:141% Frtnn this point Of virw questions eoncern:ng inter
lints and non-intorseeting or p:irallel linos reduce them-

to ul,..11raie qut,I ions II' to 1'. 1,('1111'1' or not certain pairs of
equal..ons in two unl,nown. .r and y have or have not tl

:tlt ion.
The Pythagorean Theorem. As another illustration we might

II fur to !Le PyI1.:ttlin't.;111 theorelii. HMI; does the Pythagorean
tiortuu loan liietnann an point. of iev? In the first
place, We Tony 11-2::11. 1 the clonlynt:try l'ortnula itself as a formulation
of the Pvtlialloteati thurelo :It l :t-t when the triangle in question
has two ol parallei to tla .t.0 I y axts. BUt more generally,
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we should first have to define two perpendicular lines. To this end
we could define the erpendicular PM dropped from P to the line
1 and meeting 1 at the point M as that line for which the distance
PM is as small as possible. By purely algebraic manipulation it
turns out that given any two line segmen's AC and CB such that
AC and (1R arc perpenuirular, then (AM' = (AC)' (CLIO.

The Euclidean Method. Considering, then, these two contrast-
ing methods of approach to elementary geometr:., we may say that
the Euclidean method proceeds from qualitative propositions called
postulates, not involving number at all (to which we dierefore
attach the symbol 0), to other propositions involving linear and
angular measurement (to which we accordingly attach the number
1), and finally to propositions which involve number in a two-
dimensional way (to which we therefore attach the number 2).
Of this last class the Pythagorean proposition and the theorem that
the sum of the three angles of a triangle is 180° may be regarded
us the typical and most important instances. Thus the processes of
development in the De lidcan approach may be indicated schemati-
cally by the following diagram:

0 1 - 2.
The Riemannian Approach. In the Riemannian approach we

start with a formula which involves number in a two - dimensional
way at the outset, for the fundamental formula really embodies the
Pythagorean theorem. Then from this formula, by means of suit-
able definitions and the use of algebraic methods, we deduce other
propositions, such as those dealing with linear and angular measure
and' also the qualitative propositions with which we started in the
Euclidean case. For example, the proposition that two points de-
termine a straight line would involve first the definition of the
straight line as indicated above, second the proof that any equation
of the first degree in x and y represents a straight line, and finally
that one and essentially only one equation can be found which is
satisfied by two given distinct pairs of numbers x,, yt and x2, 1/2.
In consequence the diagram which we use to characterize this
method of approach is the following:

2 4, 1 O.

Disadvantages of Each Method. The disadvantages of both
methods are obvious. Euclid's method is circuitous and does not
take advantage of well known facts concerning number and linear
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and angular measuremeht in ti US of number, These (nets, which
appear absolutely self-evident at an early age under present
conditions of training, must in this scheme be regarded RN things
to be demonstrated, at least if a purely logical point of view is
adopted. The method of Rieman'', on the other hand, is totally
devoid of intuitive significance and involves fairly difficult alge-
braic numipulations at the outset.

Each method has, however, its advantages, which have been
referred to above.

A New Approach to Elementary Geometry. With these pre-
liminaries let us attempt to formulate a method of approach which
may possibly eliminate most. of these disadvantages and at the
sa me time embody the fundamental advantages of both methods.
This method may in brief be eharacteried by this diagram:

0 4 1 -42.
In this case we take for granted at the outse the notion of number
ate(' assume that the student is eapable of making simple compu-
tations by means of number. Also we admit the self-evident fact
of linear and angular mensuration and scale drawing; that is to
say, we accept the simple facts familiar to any boy or girl who
knows how to use ruler and protractor. On the basis, then, of four
or five simple postulates of this type, the most important geometric
conclusions whirl' are not svi Call be rapidly developed.
Among these would he the Pythagorean proposition and the
theorem that the sun; of the angles of a triangle is 1800, Further-
more, on the basis of these postulates and these fundamental
theorems all Gther theorems in geonietry can be derived easily and
naturally,

Fundamental Principles. Th fundamental principles neces-
say tea such a development n:ay be taken as follows:

I. The Principle of Line Measure.--The points on any straight
liar can Lc numbered so that number differences measure
distancos.
Thu re eon h only one .,1;Hil,t line through two given
points.

III. The Principh! of Angle Measure.All half lines having the
same (ndpoint can be numlarcd so that number differences
measure angles.

IV. All straight angles have the same measure, 180°.
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V. The Prineip le of Similarity 1 (Part. I),Two triangles are
similar, if an angle of one equals an angle of tht other and
the sides including these angles are proportional.

Basic Theorems. By means of these flee assumptions we can
prove the following six basic theorems:

VI. The Principle of Similarity (Part II).Two triangles are
similar if two angles of one are equal to two angles of the
other,

VII. If two sides of a triangle arc equal, the angles opposite
these sides are equal; and conversely.,

VIII. The Principle of Similarity (Part III ).--Two triangles are
similar if their sides are respectively proportional.

IX. The sum of the three angles of a triangle is 1800.
X. Through a point on a line there exists one and only one

perpendicular to the line.'
XI. The Pythagorean Theorem.In any right triangle, the

square of the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares
of th other two sides; and conversely.

Coronaries. As corollaries of XI we have the following:
XIa. The altitude on the hypotenuse of a right triangle is the

mean proportional between the segments of the hypot-
enuse.

XIb. If the hypotenuse and side of two right triangles are in
proportion, the two triangles are similar.

XIc. The sum of two sides of a triangle is greater than the third
side.

XId. The shortest distance from a point to a line is measured
along the perpendicular from the point to the line.

XIe. Of two oblique lines drawn from a poiat to a line, the more
remote is the greater; and conversely.

%Principle V Is very powerful. Though stated In terms of similarity and propor-
tion, It evidently Includes the ease of two congruent triangles with two situ, and
included angle respectively equal. It is apparent from the content of these five
fundamental principles what terms we must detine, or take as undefined.

I Theorem X should he tal. n for granted at the outset ; for although It can he
derived from the baste prineiples, most beginners would hardly care to question It.
At the end of t he emirs', they ean return to it consideration of the basic principles
underlying their geometry anti can prove this proposition which formerly they took
for granted. This some procedure should be applied to one or two other theorems
whose content seems obvious to the beginner. Ito should make a list 4 all the
propositions he takes for granted and compare it at the end of the course with the
minimum list on which the geometry is based.
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Treatment of Parallels, The treaiment of parallels can be de-
rived from the rinciple Of similarity. By means of this principle
also we can show that any two licrlientlicillar lines (coordinate
axes), together with all the line, at right angles to them, form a
rectangular network; and that all the lines perpendicular to an axis
are parallel.' The concept "slope of a line with respect to a trt-
work" follows also from the Principle of Similarity and lends nt
once to the equation of the straight line.

Area of a Triangle, The area of a triangle is a number, con-
stant for the triangle, and equal to k times the product of a side
and the altitude upon it. We may assign any value we lik( to k;
so we choose such a value as will make the area of the unit square
equal 1. This means that k must equal 1/2.

Advantage of Pythagorean Theorem. It is a tremendous ad .
vantage to use the Pythagorean theorem from the very beginning
especially in connection with early propositions coverning the
circle.

Possible Constructions It is interesting to see what construc-
tions were possible for Euclid with onl uumarled straight-edge
and compasses; but it is comforting Oa to have scale and pro-
tractor always at hand end to know that it is good form to use
them.

Advantages If the New Approach. Let us see how this pro-
gram stands in comparison with the Euclidean and Riemannian
programs, from the standpo' not only of mathematical iinpor-
tance but of pedagogical usefulness. In the first place, it is severely
logical. In this respect. it offers as satisfactory training as that
of Euclid, and is much more direct. It lends itself admirably to
explicit conderation of th;! place of undefined terms, definitions,
and assumptions in any chain of logical reasoning and leads to thr.,

developont of those same habits, attitudes, and appreciations
which all teacLers of geometry claim for their subject. In the sec-
ord place, it takes advantage of the knowledge of number and
of linear and angular mensuration which the student possesses, and
so does away with the fe;ling of artificiality which is inevitable
when seemingly self-evident propositions are "proved." In the
third place, it leads very naturally to the elementary facts of
analytic geometry and makes it apparent in this way that geometry

Sn 13Irkhoff, (1v,irg? I).. The Origin., Nature, and Influence of Relativity, P. 36.
Macznillau Co. 1925.
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is really a self-consistent discipline whether or not such things as
points, lines, and planes really exist.

Value of Study of Geometry. It is true that some of our pupils
seem to derive little or no profit from their study of geometry. Per-
haps some teachers take comfort in the notion that their subject
possesses a disciplinary something capable of "transfer" to situa-
tions outside geometry and forget that they must do their share
to encourage the transfer. The text usually fails in the same re-
spect and has other shortcoming, as we have been at pains to
point out. But the remedy for these ills is not the present popular
mode, complete abolition of the subject in question, or an almost
equally dire emasculation. For although it is difficult to prove that
the study of geometry necessarily leads in large measure to those
habits, attitudes, and appreciations which its advocates so eagerly
claim for it, it is even harder to prove that under proper conditions
it cannot be made to yield these outcomes, and more readily than
other subjects o. instruction. Should we then abolish geometry
from the secondary school, or should we try first to reform it?

It is often said that the Eue ldleao approach to elementary
geometry was designed for thoroughgoing scholars, and was nct in-
tended for the immature youth of to-day. That is of course true;
but it should not be taken to meari that geometry is beyond the ken
of pupils in secondary schools simply because it was not written
with them in mind. Youngsters in the grades to-day grapple with
Lrithmetic and algebraic intricacies, ninny of which were subjects
of debate among adult Greeks of Euclid's time, and some of which
it, was reserved for adults of relatively recent times to discover.
Later discoveries often shed light on earlier revelation and render
easy what once wa... hard. That has been true of algebra, and
could be equally true of geometry if we but dared to take the step.

We have suggested a modification of Euclid in accord with
psychological and mathematical ideas which, though commonplaces
to u to-day, were not available to Euclid. This modification
would at once simplify the subject and give it greater significance.

In an age when the amount of material of scientific importance
which the student ought to kat has becorm very large and the
demands upon his time are numerous, it would seem that the possi-
bilities of this new method of approach should be thoroughly in-
vestigated.



GRAPHIC METHODS OF TEACHING
CONGRUENCE IN GEOMETRY

BY JOHN A. SWENSON
Wodkigh High School, New York City

Influence of Euclid, The sway which Euclid's Elements has
held as a textbook for more than two thousand years is without
parallel in the history of mathematics. Even the invention of
Cartesian geometry in I637 has not affected the teed ing of the
so-called Euclidean geometry. An almost unlimited number of
textbooks have appeared in modern times but the on;y way in
which they have differed is in the sequence of the theorems. Euclid's
treatment has in the main been retained and no modern mathemati-
cal methods have been introduced.

Thu Method of Proof by Superposition. The Report of the
National Committee on Mathematicql Requirements emphasizes
the funct;on concept but there is nothing in the report to indicate
that even his ultra-modern committee had in mind anything essen-
tially different from the usual Euclidean treatment. This treatment
may be beet suited to the beginner's requirements and t'.e one most
readily comprehended by him.

We can never be absolutely slue of this, however, until we have
experimented with other methods. Other considerations also enter.
The mathematician does not consider the method of proof by super-
position, very satisfactory. The psychologist says we should in-
troduce no unnecessary ha>ita in connection 'iith the processes of
learning. The use of superposition is surely one of these unneces-
sary habits because it is barely introduced before it is discarded.

Teaching Congruence by Graphic Methods. In connection
with experiments to make variation the fundamental tool in both
algebra and geometry, I have substituted graphic methods for
superposition. After the first congruence theorem has been verified
experimentally by the actual cutting out and placing of one triangle
on the other, the other congruence theorems are treated graphically
in the manner indicated below.

96
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Variation In Triangle ABC. In Fig. la, ABC is a triangle in
which AB = 2 in., L BAC = 30°, and L ABC = 15°. If we keep
AB and Z BAC fixed or constant (i.e., retain the values 2 and 30°,
respectively) and allow L ABC to increase, say, by steps of 20° so
that L ABD = 35°, L ABE = 55°, and so on, then the opposite side
AC will also increase and become AD, AE, AF, and so on, as shown
in the accompanying table.

Triangle Angle
x

Side
V

ABC 16 AC
ABD W AD
ABB W AB
ABP 75 AP

. .

ABA a AA

ficivai Ii

To show how these angles and the opposite side vary together
throughout the whole range of possible values, let us construct a

4

a

15' 35' 55' 575' 954 11.5* 135'
rowQr lb

graph, using L s ABC, ADD, ABE, ABF, and the like, as x's and
the opposite sides AC, AD, AE, AF, and the like, as y's. (See
Fig. lb.)

The tIgurea In Vila chapter have been reduced in size from the original.
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In constructing the graph, the y's are taken by direct measure-
ment from the triangles, but the x's are laid off directly by letting
one linear unit represent 11°. An inspection of the graph shows
clearly:

1. If we traverse the graph from left to right, x and y increase
together,

2. If we move from right to left, x and y decrease together.
3. To each value of one variable corresponds only one value of

the other.

When these three conditions are fulfilled, we say that x and y
vary in the same Sow throughout the whole range of possible
values.

Variation in the Opposite Sense, Any two variable magni-
tudes may be used in constructing a graph. To obtain a graph of a
different nature from the graph in the preceding figure, we shall
again keep All and angle A in Fig. la constant. and use BC, BD,
ilk, BP, anti so on, as is and Aft, AD, AE, AP, and so on, as y's,
ns indieated ill the table below. The graph from these data shows
plainly that as y tilTrl'aSeS 1.1". ".! :IC and then begins
to increase.

5

4
Triangle side

X

Side
v

Anc BC AC 3

ABD RI) Ab
ABB BB AB 2
ABP BP AP

----

t)

The graph in Fig, lb shows no such fluctuation, In that graph
x and y both vary in the same sense throughout tlre who'n range
of values., In the graph in Fig. 2, x and y vary in the opposite sense
for a while and after that in the same sense, but there is no con-
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sisteocy throughout the whole graph such as we encountered in the
fir et graph.

Exercises.

1. Using the preceding graphs, determine
a. the Wiles of x which correspond to certain specific values

of y.
b. the values of y which correspond to certain specific values

of x.
c. the change in. x which corresponds to certain specific

changes in y.

2. Specify that part of the graph in Fig. 2 which shows that x
and y vary (a) in the same sense; (b) in the opposite sense.

Use of Graphs in Proving Congruence. The preceding sec-
tions have shown the truth of the following principles:

If in a triangle one side and one of its adjacent angles remain
constant, then

1. the other adjacent angle and its opposite side vary in the
same sense through the whole range of possible values.

2. the other two sides do not vary together in a consistent
manner.

By using the first principle above we can prove the following:
Theorem. Two triangles are congruent if two angles and the in-

cluded side of one triangle are equal respectively to two angles and
the included side of the other.

Given AABC and A'B'C' in which AC = A'C', L A = A',
LC = LC'.

Prove 6ABC = P A 'B'C'.
C A'

Proof. In passing from the first triangle to the second, AC and
L C remain constant (AC = A'C', LC = L C'). Hence AB and
L C vary in the same sense, which means that AB must remain con-
stant when L C does. But it is given that L C remains constant.
Hence AB remains constant, or AB = NB', and the two triangles
are congruent by the first congruence theorem.

Exercise, Show that it is not possible to prove two triangles
congruent when two sides and an angle opposite one of them in one
triangle are equal respectively to the corresponding parts in the
other.
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Another Variation in Triangle ABC. 3x..113(' is a
triangle in which 1,5 in., AC 2 in., anti 25°. If
%V now keep AB awl A(' constant (i.e., of tin' same length). and
allow /LW to increase by steps of AP, then We have the set of
triangles described in the following table. The graph (Fig. 3h i
shows t but x and it vary in tin' SitIne serve. nenCe: If two siihs of

Angle
Trianglv

:1B('
AIM
AB E
A BF
All.
Al T
ABM

3

a

(.5

B(

(15' I BE
ti,,'

165'
1A0' i BT

BM r
r6uRE 3a

I I I

0 ES' 45' OW 85' i05' i25' L45'1.65'00'

1-10 002E 3b

a triangle remain constant, the included angle and the third side
vary in the same sense.

From this theorem it follows readily that two triangles arc con-
gruent if three sides of one triangle are respectively equal to three
sides of the other.

Difference Between Algebra and Geometry. Modern inven-
tions have produced such powerful tools that it is hardly excusable
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THE USE OF INDIRECT PROOF IN
GEOMETRY AND IN LIFE*
BY CLIFFORD BREWSTER UPTON

Teachers College, Columbia University, New York City

Indirect Reasoning in Life. Recently a valve on the steam
radiator in my office gave evidence of being defective; when the
valve was turned off, steam continued to flow into the radiator. I
called the college engineer who removed the valve, cleaned it, and
then replaced it.. This procedure, however, failed to remedy the
trouble for no matter how long the valve was closed, the radiator
remained hot. I called the engineer again and told him that the
valve was defective and that a new valve was needed. He con-
tended that the valve was a good one and that a new one was
unnecessary. That explanation didn't satisfy me since the radiator
was still hot though the valve liPd been tightly closed all night
long. I then asked him, "If that were a good valve, could steam
leak through the valve when it is turned off?" He admitted that
steam could not leak through it if the valve were a good one; hence
he too was convinced that the valve was defective. The valve was
removed and replaced by a new one, and the trouble was remedied.

This is a good example of a type of reasoning that occurs rather
frequently in life. It is a natural kind of argument, it comes spon-
taneously, and in general it is convincihg. We call it indirect rea-
;,oning because we did not prove directly that the valve was defec-
tive. We established this fact indirectly 1)37 showing that it was
not a good valve.

This indirect method of proof, which is often called the method
of reductio ad absurdum (reduction to an absurdiq) is also used
in our high school work in demonstrative geoni rv. In fact, a few
of our basic theorems, and certain exercises, ,:an Ile proved only
by the indirect method.

Some Criticisms of Indirect Proof. It is of interest, how-
ever, that though indirect proof is easily understood when applied

Copyright, 1980, by C. B. Upton.
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in many life situations, it is, on the contrary, considered by a
large group of teachers as more or less unsatisfactory when used in
geometry. Just why it is unsatisfactory is not easy to explain,
yet the fact remains that many teachers find indirect proof much
less convineing than direct proof. As evidence of this dissatisfac-
tion. I quote below the statements of a number of geometry
touchers, recently attending the Summer Session courses at
Teachers College, who were asked to give their impressions con-
cerning indirect proof:

1. Pupils feel that indirect proof "beats arouud the bush."
2. Indirect proof is not always convincing. It often seems absurd to pupils.
3. The theorems proved by it are often too nearly self-evident.
4. Indirect proof tends to produce reasoning in a circle because of the

informal way in which it is used.
5. If the theorem is true, why can't a direct proof for it he found?
6. The indirect method is hard to teach; it. is not a natural method.
7. The use of the indirect method often results in memorizing the proof.
8. Teachers do not really understand it.
9. It is better to prove positively than to disprove negatively.

10. Indirect proof is usually taught too early when pupils have many other
things to learn.

11. The ability to disprove each of the false assumptions is b,yond most
of the pupils.

12. Pupils do not see all the possibilities; they draw conclusions too soon.
13. Pupils do not seem to know when tilt. proof is finished.
14. Pupils get the idea that we are dodging the issue.
15. The figure used to represent the false assumption cannot be accurately

drawn.
16. Pupils do not know when to apply indirect proof.
17. It is not really a proof.

This feeling that indirect proof is not as satisfying as direct
proof is not limited to high school teachers. Coffey, in his Science
of Logic, states that "indirect proof is obviously i9as satisfactory
and less scientific than direct proof for it does not give the mind
any insight into the positive intrinsic causes or reasons why the
established proposition is really true. Nevertheless, it is of great
importance as a path to certain knowledge and it is used exten-
sively in every department of research."' The famous tnathema-
tician Augustus De Morgan, who wrote texts on formal logic as
well as on mathematics, states that "indirect proof is as logical
as direct proof but not of ,,o simple a kind, hence, it is desirable

Coffey, The 'Rotolo° of Logto, Vat. II, p. 233.
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to use direct proof whenever it. can he obtained," 2 Dauzat, the
well-known French writer on methodology, states that "indirect
proof is a sure method, but although it is convincing, it is not illu-
minating, and should he used only as a last resort."

Importance of Indirect Proof. It should be pointed out that
although the above comments indicate that indirect proof is not
as satisfying as direct proof, yet all logicians recognize the impor-
tance and logical soundness of the indirect method and certain of
them emphasize our great dependence upon it in everyday life. For
example, Jevons, one of the great authorities on logic, goes so far
as to say that "nearly half of our logical conclusions rest upon
its employment."' Mi lnes, in his revision of De Morgan's First
Notions of Logic, which was intended by De Morgan as an intro-
duction to geometrical reasoning, states that "the process of
redurtio ad absurdum is of the greatest. importance. It is the most
prominent of all the methods by which men learn those truths of
Nature that are unitedly known by the name of Science." 6

In our high school work in demonstrative geometry it is impos-
sible to develop a syllabus of propositions all of which shall be
proved by direct. methods, To establish certain propositions, we
are obliged to resort to the method of reductio ad absurdum.6 In
Euclid's Elements, the first great textbook on geometry written
about 300 B.C., we find in Hook I that the indirect method is used
to prove eleven basic propositions.' Our modern American writers

*De Morgan, Formal bogie, p. 24
Ihtuzat. Element& de Method'logic Mathemntique, p. 10.

'The entire paragraph in which the above statement appears is here quoted
"Some philosophers, especially those of France, have held that the Indirect

Method of Proof has a certain Inferiority to the direct method, which should pre-
vent our using it except when obliged. Rut there are many truths which we con
prove only indirectly. We can prove that a number Is a prime only by the purely
indirect method of showing that it is not any of the numbers which have divisors.
We can prove that the side and diagonal of a square are incommensurable, but only
in the negative or indirect manner, by showing that the contrary supposition
inevitably leads to contradiction. Many other demonstrations in various branches
of the mathematical sciences proceed upon a like method. Now. if there is only
one important truth which must be, and can only be, proved indirectly, we may say
that the process is a necessary and sufficient one, and the question of its cant
parative excellence or usefulness Is not worth disru.sion. As a matter of fact I
believe that nearly half our logical conclusions rest upon Its employment.-- From
Jevons. 7'h e Prinrip rev of Science, p.

I Wh% Mew-Wary Notions of bogie, p.
*Throughhut this discussion the terms "indirect proof," "indirect method of

proof." and "reiltictio ad absurdum" are used synonomously.
*Euclid was not the first one to use indirect proof in geometry. Endoxus, who

lived about :lin we., is known to have used this method of reasoning to prove
certain theorems. See Allman, Greek Geometry from Males to Euclid, p. 186.

I.
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on demonstrative geometry tend to limit the use of the indirect
method as much as possible, though practically all of them use
this method to prove at least five regular propositions or corollaries
in Book I of their textbooks on geometry.

Indireet proof is a very powerful instrument. To use it. suc-
cessfully, one must be thoroughly acquainted with it and have
much practice in its use. The fact that. the pupil encounters it so
seldom in geometry and hence has so little practice in using it,
probably accounts in large measure for tnueh of the dissaticfaetion
expressed concerning it. Ir. our geometry classes to-day, we spend
considerable time explaining the nature of direct proof; we also
give considerable attention and practice in the method of analysis
as a means of discovering direct proof. Unfortunat,..1y, no corre-
sponding amount. of attention has been given to the indirect method
of proof and it is this neglect, in all probability, that. is the cause
of the trouble. Another element contributing to this difficulty is
the fact that the indirect method is most. frequently used to prove
the converses of certai'i propositions; it is the experience of most
teachers that the notion of a "converse proposition" is, in itself, a
source of more or less confusion to many pupils.

Nature of Indirect Proof. Recognizing the fact that the in-
direct method is not entirely satisfying to many of our high school
teachers and pupils, and also accepting the fact that we are abso-
lutely dependent upon this method, not only to establish a con-
nected chain of propositions in geometry, but also in many life
situations, it seems important for us to examine carefully the
nature of indirect proof and to state its underlying principles from
the standpoint of the science of logic. This discussion is intended
for teachers with the hope of making available in a single article
certain materials that would otherwise be obtainable only by
consulting a wide range of literature on logic and on geometry; in
many libraries. certain of the books quoted would not be found.

Perhaps the simplest way to illustrate the principles involved
in indirect proof will be to return to our illustration of the defective
steam valve, which was presented at the beginning of this article.
In that illustration we proved indirectly that the steam valve was
defective by showing that it was not a good valve. In this reason-
ing, we assumed that one of two things must be true, either (a)
the valve is a good valve, or (b) the valve is a defective valve.
These statements (a) and (b) are such that "both cannot be true
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at. the same time; likewise both cannot be false at the same time.
In other words, at the same time only one of these statements can
be true and only one can be false. If (a) is true, then (b) must be
false, and if (a) is false, then (bj must be true; likewise, if (b) is
true, then (a) must be false, and if (IA is false, then (a) must be
true. There is no middle ground; there is no third possibility." a
If we wish to prove that (b) is true, it suffices, therefore, to prove
that (a) is false; such proof is called indirect. On the other hand,
if we had established the truth of (h) without any reference to (a),
which might pos$ibly have. been done by removing the valve and
discovering that one of its inner parts was broken, then o it con-
clusion would have been reached by din-ct. proof.

Indirect reasonini; of the kind just illustrated is also known as
the method of rcductio ad absurdum., because it always leads to an
absurd conclusion. For example, in the illustration of the defective
steam valve, the assumption that the valve was a good one led us
to conclude that it would shut off the steam when tightly closed,
but this was an absurd conclusion because the steam continued to
flow when the valve was closed. Since to ammo the valve good
led to an absurdity, we concluded that our assumption was false.
Hence the valve must have been defective since that was the only
other possibility.

Contradictory Propositions. In the above discussion, we see
the statement. that the valve is good contradicts the statement that
the valve is defective; such statements, in the science of logic, are
called contradictory propositions, because one of them contradicts
the conclusion of the other.g Contradictory propositions may be
defined as follows: "Two propositions are contradictory when
they are exact opposites; ore must be true and the other must be
false." to

Contradictory propositions play such an important part in the
intl.% 1,,ogic, Indurtic and Ilclortire, r). 115.

othhor exam/di4 of contradictory prop(41tIonst ar an follows Ati:.:10 ritnalFt
an7.10 Ii tintIt et 40. nut Nrial angle R. ',Inc% ,, and n arc para1101; lin4 to and
n an tvt parall,I. It It raining; It 14 not rainftw.

In conno. ff.?, %%lit! the contradictory propitiitr: raining nrnl it is tint
fliO Mar hastily d14.:1 that t two prpo iiionq o.r

n11 thr ,hico it may h' snoinit or It may t. It will 1. 1n.
to,w0r0r, tiro wrof and it ft bailing both .. r th pnnlition, it it

11,-n00, the pr0N.11.1wo- it (* rainit9 Atl it fq not raining rcpt.., nt
tho only tv,o 10. lt.iitrlr4. Tio c prpoitlon: arc tio torch that NIII'll (MP of
th0tn 1t tr1, 11' othr trio,t 1. 1icni the :Irr contradictory pr"patitiotc-i In

,;th finItion alvvri ainyv0
10 j ;,,,, I,ngic, Indurtie and Dr,tuctii c, p, 115.
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study of logic that we will now summarize certain important facts
concerning them which have already been brought out

(1) Two contradictory pi.opositions cannot be true together.
(2) Two contradictory propositions cannot be false together.
(3) Of two contradictory propositions, one must be true and the

other false.
These facts may be summed up in the form of a working prin-

ciple as follows:
If one of two contradictory propositions is proved to be true, it

immediately follows that the other must be false; similarly, if one
of than is proved to be false, it immediately follows that the other
must be true.

This principle is applied when we prove a proposition by the
method of reduetio ad absurdum, since we prove the proposition to
he true by showing that its contradictory proposition is false.

This discussion of contradictory propositions and their use in
indirect reasoning is also closely related to two fundamental laws
of thought which are described in most of the standard textbooks
on logic. These laws are as follows:

(1) The Law of Contradiction, which states that a thing cannot
both be and not be.

"The Law of Contradiction points out that nothing can have at the
same time and at tne same place contradictory and inconsistent
qualities. A piece of paper may be blackened in one part, while
it is white in other parts; or it may be white at one time, and
afterwards become black, but we cannot conceive that it should be
both white and black at the same place and time. A door after
being open may be shut, but it cannot at once be shut and open.
No quality can both be present and absent at the same time; and
this seems to be the most simple and general truth which we can
assert of all things. Aristotle truly described this law as the first
of all axiomsone of which we need not seek for any demonstra-
tion."'

(2) The Law of Excluded Middle, which states that a thing
must either be or not be. This is also called the Law of Duality.

"The Law of Excluded Middle asserts that at every step there are
two possible alternativespresence or absence, affirmation or nega-
tion. It asserts also that between presence or absence, existence
and non-existence, affirmation and negation, there is no third alter-
native. As Aristotle said, there can be no mean between opposite

st From Jevons and Hill, Elements of Logic, p. 105.
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assertions; we must either affirm or deny. Hence, the inconvenient
name by which it has been known.The Law of Excluded Middle.""

Another Important Principle. It will now be helpful to state
one other important principle upon which indirect reasoning is
based. This can best be clone by referring to our first illustration
of the defective steam valve. When I called the engineer the
second time, I wanted to convince him that the valve was defective.
In other words, I wanted to prove the proposition: The valve is
defective. To do this, I proved that. the contradictory proposition,
namely. that. the valve is good, must be false. But the question
arises, how did I prove this contradictory proposition to he false?
I did so by proving that something which necessarily follows from
it must be false. In the discussion with the engineer, the con-
trodictory proposition, namely, that the valve is good. led me to the
conclusion that the valve when tightly closed should shut, off the
steam. But I knew that this must be a false conclusion because
the steam continued to flow when the valve was turned off. Hence.
I concluded that the contradictory proposition, namely, that. the
valve is good, must he false, since it led me to a false conclusion.

Whenever the final conclusion of any piece of reasoning is
known to be false, then one of two things must have happened,
either we made some error in our process of reasoning or we
started from a false assumption. On arriving, therefore, at a con-
clusion known to be false, we may, if we have the slightest doubt
of our accuracy, reexamine the process of reasoning by which we
were led to the false conclusion until there is no doubt of the
accuracy of that process. If the process is found to be accurate,
nothing remains to account for our false conclusion but the falsity
of our original assumption.

The principle of logic illustrated by the above discussion may
be stated as follows:

I f the conclusion of a correct process of reasoning be false, then
the premises from which it necessarily follows must also be false.13

Summary of Principles Used in Indirect Proof. Let us now
summarize the principles of logic discussed above which are funda-
mental in all reasoning by the indirect method. These principles
are as follows:

" From Jevons, Principtes of Srtenrr. pp. 5.4,
12 Coffey, The Science of Logic, Vol. I, p. 339.
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PRINCIPLE I. The Law of Excluded Middle, A thin() must either
be or not be,

PRINCIPLE 11. If one of two contradictory popositions r. proved
to be true, it immediately follows that the other
must be faire; similarly, if one of them is proved to
be false, it immediately follow:. that the other must
be true.

PRI N PLE W. If the ronebmion of a comet pl'Oe of reasoina
be Page, then the pretaiReg of;an which it neces-
sarily follows must also be false.

Definitions of Indirect Proof. In view of the entire discus-
slon up to this point, let its now redefine indirect proof with special
reference to its use in aeometry:

When tl:e truth of a proposition is established by showine; that
to assume its contradietory as trite leads its to a conclusion which
is known to he false. the proposition whose truth is thus demon-
st:.:ited is said to be proved indirectly, or by redurtio rrfl absurdum,
The conclusion re,:u.ting from assuming the contradictory propo-
sition true is con-Aered false or absurd if it is inconsistent with
something previo 'sly accepted as true, that is. if it contradicts the
given data, sow axiom or postulate, or some previously proved
theorem.

The following lc script ions of indirect proof hich are quotrd
front the works of sonic of the classic writers on logic and mathe-
matics are worthy of careful study:

Aristotle (about 310 D.) refers to indireet proof by various terms such
r,./itei... ,/ f..!)..anq,/m proof Jn r imposAile, or proof loading to tho

it as follow:: -Proof leadinsz to the impossible differs
from diree. proof in that it assumes what it desires to destroy (namely the
hypothesk of 'he f dsity of the conclusion) and then reduces it to something
admitt. dl' f I.f. kk-10,1114. direct proof starts from premises admittedly nays:.
--From Th ThirtiOD Books of Eurlq's Elements, Soecind
Vol. I, p. 136.

Proelos (about 1.-)0 A.D.), who wrote a commentary on Euelid. Book I. has:
the following ',script Dal of the indireet method: "Proofs by red,,,ti,) ail Mfr..

fl'On in every ens(' reach a conclusion manifestly impossible. a conclusion
the contradictory of which iS acinlit 1,41. 111 501110 r;t:41S the conclusions are

mind to conflict with the common notions ( axioin,). or the postulates. or the
nypotheses (from which we started I: in others they contradict propositions
previously established.. . Every re,ltrlif, (1,1 rib4y,lum assumes what con-
flicts with the desired result, then. using that as a basis, proceeds until it
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arrives at an admitted pbsurdity, and, by thus destroying the hypothesis,
establishes the result originally desired."--From Heath, The Thirteen Books
of Euclid's Elements, Second Edition, Vol.'I, p. 138.

De. Morgan (1847) defines indirect proof as follows: "When a proposition
is established by proving the truth of the matters it contains, the demonstra-
tion is called direct ; when by proving the falsehood of every contradictory
proposition, it is called indirect."From De Morgan, Forma/ Login, p. 24.

be Morgan also defines indirect proof in another one of his books as
follows: "Therp are many propositions in which the only possible result is
one of two things which cannot both be true at the same time, and it is
more easy to show that one is not the truth, than that the other is. This is
called indirect reasoning." --From De Morgan, The Study and Difficulties of
MathemaCes, p. 223.

Jevons (1877) gives this description: "The method of Indirect Deduction
may be described as that which points out what a thing is, by showing that
it cannot he anything else. In logic we can always define with certainty the
utmost number of alternatives which are conceivable. The Law of Excluded
Middle enables us always to assert that any quality or circumstance what-
soever is either present or absent. The Law of Contradiction is a further
condition of all thought; it enables, and in fact obliges, us to reject from
further consideration all terms which imply the presence and absence of the
same quality. Now, whenever we bring both these Laws of Thought into
explicit action by the method of substitution, we employ .the Indirect Method
of Inference. It will be found that we can treat not only those arguments
already exhibited according to the direct method, but we can include an
infinite multitude of other arguments which are incapable of solution by any
other means."From Jevons, The Principles of Science, pp. 81-82.

Applications of the Three Principles to Geornet Propo-
sitions. Let us now apply the three principles of logic given on
page 109 to one of the geometric propositions which is usually
proved by the indirect method. In the follow ng illustration, the
comments in small type are not to he cainsidered as a regular part
of the demonstration

PaoposmoN: Two lines perpendicular to the same line are
parallel.

/11

A C

fi

Given: Lines AB and CD each perpendicular to line MN.
To Prove that: Lines AB and CD are parallel.
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Proof:
1, One of theFe propositions must be true: (1) lines AB and

arty parallel, or (2) lines .1B and i'0 are not parallel.
This follows from Principle I, which is the Law of Excluded

109). Prupusitiun (1) is the contradictory of proposition
( 2 1 I 4.1 I 04 one of thew prolawitio11.4 is true and the other false.

4tippost, the lines are not parallel.
1 his assumes the contradictory proposition to be true.

3. Then AB and CD will meet at some point, such as O.
Definition of parallel lines.

4. TliPti tte would iatve two lines front ;t givon point both per-
pimdieuiar to flu'
liut t In' 011ellIS1011 of step 4 is absurd. since it has previously
'will 111.0\1,1 that troth a given point only one perpendicular
can be drawn to a given line.

6. Therefore, the supposition in step 2 is In

This applies Principle III that if a. correct process of reasoning leads
to a false conclusion, then the premises from which it follows must
be false (page 109),

2.

7. Therefore, lines AB and CD must. be parallel.
The original proposition must he true, since it has been shown in

sic') to that the contradictory proposition is false. This applies Prin-
ciple II that if one of two contradictory propositions is proved to be
false, the other must be true (page 100).

Let us now apply these principles to another typical proposition
which is usually proved by the indirect method.
PaorosrrioN: If two angles of a triangle 'ire unequal, the sith s

opposite ase, angles arc unequal, and the site Opposite
greater angle is the grcatf r.

A

\vt

Given: Angle B greater than angle A.
To Proe that: Side b is greater than side a.
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i'raof
1. (the of these propositions must be true: (1) side 1, is greater

than side a, or (2) side Ii is not greater than side

This applies Principle I. Proposition (2) is the contradictory of
proposition (1).

p

2. Suppose that b is not greater than a. Then b is either equal
to a or less than a.

This assumos the contradictory proposition to be true. In this
case, however, the contradictory proposition (namely, that h is not
greater than a) represents two different po.,.ibilities, namely that
(1) b equals a or that (2) b is Itss than a. It is neeemary, therefore,
to show that each of these possibilities leads to something false, in
order to slit" that the contrudictury propositiun is false."

3. Suppose side b equals side a.

This assumes one of the possibilities of the contradictory proposition
to be true.

4. Then angle 13 equals angle A. By previous proposition.
5, But the conclusion in step 4 is absurd, since it is given that

angle B is greater than angle A.
O. Hence the supposition in step 3 is false. Therefore, side b

is not equal to side a.

This applies Principli. III.

7. Suppose side b is less than side a.

This assumes the second possibility of the contradictory proposition
to be true.

8. Then angle B is less than angle A. By previous proposition.
9. But the conclusion in step 8 is absurd, because it is given

that angle B is greater than angle A.
10. Hence the supposition of step 7 is false. Therefore, side b

is not less than side a.

This applies Principle III.

11. And it was proved in step 6 that side b is not equal to side a.

" See Heath, The Thirteen Book* of Eueliira Element*, Vol. I. Seem' Edition,
140.
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12. Thunvfore, sitie b is grvatcr than side a.

The original propositioi most be true since it has been shown in
step 6 and step to that Ow two possbilitirys of the contradictor).
proposition are each false. This applies Principle 11.

The rather full proof given above is for the purpose of illus-
trating further the principles of logic applied in a reductio ad
absurdum proof; it. is not intended as a model to be used in intro-
ducing this proof to high school pupils, For the latter purpose, it
will be simpler, in general, to condense the proof somewhat, making
the steps less formal, and arriving at the' conclusion more quickly.

If the pupil is required to dwell upon each separate step too long,

he may lose the connection between steps and thus interrupt. the
drift of the argument.

Euclid's Proof of the Above Proposition. In introducing

the proposition mentioned above to pupils for the first. time, per-
haps as clear and as simple a proof as can be found is the
one originally given by Euclid. In fact-, it is difficult to improve
upon any of Euclid's original demonstrations so far as clear-

ness and simplicity of language are concerned. A translation
of the proof as it actually appears in Euclid's Elements is given
below: "
PROPOSITION 19. In any triangle the greater angle is subtended by

the greater side.
C

A B

Let ABC be a triangle having the angle B greater than the

angle A.
I say that the side b is also greater than the side a.
For, if not., b is either equal to a or less.
Now, b is not equal to a; for then the angle B would also have

been equal to the angle A (I.5) ; but it is not;
therefore, b is not equal to a.

The proof here given is taken from Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid's

Elements, Vol. 1. Second Etb%.0n, P. 284.
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Neither is b less than a, for then the angle B would also have
been less than the angle A (1. 18) ; but it is not;

therefore b is not less than a.
And it was proved that it is not equal either.

Therefore b is greater than a.
Therefore, etc. Q. E, D.

It is seen that Euclid's proof follows the same general plan as
till' 11 lere detailed proof of this proposition given on pages 111 and
112, the third line of Euclid's proof corresponding to step 2 on
page 112. In these particular steps of each proof, it should be noted
that b is assumed to be either equal to a or less than a; this is
merely another way of assuming that the contradictory proposition
is I rue. In other %cords, in aeh proof the contradictory propo-
sition :uhnits of two possibilities, namely. that b is either equal to
a or less than 11, each Of which is assunnal to be true, and then
proved to lit' false. In this way, the entire contradictory propo-
sition is shown to he false.

A Suggestion by De Morgan on Indirect Proof, De Morgan
has pointed out that ill indirect proof it is sometimes difficult for
the pupil to begin the actual are:1111101i by assumint2; formally that
the contradictory proposition is fru(' as was done in step 2 on page
112. As De ..NIorgan expresses it, "It is rather embarrassing to the
beginner to find that he is required to admit, for argument's sake,

proposition which tit.' argument itself goes to destroy, but the
difficulty wou:d be materially lessened. it' instead of assuming the
contradictory proposition positively. it Yere hypothetically stated,
;111(1 the consequences of it :1:4:-elled With the 'verb would be instead
of ic.z." I" It will be noted that Ow proof by Euclid given :Lhove,
which was written over 2,000 years 1a De Morgan's time, has
all these niceties of 5tatVIIIVIII which lie Morgan mentions. The
third line of Euclid's proof tpage 1131 states the contradictory
proposition hypothetically by the phrase if not; likewise, in hoth
the fourth and the seventh lines of l:uclid's proof the ronsequenes

verb 11.00,1 barf:' /R.( n in-of the assumption are asserted with
stead of i:. It may seem trivial to call attention to such detail, but
it is refinements of this kind that do much to make indirect proof
clear to pupils.

Propositions Involving Three Relationships. In each of
Niorgan, The "fully and Diff.1.14 MO 1, r»tql p.
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the proofs discussed up to this point attention has been centered
upon two major ideas. namely. that a thing is true or it is not true.
These major ideas Were represented in each case by the two con-
tradictory propositions. Even in the cases of the propositions
proved on pages 112 and 113 attention was first. centered upon the
fact that b is greater than a or b is not greater than a; we then sub-
divided the idea that. b is not greater than a into the two possi-
bilities that b is equal to a or b is less than a. In other words, the
statement that b is greater than a considered the proposition true,
while the statements that b is equal to a or b is less than a con-
sidered the proposition not true. Our object in bringing out these
two major ideas was to make clear certain fundamental principles
of logic which are essential in indirect proof.

In the propositions on pages 112 and 113, however. before the
proofs were finally completed, we really had to consider three
relationships in all, namely, that b is greater than a, equal to a, or
less than a; but as was pointed out above, we did this by classify-
ing these three relationships in two groups, one relationship con-
stituting the given proposition, while the other two relationships
constituted the contradictory proposition. Instead of treating these
relationships in two groups, it would also have been possible, in
the very first step of the proof, to have centered attention imme-
diately upon all iihree relationships connecting b and a. Then our
proof would have started by pointing out that there are three
possibilities in all; namely, that b is greater than. a, or b is equal
to a, of b is less than a. We could then proceed to show that two
of these possibilities lead to absurdities and hence the third possi-
bility must be true. As an illustration of this treatment, all that
we need to do is to delete the third line of Euclid's proof. as given
on page 113, and replace it by the following: "Now b must be
either greater than a, or equal to a, or less than a." The rest of
the proof would be exactly as Euclid gives it.

This new method of approach, where all three possibilities are
outlined in advance, avoids any direct reference to two contradic-
tory propositions and, proceeds on the basis of immediately laying
all the cards on the table. Most of our modern textbooks in geom-
etry handle this particular proposition in this same way. This
procedure has much in favor of it, particularly for propositions
where three possibilities are involved, and is probably the simplest
apor,,,4ch when we have only a limited amount of time to devote to
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the indirect method. In this article we have purposely omitted
discussing this particular method of approach until this time, since
it. is less suitable for illustrating the principles of logic involved in
indirect proof. It should be pointed out, however, that both these
methods of approach make use of the same principles of logic, and
that both may be regarded as essentially alike; such differences as
may exist between them are largely differences in organization of
the initial steps of the proof.

The Method of Elimination. When a method of proof imme-
diately centers one's attention upon all three possibilities, as was
done above, we have a form of indirect proof that is sometimes
called the method of exhalmtion or the method of elimination, be-
cause the truth of one of the three possibilities is established by
eliminating the other two possibilities. In such reasoning it is
absolutely essential, if the final conclusion be valid, that all the
possibilities be considered and that all but one of them be elim-
inated; the elimination of each of the possibilities (except one) is
accomplished by showing that to assume the possibility true leads
hi a conclusion which is absurd, because it is C011trary to certaili
known facts. The actual elimination of each possibility is accom-
plished, of course, by applying Principle Ill t page 10(ii, namely,
that if a conclusion of a correct process of reasoning be false, then
the premises from which it necessarily follows must also he false.

The method of elimination as we encounter it in geometry is
practically always limited to a total of three pttssibilities, but in
life situations, where this method is (wen viii Dyed, there may
be many more possibilities. The metilod ui einnination leads to a
dependable final conclusion, no matter how many possibilities are
vonsidered, provided we have all the possibilities in mind and also
provided we can eliminate all but one of them.

Another distinction between the method of elimination as usod
in geometric propositions having three pe,:sibilities and this s :LIiw
1110110d 1(5 upplicd to life situations is that in geometry, each of
the possibilities eliminated is us 11 1ua..y shown to he false bvause it
leads to conclusions contrary to the given data; while in life, the
various possibilities eliminated may he false because they had to
conclusions in violation of certain ot her observations, principles, or
facts which have previously been shown to be true. Of course, the
indirect proof given on page Its), where we proved that. two lines
perpendicular to the same line are parallel may be considered as a
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case of elimination where only two possibilities are involved; in
this ease, one of the possibilities was eliminated by showing that
it led to conclusions which violated a previous proposition, rather
than the given data. It is evident that the method of elimination
may be considered as another form of the proof known as reductio
ad absurdum.

The Law of Converse. In geometry the method of elimina-
tion is most frequently employed to prove the converses of certain
propositions. This leads us to consider what is known as the Law
of Conrcrse, which was first stated by Augustus De Morgan in his
text on logic," and which is proved by indirect reasoning. The Law
of Converse may be stated as follows:

If the following three propositions have already been proved,
namely, that

(a) If X < 1', then A < B.
(b) If X = Y, then A = B.
(c) If X > Y, then A > B.

then it follows logically that the converses of each of the above
propositions must also be true, namely, that

(a') If A < B, then X < Y.
(b') If A = B, then X = Y.
c' If A > B, then X > Y.

In each of the above groups of propositions it should he noted
that the three relationships connecting X and I' represent the only
three possibilities that may exist and that one of these possibilities
must be true. The same is true of the three relationships connect-
ing A and B.'s

As an application of the above Law of Converse let X and 1'
represent two sides of a triangle and let A and B represent the
angles opposite those sides; then, according to this law, the three
converse propositions (a'), (b'), and (c') are each immediately
true if we have already proved that the three propositions (a ),
(b), and c) are each true.

Proof of the Law of Converse. The proof of the Law of
Converse is as follows: We know that propositions (at, (b), and
(c) are true; hence proposition (a'). which states that if A is less

"De Murga n. Formol Logfr.
" It as:-aromi that .1 and B an rtararthic with 1.,:pert t.. rangaituilv: if .1 wrib

a real number and I3 an imaginary nundwr, tho rvlatigots stated abovi Would not
hold. This assumption is also made' for X and I.
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than B, then X is less than Y, must be true. For, if X is not less
than Y, it must be equal to or greater than Y; but X cannot be
equal to since by proposition (b) it would follow that A equals
B, which is impossible, since it is given that A is less than B. Simi-
larly, X cannot be greater than Y without violating proposition (c).
Hence X is less than Y, and proposition (a') is true. The truth of
propositions (b') and (c') may be established in a similar manner.

Other Forms of the Law of Converse. The Law of Converse
also applies if the original three propositions are stated as follows:

(a) If X < Y, then A > B.
(b) If X Y, then A = B.
(c) If X > Y, then A < B.

Hence it follows logically that the converse of each of these propo-
sitions is true. In the above form, the Law of Converse immedi-
t.tely applies to the propositions relating to chords of the same
circle and their distances from the center of the circle; thus X and
Y may refer to the lengths of two chords while A and B refer to
the distances of these chords from the center of the circle.

A third form of the Law of Converse is illustrated by applying
it to the Pythagorean proposition and its two related triangle
tl eorems regarding the squares on the sides opposite an acute angle
or an obtuse angle. From these three triangle theorems we may
obtain the following statements, in which S equals the sum of the
squares of the other two sides:

(a) If the angle is right, the square on the opposite side = S.
(b) If the angle is obtuse, the square on the opposite side > S.
(el If the angle is acute, the square on the opposite side < S.

Hence the converse of each cf these three statements is true.
Notice that the angle relationships stated above in (a), (b), and

(c) represent the only three possibilities, namely, that an angle is
ni acute, right, or obtuse,

The Law of Converse also ap-
plies in the following proposition:

If DC is the perpendicular bisec-
tor of line AB, then all points on the
1,i,;ertor are equidistant from A and
B, and all point not on the bisector
01 , hot equidistant from A and B.
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From this proposition we may easily establish the following
three statements:

(a) If D lies on the bisector, then AD = DB.
(b) If D lies at the right of the bisector, then AD > DB.
(c) If 1) lies at the left of the bisector, then AD < DB.

Hence the converse of each of these statements is also true.
Notice that there are only three possible positions for the point

D, each of which is considered.
Difficulties Caused by Distorted Figures. Let us now dis-

cuss certain practical aspects of the teaching of the indirect method
of reasoning. There is no question that this type of reasoning is
difficult for pupils and also for teachers. Undoubtedly, some of
the difficulty that pupils have with indirect proof is due to the fact
that, the figures for certain propositions are often distorted and
misleading. The following proposition with its accompanying
figure illustrates this point.

PROPOSITION': When two lines in the same plane are cut by a trans-
versal, if the alternate interior angles are equal, the two lines
are parallel.

A

/V

D

> 0

It is given that lines AB and CD are cut by a transversal 11/.\*
so that angle x equals angle y. We are +o prove that lines AB and

D are parallel. The proof of this proposition is commonly given
by the indirect method, according to which we first assume lines
AB and cD to meet on the right of MN as at. 0, thus forming a
triangle E01'. It would then follow that angle x is greater than
angle y, which contradicts the given data. Similarly, we assume
AB and CD to meet On the left of M.V. Since both these assump-
tions lead to absurdities. it follows that AB and CD are parallel.

The difficulty which the pupil experiences with this proposition
is that the figure above suggests that the lines AB and CD can each
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bend so as to meet at 0, but the pupil knows that this is impossible
since AB and CD are straight lines which could not possibly bend as
indicated. This difficulty could be avoided by omitting the dotted
lines BO and DO in the above figure and by supplementing this
figure by a second one like that given below. The given facts could

then be stated with reference to the first figure, while the assump-
tion that the lines meet at 0 could be referred to the second figure
in which it is clearly seen that EOF is a. triangle. A third figure,
which would show the lines meeting on the left of MN, might also
be included.

The theorem that the line joining the midpoints of two sides of
a triangle is parallel to the third side is another proposition that
causes much confusion when an attempt is made to prove it by the

indirect method. In the indirect proof, it
is given that DE joins the midiloints D
and E, and it is required to prove that
DE is parallel to BC. We first assume
that DE is not parallel, and that some
other line through D, such as DX, is

b/ C point. of AC by a previous proposition.
parallel to BC. Then X must be the mid-

Then since X and E are both the same point., namely, the midpoint,
we conclude that DE must coincide with DX and hence be parallel
to BC, since only one saaight line can he drawn through two given
points. This last step is always unsatisfactory to the pupil.

It would be more satisfactory, if an indirect proof is to be used
for the proposition in question, to omit that step in the above proof
where we conclude that DE and DX must coincide and to say that
if D v is parallel to BC, then X must be the midpoint of AC. But
this is absurd since it is given that E is the midpoint of AC. (A

A
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line cannot have two midpoints.) Hence the supposition that DE
is not- parallel to BC is false. Therefore, DE is parallel to BC.
Even this modified indirect proof is not satisfactory to many pupils,
due to the fact that DX is drawn in such a way that pupils can
easily see that it is not parallel to BC, yet it is assumed to be
parallel. They also feel that it is a waste of time to prove finally
that. DX is not parallel to BC when this fact is self-evident from
the figure.

A still more satisfactory proof of the proposition under dis-
cussion is the one where we draw the figure without distortion as
shown at the right. The proof runs
as follows: DE is given joining the
midpoints D and E. We are to prove
that DE is parallel to BC. Draw DX
through D so that it will he parallel ----X
to BC. Then DX bisects AC (by
previous proposition) and hence
passes through the midpoint E. 13
Hence DE and DX must coincide
since both pass through the same two points. (Only one straight
line can he drawn through two given points.) On careful exam-
ination it will be seen that it would he more correct to classify this
demonstration as a .direct proof rather than indirect."'

Difficulties Due to Early Presentation of Indirect Proof.
One other cause for the difficulty that the pupil experiences with
indirect proof is related to the fact that this type of proof is pre-
sented too early in the course in demonstrative geometry, before
the pupil has scarcely begun to understand the nature of direct
proof. When the first indirect proof comes up, it is usually pre-
sented abruptly without any preparation whatever for this type of
reasoning. The result is that the pupil forms unfavorable impres-
sions concerning such proof that are more or less permanent. In
view of this situation, it seems to be pedagogical common sense to
delny the introduction of indirect proof until the pupil has become
quite familiar with direct proof.

I well realize, however, that the sequence of propositions given
rVIIP to the dissatisfaction caused by the indirect proofs discussed above, which

relate to the proposition concening the line joining the midpoints of two sides of a
triangle. ti any modern tpxt3 in geometry are using a sim;le direct proof of this
proluezition which makes no mention whatever of the final coincidence of the two
lines 1)5 and 1 .T; this is probably the wisest plan of all.

A
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in 130ok I of most geometries requires the introduction of indirect
proof fairly early. There seems to be no way to avoid it when we
reach the proposition that if a transversal cuts two lines so as to
make a pair of alternate angles equal, the lines are parallel. In-
direct proof is also frequently used to prove the converse of this
proposition. It seems to me that it would greatly simplify matters
to assume these two parallel propositions as true without going
through the intrieacies of indirect proof. Certain other early
propositions which are proved indirectly might also be assumed.
A little later in the course, after the pupil has a fairly thorough
understanding of direct proof, we could then introduce indirect
proof. going back and proving the propositions whose truth had
previously been assumed.

In this connection. I should mention that there is considerable
discussion to-day regarding the advisability of introducing a unit
in demonstrative geometry in the third year of the junior high
school. So far, comparatively few schools have had much experi-
ence in teaching sad' a unit. I am convinced that- if a unit in
demonstrative geometry is to be generally successful in the third
year of the junior high school, its success will depend upon a
marked simplification of the syllabus of propositions offered for
that unit. I believe we can safely say that an important element
in this simplification will he to assume as true those propositions
which require indirect proof, reserving for the first year of the
senior high school a thorough study of the indirect method.

Difficulties Due to Insufficient Practice. Still another rea-
son why the pupil finds indirect proof difficult, which was mentioned
earlier in this article, is that indirect proof is used so little in the
entire course in geometry that the pupil does not get enough prac-
tic in applying it. In most all our textbooks in geometry, about
95 per vent of the theorems and exercises are proved by direct
Dirt 110.1S. FUrtIVT, SI;(1 exercise as the pupil does get in indirect
proof is largely in Book I at a time when his short acquaintance
with geometry finds him least prepared to understand it. The only
solution to this difficulty seems to be for teachers to recognize the
fact that a mastery ni this kind of reasoning will come only after
the pupil has so!Yed large nun.hr of exercises making use of it
and has come to understand the fundamental nature of indirect
proof as clearly as 1i unfit n,tands t hat of direct proof. It, is a
funtiamental principle of teaching that the mastery of a new idea
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or a new way of thinking, like the learning of a skill, conies only
through sufficient repetition and practice; the mastery of indirect
reasoning is no exception to this principle.

Indirect Proof as a Type of Analysis. In connection with
the difficulty just discussed, it is of interest to note that teachers
have been somewhat inconsistent in their great emphasis upon
direct proof and their comparative neglect of indirect proof. Most
teachers are devoting a considerable amount of time in the geom-
etry classes to-day in making clear that analysis is a fundamental
method of discovering direct proofs. It is surprising, however, that
these same teachers are giving practically no time at all to an
explanation of the nature of indirect proof, though "it too is merely
a case of analysis in which the subsequent synthesis, that is usually
required as a complement, may be dispensed with." 20 Looking at
this in another way, "analysis is nothing else but a method of re-
duction." 21 If analysis is so important, as all agree that it is, why
limit the practice of it almost exclusively to direct proof?

The fact that analysis is fundamental in each type of proof
may be seen more readily by comparing the usual procedure for
discovering a direct proof with that employed in obtaining an
indirect proof. These procedures are as follows:

(1) To obtain the direct proof of a proposition by the method of
analysis, we assume the given proposition to be true and then work
back until we arrive at the given data. We then reverse the order
of these steps to obtain the direct synthetic proof.

;,et fact C represent the conclusion of the given proposition which is
assumed to be true. In working back to the given data, we reason a.s follows:
Fact C is true if fact B is true; fact B is true if fact A is true; but fact A
is true because it represents the given data. Hence, by reversing the order
of these steps we obtain the synthetic proof.'

(2) To obtain the indirect proof of a proposition, we assume the
contradictory of Ole given proposition to be true and then work
forward until we arrive at something that conflicts with the given

2° Allman, ()reek Geometry from ThaZes to Euclid, p. 140. see also Heath, The
Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements, Vol. 1. Second Edition, p. 140.

n"L'Analyse nest done autre chose gu'une m4thode de r4duction."Duhamel,
Des Methodes dans lea ,Natences de Raisonnement, pietniere partie, 3rd Edition, p. 41.

The method of analysis might also be called the method of reduction or the
nulhocl of successive substitutions.

" For a full discussion of analysis and synthesis. see Heath, The Thirteen Books
of Emetic'', Memento, Second Edition, Vol. I, pp. 137-142.
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data for some other previously established or accepted fact). It
then follows without reversing the steps that the contradictory
proposition is false and hence that the given proposition is true.

Let fact R represent the conclusion of the contradictory proposition which
is assumed to be true. In working forward, to a step which conflicts with the
given data (or some other known fact), we reason as follows: If fact R is
true, then fact S is true; if fact S is true, then fact T is true; but fact T can-
not be true since it conflicts with the given data (or some other known fact).
lIcnce, the contradictory of the given proposition is false; and the given
proposition is true.

It is thus seen that anuinsis is as characteristic of indirect proof
as it is of direct proof. Hence, to be consistent., we should give
far more time than we do now in seeking opportunities to apply
analysis in indirect proof. The result of such a practice would do
much to assure a mastery of the method of reductio ad absurdum
and thus remedy one of the prominent difficulties mentioned above.

A Thorough Treatment of Indirect Proof. To instruct the
pupil thoroughly in indirect proof will require about five to ten
times as much time and effort as is ordinarily given to this type
of proof in high school classes to-day. All textbooks in geometry
and most teachers of this subject now give very little attention to
this topic. For a thorough treatment of the subject, it is really
necessary to give the pupils in very elementary form an acquaint-
ance with certain simple notions of logic. A professor of logic in
one of our large universities recently deplored the fact that logic
is no longer a required subject in our college courses, whereas some
thirty years ago, logic was practivally always prescribed for college
students. This logician seemed to feel that the only solution would
he to introduce the teaching of elementary logic in our high schools.
While it may be many years before such a hope is realized, it does
seem essential that certain fundamental notions of logic should be
discussed in the geometry class preparatory to the study of in-
direct proof. The notions I have in mind are simple enough and.
provided they are given sufficient repetition, the pupils should easily
get them.

These simple notions zire really the three principles of logic
which were stated on pare 109 of this chapter. It is not necessary
that these prinriples should lw stated formally by the pupils, butt
it is essential that the ideas involved in them should be appreciatiI.

The first. important Idea to he made clear to the pupils is that
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every proposition is true or it is not true. By careful questioning,
pupils will grant that INIary either has a pair of skates or she does
not have a pair of skates; that John either weighs 100 lbs. or he
does not. weigh 100 lbs.: that. :Ingle A either equals angle 11 or it
does not equal angle B. Thus, in a simple way. by repeated illus-
trations, we van make clear Principle I, which is stated on page 109.

The pupil is now ready to see that the statements just made are
of such a nature that one contrwlirt the other, because one says
that a thing is so while the other says that it is not so. We then
tell the pupil that such statements are called contradictory propo-
sitions. Numerous examples of contradictory propositions should
be given, not only examples of contradictory geometric propositions,
but also examples of contradictory life propositions.

We are now ready to point out that if we have two contradictory
propositions. one must he true and the other must be false. If
we prove that one of them is true, it follows that the other must
he false. Likewise, if we prove that one of them is false, it follows
that the other must he true. By a certain informal discussion of
this idea, we make clear Principle II. as given on page 109.

We are then ready to present some of the simpler geometric
propositions which are proved by the indirect method, such as the
one give n on pages 110 'tad 111. At first the proposition should
he presented much as if is usually done, without any reference to
the logical principles that are applied. Then the proposition can
he repeated, calling attention in the various steps of the proof
to the fact that. we have used the ideas developed above. After
se,veral such proofs, we can then probably hest present, Principle
III, which we have been using in our proofs, but which we do riot
point out definitely until now.

Undoubtedly the htst way to get pupils to appreciate the nature
of indirect mina is not. first to state all the logical principles in-
volved and then to apply them in proofs. but to alternate, first
presenting a simple proof, next pointing, out the principles applied.
and then, in turn, illustrating these principles by further proofs.

In this thorough treatment of the indirect method propositions
involving three possibilities will be introduced in much the same
way as they were presented on pokes 112 and 113. starting with the
simpler form of the proof given on page 113 and then pointing out
the principles applied as on page 112. After this mastered, then
the method of elimination may be presented and finally coiirdi-
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flitted with the treatment given on page 112, the relation between
contradictory propositions aml the method of elimination being
discussed as on pages 115 and 11(1. In all this work, applications
of the indirect method, including the method of elimination, will
be made not. only to geometric propositions, but also to life situa-
tions. 11 teachers arc willing to spend enough time to give such a
thorough and detailed presentation of indirect proof and its prin-
ciple,, I am sure they will be repaid for their ::Forts,

A Brief Treatment of Indirect Proof. If teachers cannot
spare the time necessary to give a very full treatment of indirect
proof as outlined above, I will suggest. the following briefer treat-
ment of this topic'. Probably the simplest approach will be to
start with a proposition like the one given on page 110, having the
pupils go through the various steps of the proof without reference
to the principles of logic involved. It will be helpful in this presen-
tation to point out for a proposition like that on page 110 that only
two possibilities are involved. namely, that the lines are parallel
or that- the lines are not parallel. Show the pupil that if one of
these possibilities leads to an absurdity, then the other must he
true. The next step will he to proceed to the method of elimina-
tion, giving a proposition involving three possibilities in all, these
three possibilities being pointed out at the very beginning of the
proof as was suggested on page 115. This means that in discussing
the method of elimination no refuence will be made whatever to
contradictory propositions; in fact, contradictory propositions will
not be mentioned at all in this briefer treatment.

In teackng the method of elimination along the lines just indi-
cated, where all three possibilities are brought, to the pupil's atten-
tion at the beginning of the proof, it will be found that pupils
often ask how to tell which one of the three possibilities is to he
left until the last. In other words, they want to know how to tell
which two of the three possibilities are to be eliminated. The
answer to this is that we keep until the last the possibility which we
wish to prove true; in other words, we keep until the last the possi-
bility which is represented Ili the statement of the given propo-
sition, eliminating the other t wo possibilities. The question as to
whieh possibility to keep Iii tilt. last is not likely to arise in I ht
more thorough treatment of lilt ireet proof,. outlined above, where
the fundamental principles are studied and where the whole treat-
ment is related to the idea of contradictory propositions. In the
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briefer treatment, pupils will be interested to see the method of
elimination also applied to life situations.

All our high school textbooks in geometry give what I would
call the briefer treatment of indirect proof. In most of these
books, however, the pupil is given simple directions for attacking
exercises by the indirect method. Probably the simplest directions
of this 7')e are to assume, for the sake of argument, that the con-
clusion of the given proposition. is not true and to show that this
assumption leads to an absurdity. It should be pointed out that
these directions amount to the same thing as assuming that the
contradictory proposition is true and showing that this assumption
leads to an absurdity (which amounts to proving the contradictory
proposition to be false). In our briefer treatment of the indirect
method, however, we cannot speak of contradictory propositions.
Hence the directions given above in italics will be the simplest
that we can use in the absence of a knowledge of contradictory
propositions. It will be found that these directions are particularly
serviceable where the exercises to be proved involve only two poc

They are likewise serviceable in cases involving tiee
possibilities, but for such cases, if we are giving a brief treatment
of the indirect method, it will probably be simplest first to pick out
the three possibilities and then to proceed to eliminate.

In making the above suggestions for a brief treatment of the
indirect method, I do so merely as a compromise in case the teacher
can afford only a limited amount of time to devote to the study of
this topic. On the other hand, I strongly recommend the more
thorough treatment of indirect proof, which includes a study of
certain principles of logic, as the most desirable course to follow.

Importance of the Study of Indirect Proof. My aim in
urging this more elaborate instruction in indirect reasoning is not
for the sole purpose of enabling the pupil to understand the few
indirect proofs which he usually encounters in his work in geometry.
I have also in mind to enable him better to appreciate indirect
proof as it is applied in life situations. After the pupil has finished
his study of geometry, he will still have many opportunities to use
indirect proof in life. If Mr. Jevons' statement is correct that

trly half of our logical conclusions rest upon its employment," 28
u Jevons, Th$ Prineipte$ of Setence, p. 82. It is important not to misinterpret

Mr. Jevons litatement. He says that nearly half of our huzloal conclusions depend
upon Indirect rt>amoninit. but this shoold n.t he undrstooll to moan hair of an
our thinking; we do murk thinking that doi.s not result in logioal conclusions.
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then the time spent upon indirect proof in the geometry class will be
an investment of permanent value,

I should add also that I am convinced that initruction in indi-
rect proof of the type I have outlined will carry over into life
situations; in other words, I believe in the transfer of training in
the case of a study like demonstrative geometry. Apparently the
educational psychologists have given up their severe attacks upon
the theory of formal discipline, which have been so frequent during
the past twenty years, and are now admitting that certain school
subjects do have disciplinary value and that transfer does take
place." Hence there is inure hope than ever that skill in indirect
reasoning gained in the geometry class will also function in the
affairs of everyday life. To make certain that function,
however, the instruction must be of the right kind.

Illustrations of Indirect Reasoning in Life. In order to
emphasize the fact that indirect reasoning does occur in life, a few
illustrations of its use in everyday situations will now be presented.
One such illustration, describing an attempt to tell whether a steam
valve was defective or not., was given at the beginning of this
article. The additional illustrations given below represent situa-
tions that have actually occurred.

First, let us consider the legal device by which an accused per-
son shows that he is innocent by proving an alibi, this being till
excellent illustration of indirect reasoning. For example, suppose
a man is accused of stealing a watch from Room 10 of the Adams
Hotel between 7 and 8 P.M. on November 15. He proves his inno-
cence by showing that he was dining at a friend's home five miles
distant from the Adams Hotel during the entire hour when the
theft occurred.

The indirect nature of this proof is easily seen by putting it in
steps, similar to those used above in geometric proofs:

NoposyrioN: John Doe (the accused) is innocent of the crime of
stealing a watch between 7 and 8 P.M. on November 1& from
Room 10 of th.; Adams llottl.

Given: Details of the disappearance of the watch from Room 10
of the Adams Hotel between 7 and 8 P.M. oil November 15.

To Prove that: The accused is innocent of the crime.

24 Sp ()rata, 7.111011) nl Idrotfra1 1:1,mest4. (*haps. 9 and 10. See also Gates,
l'syrholovy for Niudrobt, liprisrd Eiliti-ii, cli:11,-;. 11 and 13.
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Proof ..
1. One of two things is true: (1) the accused is innocent, or

(2) the accused is guilty.
2. Suppose the accused is guilty (this assumes the contradic-

tory proposition to be true). Then, lie must have entered
Room 10 of the Adams Hotel between 7 and 8 P.M. on No-
vember 15. But this is absurd since the accused was dining
at a friend's home, five miles distant from the Adams Hotel
during the entire period between 7 and 8 P.M. on Novem-
ber 15.

3. Hence the supposition in step (2) is false. Therefore, the
accused is innocent.

A second illustration is that of Henry Jones, a child about ten
years old, who had spent many hours in making a pretty calendar
which he presented to his mother as a Christmas present. His
mother appreciated the gift and placed it upon her dresser. A few
days after Christmas, Henry's Uncle John came to visit the family
and the mother showed him all her Christmas presents except the
calendar. The child noticed the omission but said nothing. A day
later, the child went to his mother's room, took the calendar, and
tore it into bits. He then picked up the pieces, took them to a
room where his mother was sitting, and threw them into her lap,
saying, under great emotional strain, "There's your calendar, you
didn't like it anyway!" The mother was greatly surprised and
asked Henry why lie did that. He replied, "Well, you didn't like
it, because you didn't show it to uncle John yesterdh:,, when you
were showing him your presents!" This is a good example of indi-
rect reasoning, which readily reduces to tw contradictory propo-
sitions, namely, that (1) the mother likes the calendar, or (2) the
mother does not like the calendar. The child reasoned that if the
mother had liked the calendar she would have shown it to Uncle
John along with her other presents, but she didn't do this, hence she
did not like the calendar.

A third illustration relates to an experience of Mr. Brown who
owned three cars, a Cadillac, a Buick, and a Ford, which he kept
in a garage at the rear of his residence. As lie was leaving home
one morning to go to his office, lie told his on Tom that he wanted
him to drive to Meadeville, some 40 miles away, that afternoon
to do an errand for him, to which Toni agreed. During the after-
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noon, Mr. Brown telephoned home and asked the maid what car
Tom had taken when he left for Meadeville. The maid replied
that she did not know, since she did not see Tom drive out. She
said she knew that Mary had taken the Ford about a half hour
previously to go to a tennis match. Mr. Brown asked the maid to
step out to the garage to see what car was there; the maid reported
that the Cadillac was the only car left in the garage. Hence, Mr.
Brown decided that Tom was driving the Buick.

A fourth illustration is that of two men taking a walk in the
woods, within a hundred miles of New York City, on a day in
early June. One heard an insect chirping and said, "I wonder if
that is a cricket." The other replied, "They say that frost comes
six weeks after one hears the first (ickets of the season." To
which the first instantly replied. "Then that isn't a cricket." This
argument is an illustration of reasoning by elimination, which is,
of course, indirect proof. In this case, the possibility that the insect
could be a cricket was eliminated since it was assumed as true that
frost conies six weeks after the first crickets of the season. This
argument, however, did not establish what kind of an insect it was,
since all the other possibilities were not available for consideration.
In life, however, it is often quite as important to prove that a thing

not true as it is to prove that something else is true.
As a final illustration, let us consider an experience of one of

my friends who had been suffering from attacks of pain which
seemed to originate in the stomach. He consulted a specialist in
diseases of the stomach who proceeded to determine the cause of
the pain. The physician reasoned that, according to his experi-
ence, pain in the stomach of the particular kind from which the
patient was suffering might be due to one of four causes: (1) gall
stones, (2) an ulcer of the stomach or the intestines, (3) adhesions
about. the stomach or the intestines, or (4) a chronically inflamed
appendix. He made the usual physical examination, but that did
not give information of a sufficiently definite kind to point to any
of these factors as the probable cause of the trouble. The physician
the., ordered Serh'S of x-ray plates which showed that no ulcer
wa, present and that. no adhesions were present; hence, items (2)
and 13) were eliminated as possible causes of the pain. Another
special test combined with a second x-ray examination indicated
that there were no gall stones; hence, item (1 i was eliminated.
This left the chronically inflamed appendix as the only remaining
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possibility, and he told the patient that he believed that that was
the cause of his trouble. This surprised the patient, because he
said he had never experienced any soreness or discomfort in the
region of the appendix, and even during the physical examination
which had just been made there was no tenderness whatever about
the appendix. In spite of the absence of local symptoms, the phy-
sician said that it was his firm belief that a chronically inflamed
appendix was the cause of the pain in the stomach, He pointed
out that during the attacks of pain the inflamed appendix was
making repeated efforts to rid itself of the accumulated pus, thus
inducing spasms which in turn traveled upward along the intestinal
tract. causing sympathetic spasms in the stomach, and that. it was
the spasms of the stomach that produced the pain that was felt;
these spasms caused no pain around the appendix because the
appendix is so small, but in a large organ like the stomach such
spasms did produce pain which was caused by t; violent muscular
contractions which were set up in that. organ. In other words, it
was a case of the tail wagging the dog. The physician advised
my friend to 1,ave an operation for the removal of his appendix.
The advice was Billowed and the surgeon discovered a chronically
inflamed appendix, which had probably been in that condition for
many years, A few weeks after his recovery from the operation,
the patient's pain had disappeared.

Reasons for Teaching Demonstrative Geometry. In closing
this discussion, I wish to state that I firmly believe that the reason
we teach demonstrative geometry in our high schools to-day is to
give pupils certain ideas about the nature of proof. The great
majority of teachers of geometry hold t:lis same point of view.
Some teachers may at first think that our purpose in teaching
geometry is to acquaint pupils with a certain hotly of geometric
facts or theorems, or with the applications of these theorems in
everyday life, btu on second reflection they will probably agree
that our great purpose in teaching geometry is to show pupils how
facts arc provrtf.

I will -tt Mill further in clarifying our aims by saying that on
the part of tie more progressive teachers to-day, the purpose in
teaching geometry is not only to acquaint pupils with the ups

of proviter ,tometric facts, but also to familiarize them with that
ri1.2,orot1s kind of thinking which Professor 1:eyser has so aptly
called "the II-Then kind, a type of thinking which is distinguished
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from all others by its characteristic form: If this is so, then that
is so." 26 Our most famous model of this kind of thinking is
El ?lid's Elements, but, as Professor Keyser has so clearly pointed
out, Euclid's great contribution was not to geometry but to
a method of thinking which is applicable not only in mathematics,
but also "in every other field of thoughtin the physical sciences,
in the moral oz social sciences, in all matters and situations where
it is important for men and women to have logically organized
bodies of doctrine to guide them and save them from floundering in
the conduct of life." 28

The fact that the teaching of proof and deductive thinking are
our main objectives in the teaching of demonstrative geometry in
the tenth year of the high school is much more true to-day than it
was twenty-five years ago, before the junior high school movement
started. With the development of the junior high school came the
introduction of work in intuitive geometry in the seventh and eighth
years where the main concern is to familiarize pupils experimentally
with eel tain important geometric facts and their applications in
everyday life. Hence, in the senior high school, we are primarily
interested in teaching pupils something new rather than in review-
ing those things that they have already learned in intuitive geom-
etry. Our great aim in the tenth year is to teach the nature of
deductive proof and to furnish pupils with a model for all their
life thinking. Everyday reasoning will be rigorous and conclusive
to the extent to which it approaches that ideal pattern for thought
that Euclid has given us.
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THE ANALYTIC METHOD IN THE TEACHING
OF GEOMETRY
BY W. S. SCHLAUCH

New York University, New York City

I. THE ANALYTIC METHOD AND THE LOGIC OF GEOMETRY

Why We Teach Demonstrative Geometry. Modern educa-
tors justify the presence in the school curriculum of geometry or
any other school subject on two grounds: first, that it gives the
student an outlook upon a great field of human thought ; second,
that, if properly taught, it gives him N,Auable habits of thinking
and ideals of method which have transfer value and which help
him in orderly and systematic thinking. Geometry seems, of all
secondary school subjects, best adapted to initiate a student into
the meaning of mathematics as the science of necessary conclusions.
A training in logical processes and a knowledge of what is meant
by a complete proof of a proposition, based on given data, are as
necessary for the average citizen as a study .of economics or civics.
How can he draw valid conclusions in these fields unless he has had
some training in logical processes? Geometry furnishes the best
available material for this training, varying from the simplest to
the most complex; starting with a few assumptions or axioms, and
building a logical system which results in a body of established
truths which can be used to establish further truths. In geometry
more than in any other school subject, the learner is led to a belief
in reason, and is made to feel the value of a demonstration. The
appeal is to the authority of logically established propositions, run-
ning in a series back to the simple and accepted axioms, and not
to arbitrary authority.

This attitude toward the value of mathematics is taken by both
modern educators and the world's greatest mathematicians. Smith
and Reeve in their book say t that the real purpose of demonstra-
tive geometry is suggested by the word "demonstrative" rather than

I Smith, David Eugene and lifeve, William David. The Tenehing of Junior High
School Mathematics, p. 229. .Ginn and Co., 192().
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by the word "geometry." In geometry we cJine in contact with a
body of truths bound together and unified by logical processes into
a perfect whole. The beauty, purity, and perfection of the subject
enable us to realize what it is to function in an ordered cosmos.
where the reign of law is absolute and where the series of situa-
tions and problems presented vary from the simple and easy to the
most difficult. When a student is engaged in the analysis ne-essary
to discover the demonstration of a theorem in geometry, or in
reasoning out a construction problem, he has entered this ordered
cosmos and is tasting the delights of pure reason. He is becoming
acquainted with the inner nature of that vast body of human
thought., built up through the ages.

The Analytic Method of Attack. But to be truly initiated into
the spirit and meaning of logical processes, he must acquire the
mastery that comes only from analytic thinking. The mere com-
mitting to memory of theorems and their demonstrations is not.
mastering geometry in this sense. The student has not. ecached
this mastery until he has learned by analytic processes to discover
proofs for himself and to assemble them in elegant deductive argu-
ments. Only when he has received sufficient training to attack
confidently a new proposition or problem. startinr it the goal or
conclusion, working backward step by step to his previously estab-
lished body of truth, can he be said to have mastered the spirit of
geometric reasoning. HP must be able to say:

"I can prove X if I can prove Y,
And I can prove Y if I can prove A,
But I can prove A if B is true.
I have already proved B; hence I can prove X."

Then he must be able to reverse the process in his syraetic
demonstration, starting with B and proceeding through A and
to X, which was to be proved.

Analysis a Method of Discovery. Analysis is the method of
discovery, and the only ,nethod of organizing the subject matter
of geometry which gives sufficient command of the logical processes
to justify its study. In many of our schools, even to-day, theorems
are committed to memory and recited by I he pupils. A student
does not see why each statement in the proof is made, although he
may see that it is true, and may follow the meaning and admit the
truth of each statement, without seeing how the author knew what
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statement to make next. He seems to be led step by step into a
trap, and the trap sprung at the end with the Q.E.D.; but he him-
self is not able to lay such a logical train, because he has not been
taught to analyze, working his way from the unknown, or truth to
be demonstrated by logical steps, to his previously established
body of truth. Such training takes time, and progresses slowly at
first. But the mastery thus acquired enables a class to make up
for lost time in the second half of the term's work, and the conse-
que.it joy in the work that comes with the sense of mastery, the
consciousness of the pure and austere beauty of the subject that
comes with this intimate mastery of the logical processes, more than
compensate for the time and effort required.

Value of Geometric Training. Geometric training is valuable
if it gives:

1. Clear geometric concepts through drawing, measurement, ex-
periment, in the early stages.

2. A clear concept of and practice in logical proof, cast in the
synthetic form.

3. Training in the analytic method of attack for the discovery
of such synthetic demonstrations.

4. An ability to resolve practical problems into the geometric
elements involved, and to solve them by analysis.

The analytic method is thus the heart of geometric work. A
student thus trained should be able to originate proofs of his own,
different from those of the text, and should be encouraged to orig-
inate additional proofs. His discovery of proofs for originals must
not be a blind groping for a proof, following remembered models
and analogies, but must be a consistent, confident, systematic,
analytic attack; otherwise he has neither mastered geometry nor
acquired the most valuable fruit of logical training, an ability to
analyze.

II. EXAMPLES OF THE ANALYTIC METHOD

Illustrative Examples. To make the above generalizations
clear, it may be well tc take specific examples of the three principal
types of logical exercise in geometrya tl-eorem to be demon-
strated, a construction to be performed, and a problem (of compu-
tation) to be solvedand trace the steps of analysis that a student
reasonably well trained in this method might be expected to take.
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Original Theorem. As an example of an original theorem, let
us take the following:

If the altitude BD of tABC is intersected by the altitude CI in
G, and Ell and HF are perpendicular bisectors of AC and AB, re-
spectively, prove that BO = 2HE and CO = 2HF.

The first step called for is to translate the words of the theorem
into a figure similar to this figure:

Analysis.
1. I can prove that CG =2HF and BG = 2HE, if I can prove that

ICC = HF and iBG= HE, or if I can double HF and HE and then
prove that the doubles are equal to CG and BG, respectively. Let us
try the first method. This suggests bisecting CG and BG at J and K,

2. I can prove that JG = HF and KG = HE.. if I can prove that they
are corresponding parts of congruent triangles. This suggests draw-
ing JK and EF, forming th.IGK and HEF.

3. I can prove these triangles congruent if I can show that three parts
of one are equal respectively to tree parts of the other in certain
orders.

4. Therefore I survey the figure and find:
(a) That JK and EF are both equal to IBC and parallel to BC, as

they join the midpoints of the side of the ACGB and CAB,
respectively.

(b) That L G = LH, as they have their sides parallel, and extend-
ing in opposite directions from their vertices.

(c) That LK= LE for the same reason.
5. Therefore /JGK /HEF because s.a.a.= s.a.a.

The analysis is now complete, but the student should cast the
proof into the elegant and convincing form of the synthetic presen-
tation, giving statements and reasons in strictly logical fashion.
The analysis outlined above may be carried out cooperatively by
the class and the teacher when difficult originals are developed, but
the work must be done heuristically. The teacher should ask such
questions as the following.
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"How do we usually prove that one line is the double of
another?" The substance of step 1 in the analysis above should
conic from the class in response. When the lines JK and EF have
been drawn, the question should be:

"How do we usually prove that a line equals another line?" and
in response the class should announce step 2 above. True heuristic
teaching will develop in the class the habit of asking themselves
the appropriate questions of the analysis, and this is greatly helped
by developing outlines of methods of attack as the term progresses.

Synthesis. The synthetic proof reverses the order of the steps
given above in the analysis. Thus we proceed in the synthetic
proof as follows:

Proof
Statements

Iiiset CG and GB at J and K, re-
spectively. Draw JK and EF.
Then in the triangles JGK and
EFII,
1. JA, and is Ii to CB
2. EP = {CB and is II to CB 3.

3. JK = EF and JK is II to EF
4. Also BD is II to HE and CI is

II to IIF 5.

1.

2.

4.

6. Also LK= LE
7. .,6,JGK,a_ ,HEF
8. JO = HP and GK= HE
9. And hence GC = 211F and GB

=2IIE

6
7.
8.
9.

Reasons
A line joining the midpoints of
two sides of a triangle is II to the
third side and equal to half the
third side.
Same reason.
Being equal to half and II to the
same line.
Being 1 to the same straight lines.
Because their sides are II and ex-
tend in opposite directions from
their vertices.
Same reason.
s.a.a. = s.a.a.
Corresponding parts of Ai are =.
Doubles of equals are equal.

Until the student can go through the analytic process outlined
above mentally, when presented with a new theorem to be proved,
and then proceed to write the synthetic proof, he has not acquired
a sufficient mastery of the logical processes involved in geometry
to give him that acquaintanceship with logical reasoning at which
we aim in teaching him the subject.

Construction Problems. Construction problems should never
be solved 1w the student by an unguided trial-and-error method.
He should first draw a diagram. representing approximately the
finished product. Even a free-hand drawing of the finished job
will enable him to mark on his figure of analysis the given parts,
and to discover from the diagram of the finished figure the steps
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.cessary to build up that figure from the given parts. Let us take
a specific example:

Construct a triangle, having given an angle, an adjacent side,
and the difference of the other two sides.

Using the usual method of designating the parts of a triangle,
we haw; given,/

b-c

Analysis. We draw a triangle. A'B'C', to represent the finished
figure, thus:

Since the given parts must all be represented in our figure of
analysis, we extend A'B' to X', making A'X' = A'C'. Then, B'X'
represents the difference of h and c and is marked b' c' on the
diagram of analysis. We now reason analytically thus:

1. I can reproduce the figure, which must be like this model (using the
given parts), if I can find a triangle in the model containing three known

parts. I therefore examine the figure of atalysis to find this basis of
construction.

2. I notice that ..LX"E'C' contains two known sides, b' c' and a', repre-
senting bc and a, respectively. Also L X'B'C' is the supplement if

LS', and is therefore known.
3. I can therefore reproduce AXBC, using the (riven parts. The construc-

tion can be completed if I can reproduce the rest of the figure from
this basis. Therefore I examine the model.

4. Prolongii,g Xli will give a line corresponding to X'B'As. To locate the
point A. I notice that ZNA'X'C' is isosceles. Therefore ZX'C'A',-. X'.
Hence, on the figure to be constructed, I must cut the line Xll pro-
duced by a line drawn at point C, making LXCA = LA'. The con-
struction then proceeds thus: *.
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R
Construction. On any indefinite line BM, lay off BC a. At B con-

struct LKIIC equal to the given LB, giving the indefinite line RK. On KR
B, construct BX equal to bc. Draw XC. At C construct LXCP
Extend CP to meet BK at A. Then PABC is the required triangle.

Proof
Reasons

By construction,
2. By construction.
3. If the base angles of a A are equal,

the A is isosceles.
4. Equals from equals give equals.
5. By substitution.
6. By construction.

from
X.

Statements
1. BC = a
2. L = LIMA
3. .'.AX = AC

4. .'.AX AB = AC AB
5. XB = AC AB
8. But XB = b c

And
7. z ABC ----- the given LB
S. .'..ciABC is the required triangle

7. By construction.
8. It has the required parts.

Solving Problems. Too often pupils solve problems by trying
one thing after another, without much system. A teacher who is a
master of the analytic method will train his pupils in regular ana-
lytic methods of thinking out the solution of problems. Problems of
computation in geometry should always be solved by following a
general plan, thus:

1. Draw a diagram, if possible, marking on the figure the given
data.

2. Represent the parts of the figure to be computed by the ap-
propriate algebraic symbols.

3. Apply theorems to the figure, which give relations connect-
ing the given and required parts, and derive equations from
them,

4. Solve the resulting equations.
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Illustrative Example. The eye of an observer at sea on the
deck of a vessel is 40 ft. above the water line. The entire hull of a
boat has just become visible on. the horizon. Assuming the di-
ameter of the earth to be 8000 miles, how far away from the
observer is the boat?

Solution. 1. We first draw a diagram representing the conditions of the
problem.

In the diagram, AC represents the elevation of the observer above the
water line, at C. Since the hull of the boat has become entirely visible, it
must have advanced from the position B' to
B, where the line of sight AB is tangent to A
the surface of the water. DC =8000 mi., 407
AC = 90 ft.

2. The length of AB (at sea, AB =-- CB
'

W
practically) is to be found. Let us repre- kJ;
sent it by x.

3. (a) We can solve for x if we can bring
x into an equation connecting it with the
given quantities, AC and CD.

§i(b) To do this, we must express AC and
CD in terms of the same unit of measure.
Therefore, we select a mile as the unit.
AC= 40 ft. 0.0072 mi., and CD ---- 8,000
mi.

(c) In the diagram, AD is a secant, AC is its external segment, and AB is
a tangent from A. Therefore, we can bring x into a proportion (equation),
with AD and AC, both known quantities:

AD x
x AC

8000.0072 x
x 0.0072

4. Since in such a proportion the product. of the means is equal to tin!
product of the extremes, we have:

0.0072 X 8000.0072
and x = 57.6 mi. approximately.

It is easy to get the student to see that in his solution the
decimal 0.0072 added to 8000 does not appreciably affect. the product
57,6. He sees that practically the same result is obtained if we
write

5000: x = x : 0,0072.
He is now in a position to solve the PROBLEM:

"Derive a formula for the distance in. miles to the visible horizon,
if the eye of the observer is h ft. above the earth's surface."

Or
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He easily writes
8000

5280
and finds by solving for x that

x = approx.,

or roughly, x = (Wirt.
Students trained to think analytically do not waste time in

fruitless attempts, false starts, and discouraging and worthless com-
putation. The solution proceeds in most cases with the certainty
and ease of a logical n;lachine.

III. CONCLUSIONS FOR CURRICULUM MAKING IN GEOMETRY

Emphasize the Analytic Method. The first conclusion that
emerges from the above brief survey seems to be that if the analytic
method is the heart of logical training in geometry, sufficient time
must be given to the presentation of the subject to enable the
student to master this method of organizing the subject matter.
Six or eight weeks devoted to committing to memory from twelve
to eighteen theorems with their demonstrations will not give the
student any insight into the true nature of geometric thinking. It
would be much better to cover the first three theorems of con-
gruence and the theorem about the base angles of an isosceles
triangle, with numerous original exercises, developed analytically,
than to have the student memorize any number of demonstra-
tions. Of course, after the analysis, the synthetic demonstration
should be given in every case, oral and written forms being em-
phasized.

Summary of Experience with the Analytic Method. Experi-
ence in teaching geometry by i he analytic method and study of
the results of numerous tests of the students' ability to analyze,
extending over a period of more than twenty years in the High
School of Commerce, New York City, have convinced me of the
following facts:

1. A comprehension of analysis and some mastery of the system
begin to emerge in the minds of the brighter pupils after six or
eight weeks' instruction and practice in the method. The class as
a whole begins to feel sure of the method Liter about ten weeks.
Adequate mastery with accompanying pleasure and a thirst for
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original exercises conies in the second semester. A school year
should be devoted to the subject.

2. The student needs training in analysis applied to the various
types of geometric subject matter found in the conventional five
books of plane geometry. This need not be given in the order con-
ventionally followed, but all the types should be included: con-
gruence, similarity and proportion, circles, areas, constructions, and
loci all call for analytic thinking, and help to clarify the method.

3. Teaching the method of analysis is difficult in the early
stages. After it is begun, it should he continued until a clear con-
cept of the method begins to emerge in the minds of the pupils.
My experience, observation, and study convince me that at least
twenty weeks of consecutive work in the subject matter should he
given without a break of serious length. If a break comes then,
it. should mean the introduction of subject matter which is closely
allied and which permits a continuation of the analytic method
of attack. My own conviction is that a year's consecutive work
produces the best results with the type of students entering our
high schools. The continuous exercise in analysis and synthetic
demonstration thus acquired leads to such a mastery that the
students generally find a joy in geometric thinking.

4. To master plane geometry, using the analytic method of
attack, requires about a year for the majority of pupils. If an
introduction to demonstrative geometry is given in a regular junior
high school, in which the analytic method has been used, then the
remainder of plane geometry as well as solid geometry can be
covered successfully in one year in the senior high school.

A One-Year Course in Plane and Solid Geometry. If, how-
ever, the attempt is made to begin plane geometry and teach both
phine and solid geometry in one year, all in the senior high school,
the following results are almost certain to appear:

(a) The amount of subject matter in both plane and solid
geometry will have to he cut to such an extent that the student's
view of both sciences becomes inadequate. He will not have a
feeling of mastery of either at the end of the year's work.

(b) Because of the eagerness of teachers to cover a fair portion
of both plane and solid geometry, a representative selection of
book propositions with their proofs will probably be presented to
the classes, the proofs committed to inemory, an the chief value
of the logical training sacrificed. R. takes tin e to develop analytic
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thinking, and under the urge of covering ground quickly the
analytic method stands small chance of being used.

The difficulties of visualizing the figures of solid geometry are
greater for the ordinary student than are those of plane geometry.
Under the year plan for both, instead of acquiring confidence and
mastery in the plane geometry field, the student is almost certain
to meet discouragement because of the added difficulties of the
solid geometry concepts and the rapid pace necessary to cover the
ground. For the analytic method is not mastered except by analyz-
ing numerous originals covering the various types of geometric
subject matter. Sufficient variety is offered by plane geometry for
this purpose, and a thorough mastery of the analytic method in this
field takes about a year's time.

Preserve the Analytic Method. Whatever is done in rearrang-
ing the subject matter of geometry, we must hold fast to the
analytic method of attack if we would preserve its value as a train-
ing in logic and in original thinking, and inspire the confidence
which lies back of the bravery necessary to attack its difficulties.

Only the brave may look on Beauty's face,
Search out her secrets, stand before her there
In temple vast, of number, time, and space.
Austere and cold, she guards her treasures fair,
Flashing a blinding light upon the race
Of rash, heroic creatures of an hour,
Searching infinity, whose dazzling haze
Confounds Philosophy with Beauty's power.
Only the brave will wander far by choice
In Euclid's realm, and in that wondrous maze
Of new relations hear that thrilling voice
Proclaim the reign of law, necessity;
E'en here perfection, lost each petty choice,
Surrendered in the law's great majesty.



SYMMETRY
BY JOHN W. YOUNG

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.

What is Symmetry? Symmetric forms abound in nature and
in art. If we confine ourselves to bilateral symmetry, i.e., symmetry
with respect to a line (axis-axial symmetry) or with respect to a
plane, we find it exemplified in the external form of the human body
and in that of most animals, in the shape of leaves and, approxi-
mately at least, in the growth of most plants; we see it in the con-
struction of most articles of furniture, in many buildings, in parts
of buildings such as windows, doorways, arches; we observe it in
the designs of wall paper, rugs, linoleum, and the shapes of orna-
ments. The child gruws up with symmetric forms all about him,
even though he may not know the word "symmetry," and may find
it difficult to give a precise definition of it. He will approach his
first study of geometry with the idea of symmetry already present
in his mental equipment.

It is for this reason that European schools have for some time
made use of this idea in the introductory work in geometry. The
fact that axial syr-metry can be used as a tool, as a method of
proof, in plane geometry does not appear to be so well known in
this country. This must be the justification for the few pages that
follow. They contain nothing in the slightest degree original.
They will, it is hoped, offer something of interest to those teachers
who have not as yet thought along these lines.

Axial Symmetry. If a plane be rotated about one of its lines
as an axis through an angle of 180°, we will say that it is turned
over about the line. We then define axial symmetry in the follow-
ing way:

If a plane figure is such that, if it be turned over about a certain
one of it... lines, the new position of the figure coincides with the
original, it is said to be symmetric with respect to the line. The line
is called the axis of symmetry.

The axis evidently divides the figure into two halves ea -,11 of
145
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eonit.A to coincide with the other when it. is turned over about
tilt, axis. Two points A, A' of the figure (Fig. 1.1 which are simply
interchanged by turning the figure over about. the axis X Y are said
to be corresponding points of the figure. Every point of the axis
corresponds to

Results from the Definition. Certain results follow immedi-
atly from the definition:

1. The axis of symmetry bisects the segment joining any two
cr,rnsponding points and is perpendicular to it.

For, hy turning figure over about the axis, it is seen that
the two segments .11.1 and .11.1' are equal, and the two supple-
mentary angles Y.1/.1 andY.11A' are also equal.

t 13Tiet. in.itikE, 2

More generally we have:
2. Any part of a symmetric 1...; congruent to its correspond-

ing ibid.
In particular, the :egnient joining- any two points of a sym-

metric figure is congrUclit to the St12,111nt, joining the corresponding
points; any angle or triamelp AT(' iletermined by three points is
etuityruent to die ;Ingle or triangle determined by the t orresponding
points .1/0.. .\st a special ease We note that the segment ().1
joining ;lily point (./ ui the axk to any point A oi the figure is equal
to the segment joining 0 to the corresponding point .1', and these
t,' t, segments ()A, HA' make equal -tigles with the axis.

rhe reader slundt1 note that Wt' dra the :th(lve conC111:41011:4
Withtint any previous knowledge of geometric theorems. We as-
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sums only a knowledge of the meaning of point, of straight line,
of angle, of right angle, of perpendicular, of equal or congruent
(by superposition), and of the fact that two distinct points deter-
mine a straight line. Such considerations as the above, stripped
perhaps of some of their formality, may therefore be presented to a
class very near the outset of its study of geometry. They would
indeed seem to have their chief pedagogical value during the int;o-
ductory parts of the subject.

We may now note the converse of 1:
3. The perpendicular bisector of a line segment is an axis of

symmetry of the segment.

This gives us at once:
4. Any point on the perpendicular bisector of a line segment is

equidistant from the extremities of the segment; and the lines join-
ing any such point to the extremities of the segment make equal
angles with the bisector. The reader will note further that certain
fundamental theorems on isosceles triangles also follow at once.

The further use of symmetry as a method of proof depends on
the fo.'owing fundamental proposition:

5. A circle is symmetric with reqptxt to any straight line
C.rot:gh its center.

Hence, we have:
6. The figure formed by two circles is symmetric with respect

to the line joining their cutlers. If the circles intersect, the points
of intersection are corresponding points of the figure. (Fig. 2)

This gives us:
7. The common chord of two circles is perpendicular to the line

joining their centers and is bisected by it. (Fig. 2)
Two Examples. We will close this brief sketch by noting how

two of the important elementary consLi.ucLions may be justified by
considerations of symmetry.

1. To draw the perpendicular bisector of a segment.
By what precedes, the problem will be solved if we can draw

two circles intersecting in the extremities A and B of the .,egment.
For then the line joining the centers of these circles vill be the
required bisector. (Sec Fig. 2, above) To this end, then, with
A at. B as centers and with any convenient radius let us describe
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two arcs of circles intersecting at M, N (Fig. 3). Circles with
centers at Al and N and the same radius will then pass through
A and B. Bence MN is the required bisector.

2. To bisect a given angle.
The usual construction consists in drawing a circular arc with

venter at B, the vertex of the given angle ABC cutting the sides in
D and E, rt.,nectively; then, with any convenient radius and with
centers at D and E, describing arcs intersecting in M (Fig. 4). The

rIGUR.E a FIc31J12.E. 4

line joining the vertex B to .11 is the required bisector. For we have
a circle with center B passing throtze:h 1) and E, and the construc-
tion shows that t here is a second circle with center at all passing
through 1) and E. The figure is then symmetric with respect to the
line of centers BM, and thus BM hists the angle ABC,

Enough has been said, it is hoped, to indicate how the idea of
symmetry can be it: d in elementary insttution in geometry. Other
possibilities will sof_gest themselves to the progres:ive teacher. It
may be expected that the work in intuitive geometry especially can
be benefited by the use of symmetry.



THE TRANSFER OF TRAINING, WITH PAR-
TICULAR REFERENCE TO GEOMETRY *

BY WILLIAM BETZ
Specialist in. Mathematics for the Public Schools of Rochester, N. Y.

Foreword. Demonstrative geometry, as everyone knows, has
become a highly controversial subject. Once regarded as the road
par excellence to all scientific and philosophical thinking (Plato),
it is :low denounced by a chorus of self-appointed critics as a
species of Greek philosophy that should be eliminated from the
crowded curricula of our secondary schools. Geometry shares with
algebra and Latin the fate of being on the defensive. Its enemies
claim that as a school subject it is kept. alive artificially either by
the requirements of blind tradition or by obviously false pretenses
that are said to have their roots in the "exploded" theory of mental
discipline. The practical phases of the subject, it is asserted, could
be covered in a few lessons or taken care of incidentally in the in-
tuitive geometry course. And as to the alleged cultural and dis-
ciplinary values that have always been associated with demonstra-
tive geometry, there is no disposition on the part of the critics
even to argue the question in the light of expert testimony or of a
scientific exposition of the real nature of geometric training.

This condition of affairs has been accentuated by the revolu-
tionary educational changes and the numerous transforming influ-
ences of the past generation. The spectacular increase in the en-
rollment of our high schools has produced difileult administrative
and pedagogic problems whirl' tlnis far have been solved but
imperfectly or not at all. Teachers have been put to it to "justify"
every lesson they teach. The endeavor to protect the child against
"unessentials" is rapidly leading to curious and unsuspected con-
sequences. Geometry, in particular, is a popular target of abuse.
Being rated as a "high mortality" subject, its position in the pro-
gram of studies is becoming increasingly delicate and precarious.

This monograph was prepared in connection with the curriculum revision pro-
gram of the elementary and secondary schools Of Rochester, N. Y.
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How much justice is there in the wave of condemnation that
appears to be engulfing so time-honored a subject?

Unfortunately, the teachers of geometry, who should have been
its most enthusiastic and successful exponents, have only too often
been its worst enemies by their lack of acquaintance with its his-
tory and its distinctive characteristics, and by their apparent in-
ability to formulate and to realize the immediate and the ultimate
objectives of the subject.

To make matters worse, our textbooks, courses of study, and
examinations convey hardly a hint of the astounding scientific
transformation which mathematics, including geometry, ha, been
experiencing during the past century. Thus the arrival of non-
Euclidean geometric syst-ms, the creation of projective geometry
and of hyper-spaces, has made it clear that it is impossible, as
Gauss suspected, to state with finality an exclusive body of truths
concerning "absolute space." What we can do is merely to pro-
ceed from certain significant spatial assumptions to logical conse-
quences of these assumptions. We can merely say"If this is true,
then that is true."

It would seem at first that with the disappearance of the abso-
luteness of Euclid's system of propositions, its chief claim to serious
consideration as a basic school subject had vanished. There are,
however, two crucial reasons why demonstrative geometry will
remain for all time a necessary subject of instruction.

In the first place, we do not stop teaching any one of the physi-
cal sciences when it is discovered that certain of its underlying
hypotheses must be modified. Scientists have been quarreling over
the nature of light, the mystery of gravitation, the constitution of
matter or of electricity, and the like, for many years. And yet we
go on teaching each generation of pupils "the basic scientific facts"
as we understand them. There is nothing dishonest in this pro-
cedure, provided we refrain from making dogmatic assertions in-
stead of expounding provisional hypotheses. In like manner, since
space is a permanent category of our thinking, we shall always
have to study and formulate, to the best of our ability, the spatial
truths that seep' to account best for the segment of reality with
which we can devil. And Euclid's system thus far has proved to
be the simplest and most convenient one for everyday use.

But there is a very much deeper reason for a continued emphasis
on geometry in the curricula of our schools. It has been set forth

/
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violists will be quoted at length, in order that the reader may have
a more objective basis for an independent appraisal of the conclu-
sions that will be submitted. The free use of italics, even when not
suggested by the original text of the quotations, seems desirable for
the sake of emphasis. After a brief summary of the progress of
the mental discipline controversy, followed by a review of certain
assumptions and definitions which underlie the testing movement,
we shall examine the experimental evidence as to the extent of
transfer. It will then be necessary to analyze the principal theories
as to the mode of transfer. From this dual foundation we shall be
able to derive the pedagogic consequences in which we are pri-
marily interested.

It will be found, at the end of our discussion, that there is
excellent reason for an optimistic attitude with reference to the
reality of "mental discipline," andin particularfor a continued
belief in the permanent cultural significance of geometric training.

I. TILE MENTAL DISCIPLINE CONTROVERSY

Nature and Importance of the Controversy. During the past
four decades no question has occupied a more prominent place
in educational literature than the one which we are to study in
this chapter. For a long time it was known as the problem of
"mental discipline" or of "formal training." More recently, it is
being referred to as the "transfer" or "spread" of training, or as the
problem of "generalized experience."

As originally advocated, the dogma of mental discipline as-
serted that the formal training or the mental power gained from the
study of certain school subjects carries over to all other activities.
"No educational theory has ever exerted the profound influence
upon curriculum-making and methods of teaching as this doctrine
has done." 2

Believers in this doctrine maintained that "the chief, if not the
sole, value of the educative process consists in the formal develop-
ment of the mind's powers, in producing a fund of mental force
or strength, and in establishing certain generalized habits. Con-
tent or intrinsic values are either disregarded altogether, or are
given a secondary position. It makes little difference what is
studied so long as it is studied right. The benefit received comes

3 Nee Turner. E. M. and Betts, G. H.. Laboratory Studie4 in Educational Psy-
chology, pp. 174-176. IL Appleton and Co.. 1924.
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from the process of acquisition rather than from the content ac-
quired. The powers and habits once developed may then be applied
in the various activities of life with little or no loss of effect. The
power of reasoning developed in mathematics or logic may later be
used in law, medicine, or business; and the habit of concentration
developed in solving problems in cube root or in translating Greek
may be likewise extended. Observation, memory, diligence. accu-
racy, and other habits and powers are taken to be subject to the
same rule. . . From this point of view the mind may be likened
to a storage battery that may be charged, and the power accumu-
lated may then be used quite independent. of its origin." a

The following more recent formulation shows a tendency toward
a cautious limitation of these sweeping claims:

The problem may be stated in the following words: Will the formation of
one habit either help or hinder in the formation of another? Will the ac-
quiring of one bit of knowledge help or hinder in acquiring other knowledge?

. does the learning of one language make the learning of a different lan-
guage easier? Will the study of history make the acquisition of mathematics
easier? In general, are the results of learning narrow and specific, or are
there general effects also?

Again, a reinterpretation of the problem in the direction of
"generalized training" is reflected in these interesting queries:

What would be the effect of four years' earnest effort to excel in classical
languages and mathematics upon one's ability to master the intricacies of
banking, or upon one's persistence and doggedness in the face of any other
complex problem? What is the effect of four years' work in the high school
and four years in the university upon the probability that one will continue
to master new problems afterwardsthat is, upon the probability that life
will be a career instead of merely the holding down of a job? What would
be the effect of writing a first class doctor's dissertation, say on education,
upon one's ability to organize the advertising department of a great industry?
To what extent will prolonged and intensive mental effort tend to inure one
to the onerousness of mental effort.? Does extensive experimentation in
finding solutions of difficult. problems tend to make one more enterprising
and persistent in casting about for the soltitions of other problems?'

There can be no doubt. that "the problem raised here is of far-
reaching theoretical and practical significance. It. involves the very

Ruediger, W. C., The PrincipleR of Eduration. pp. r11.92. 1Iiniatton Main ('o.,
1910.

PO., NV. 11.. The Pxyrhology 1.rarning. p. 21:1. Warwick and Vork. Inc., 1:121.
riennes, N. J.. "A Mat hr.= t 1 via!' r n t Presnt Sint u:4 of the Formal 1)18-

elpline Controversy." School and SoclIty, xvit. p. 139, January, 11123.
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fotintlat ion pritiipl of etlitentio, and we must rave it at I.'Yy
turn in practice." To quote Pyle further:

It involVeS Mir conception of the nature Of mind. . . Our

answer to thi s ton will ruler our whole scheme of ethic:16,in. Ii the
rsults of training ore ....pi then we should li.e.a those things \dul' we
most nerd to 1.Plow. without ;Iny referentio to their general ',.ct 5. If

rostills triining n, ral. then we should pick nut as Ow sitalic, for our
curriculum, those kotell., doeli an. it for tho exercise of the mind."

Development of the Controversy. '1'11,' d.;;.triiw dis-

vipliiiv }il 11(.1.1. in oliv form or another, throughout educa-
tio :11 history. 11% inotlern form nuty t raved to .11)1111 I.orke

I 62:3-1 704 . in his "Contltiet of the Viitierstalohng-
111111 puss:tiros soil' as tilt, following:

ouiti y.11 I) t\.' :1 111:111 1.1:1:40n \yell, you 1111151 use hint to it. betimes;
i.xorrise his (Him! tit nu! the (.m110.'1.1(111 of idols anti folliAvitur, !hum

in tr.tin. ht ttcr th:m maties, which thoref.re shoulti
be 1!,tuilit 111.1 w11,, tnno :110I opi..)rninity, not so tlinvil To twilit
III. In niatill il,atlri 11-, timid: tits tli rt.:1-4./111)k crwttucos, Not thit
I think it. ni Ow :Ill /11( inallivinaliri:in,z, but that,
h3Viln: got 1111. \\*.iy ut r,:,,,,tontr, which 111:0 study tiocssarily brinas the
Mind to. t 111'y 111hTlif .' :1111 to transit r it to otlo r parts of kilt)W11:114(' its
thry' .hill 11:tVt` tit't:1:i.n

Similar ideas \verk vidl prevnlent. for ;t 1011g Inight
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the attention ()1 .1merican educators to this question was that of
Hinsdale, on -The Dogma of Formal Discipline." which was read
before the 1S94 metin!, of ila National Educathm Association :it
Asbury Park. New Jersey. The doetrine has been under discussion
ever since." As a result, :t a-,t literature on the subject has sprung
up. Above all, the question has been attacked seientifivally, Si) that
we now have alt imposing mass of objective laboratory data in-
stead of an array of unsupported opinions."

The arrival (if the inea,zutement movement greatly stimulaterl
interest in the question. It furnished important technique: of
investigation and showed the of greater moderation
reference to the alleged reality of formal training. For a dine, it
looked as if all belief in "general" discipline had +o be abandoned.
and as if only "speritio" training resulted from any type of learning.

To-(lay. "neither the extreme view supporting the theory of
mental diseipline in all respects and under all circumstances. nor
the opposite view rejectin, it completely and utterly. is in good
repute. Instead. a compromise theory--an intermediate judgment
holds sway..." This never belief still maintains that mental
discipline and intellectual and moral powers "are the very ends for
which education exists:. bet it dors not expect the attainment
of this broad training to result et her automatically or from the
mechanical cultivation of a i'vw highly favored activities.

II. THEORIES ('F TILE MIND AND BASIC DEFINITIONS

Permanent Educational Problems. Every human being is
born inln a universe of apparently infinite dimensions, of incon-
ceivably Nan! lox relationships and corm:Tont-111121y varied possi-
hilities. The Purlieu lum is the principal means of interpreting the
world of nature and of man to this frail and limited being. Viewed
in this light. the scho(d laves a progiam of overwhelming magnitude.
'Of necessity. Ow curriculum ern -lever offer more than a very
modest cross section of all possibly experience; and et this cross

9 i "'r a brivf nr"11111 ..f nitIlial ..,ntr.)vvrsy iu .kruriett,
9p. Pit.. p :11; 1[11.

.1n exhn,:v,. 1,11.11,zraphy ..f r....n; li:eratury on Ow tran:fiT of trainina'
1,4 glyttn in .%rthur 1.raming and Tefwhing, pp. 114 122. .T. B.
hippinott Co.. 1112:1. S(.1. lNitipplo. (10 NI.. Tninsfo Training." in
Tho 7'0.00 y.sPronth 1'r0r1v0,k 9f the .otional p,r the Study of I:duration,
fart II. pp. 179

Li our Sehwa Curriouluin, p. 132. World Book Co_
191:7.
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sectionhowever fragmentaryis the pupil's primary tool for edu-
cational progress and potential growth. Hence the constant debate
about educational values, about objectives and the organization of
materials of instruction; hence also the perennially important prob-
lem of explaining how a limited human mind can cope with the
inexhaustible educational resources which modern society has accu-
mulated.

Theories of the Mind."' The older doctrine of mental disci-
pline was based on an erroneous "faculty psychology." It assumed
that the mind was composed of various compartments, each of
which functioned in its entirety and could therefore be made the
object of intensive training by any pertinent activity. This simple
but naive and unscientific view was held almost universally until
quite recently. It had to be abandoned when experimental psy-
chology showed umnistal-ably that any one of these alleged "facul-
ties" in reality represents a very diversified domain. Thus it was
found that a person may have a good memory for words, but a poor
memory for spatial forms. Discoveries of this type led to a violent
reaction against the older view, Instead, the doetrine of extreme
specialization of mental functions became popular among psychol-
ogists. It became the fashion. especially among those who were
uncritical or merely uninformed, to speak contemptuously of the
"exploded myth of mental discipline.' The result was an almost
hopeless confusion of ideas. For, if all learning can be shown to be
strictly specific. the curriculum must abandon all hope of securing
worth -while educational results on the basis of the "spread" or
"carry-over" of broad cultural fields of work. Such a conclusion
seemed utterly at. variance, however, with common sense and with
the experience of the ages.

" obvious reasons. the perennial debate itimmg psychologista anti philosophers
its to the nature of soul. mind, intellig,tie, consciousness. meaning, reality, value.
and a host of related problems, van only be atIliniel( to in tiles" pages. It is
certainly true that "teyeliology at present is :t seem. of confusion and v'olent
disagreement. There is a steadily mounting mass of data, lout we do not know what
they mean It has even been said that at present "there is no suet' thing as
PsYoll"lot.r.Y Thor.' are only PYehologies Generally speaking. WI' now have as
nutnY PxYollelog'es of learning as there are different theories of the mind. It is it
matter of great importatiee %%Idyl) of these theories the timelier adopts. Each of
them leads to it distinet coneeption of the learning proves: and of the problem of
transfer hiili we are consider;tig In this chapter. Hemp any "e, .clusiona" which
may be submitted in :t study like this %%ill appeal only ti those who the
author's f untimtn.ntal nssimptitais. Ni.1111111: the prevailing divergencies of

I pinion 1118.11 lint Ilri.1Iii us from agreeing that 'the question of mind ig of central
importance. both for teaehing method and for our program .if education."
(See Buil", 15, 11., COnfliVtinil 1.1 Learning. D. O. 'leant and s2o.. 1929.1
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The two theories of the mind referred to above may he pictured
by diagrams such as the following:

Theory of the Faculty Psychology

Perception Thought Will Memory Emotion

Theory of Specialized Mental Functions

Memory

Words Number Color Sound Forms

It is now known that neither theory states the case completely.
A compromise theory is seen to he necessary, if we would account
adequately for observed facts of transfer. As Colvin put it:

The faculty psychology aKsumed a number of fabulous entities which
wo.fied out the destinies of the individual, while the doctrine of absolute
localization of nervous function has made the brain a machine of relatively
unrelated parts and has created a doctrine of psychic atomism which is as
untrue as it. is impossible of practical application. . . . In short, if we try to
overthrow the doctrine of transfer on the ground of absolute localization Of
nervous functions, we are doing so on dubious theoretical grounds, and
holding to a theory which runs counter to what we know of mental, elements
and mental organization. If, on the other hand, we accept the doctrine of
relative rather than absolute localization, of colligation of remote functional
areas, and of vicarious functioning (as does \\*mit), we find that. such on
hypothesis, instead of making against the possibility of transfer, gives a clear
basis and reason for such transfer. Indeed, a rational hypothesis of cerebral
localization suggests coiiperation and transfer of the widest possible sort.'

The Mechanism of Thinking and Learning. Any adequate
discussion of "mental training," "transfer." and the like, presup-
poses a tentative agreement as to the of ain psycho-
logical terms such as "learning." "mental flinetions," "efficiency,"
"improvement and so on. For detailed and comptchensive defini-
tions of these terms the reader must he referred to authoritative
scientific treatises on the psychology of learning. Certain funtla-
mental explanations are, however, e.,sential at. this point.

The brain, universally regarded as the organ of thinking, is nOw
known to be an instrument of stupendous complexity. This fact

Colvla, 8, S., The Learning Proess, pp. 212, 237. Macmillan Cu., 1917.
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has recently been stressed by Professor ('. II. Judd in the following
manner:

There is nothing more complex or more highly integrated than human
thinking. There is nothing more original in the world than human combina-
tions of ideas.. . In the case of man there has appeared as the essential fact
in his bodily equipmeat a huger :111;1 more highly organized cerebrum than
that powessed by any other animal. In this cerebrum sensory and motor
impulses unite in asscwiative combinations. In every normal human being
tnere is an inner world of ifteas and of recognitions of values, for which inner
world of rational thought (lo is no count( rpart in. the world studied by the
physici.st or in life be low the humor bpi!. . . He uses a cerebrum in which
the associative processes, which combine and recombine nervous impulses, are
the typical and significant facts in his life. . . Ii -e' in mt. conceive of the inner
processes of 3./ asoning as related to elaborate systems of organized tracts in
the cerebrum similar to those invol 1Y, d in speech. It is through the function-
ing of such cerebral tracts that man has been able to achieve through mechan-
ical invention and sciintitie thought the supremo place which he occupies in
the world. It is in the cerebrum, rather than in the lower reflex and automatic
centers, that the new combinations of sonsmy and motor impulses have been
worked out which give to man the degree of mastery of his environment which
he has thus far achieved."

It is with the aid of this elaborate cerebral equipment that all
higher forms of learning take place.15 But what. is ''learning''?
Without committing ourselves in every detail to a "stimulus-re-
sponse" psychology of le arning, we may yet accept for our present
purposein a purely provisional wayProfessor Thormlike's well-
known definition:

fining i.: anent rt in,U, anti man is the great, learner primarily because he
forms so many conneetionx. The prucesses described in the last two chapters,
oerat"ig m 111.111 UI :IP1*-tar ap:WIty hi.;trIl. and under the conditions

e..ilized life. soon change the loan into a wonderfully chborateof modern
and intricate .vyst, nt of connection.''. Thcre are millions of thorn. Tiy
turbot, conn,ctitats with sithtb- picnent$ or tim VonSt Urnt!;
of things and ev,tos, as well :is with cneroto things an4 events them-
selves. , ,

Any one flung or eb-meni Iii d:ffrnt boLd. Of the connec-
tions to be studi 1 iii liun's kaning an enormous majmity begin and end with
some state of affairs Nithin the touts own brainare bond,: be I e MU:

" Th s Agit( f th .tad of Itan. II. II. Newman. Edtt..r. elotpter
XVII. "Mind In Evolution," pp. 527 tY, University of' Chicago prcss, 1920.

:5 The west ticterminii reent attempt to cl,rthe the proeert.:es of thinking In
ti,. tight of nt,..trn re,..tirelt is represented by the fottwing three
v,>1.;10,4 written 1.y pr.,re,:s:er C..1. 11,rrtek : t rie rubly y. W.
Sameler, Ceinpany. 1 n22: 1?rezinm of lent n,td 3fon, 'University ni hieago Press,

The Thinking MacVne, University of Chicago Press 192U.
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moal fqr! 'MP whyby t11,. vonacctions arc made arn
sianalcant fur dnc:oim, and :111 tohl-p brant.hr: humAn envincering. Lrarn-
,:ky elathe riIfq: :01.1 tt. iS :ir:ffigi Itilit (If will lead
to desirabi fmnis na,t tolk thcm sate:fyinu.."

Mental Functions and Related Terms. In the light of the
broa,1 of "learning- suggested above we may now turn
to relateil psychological terms which are of importance in a scien-
tific study of the problem of transfer of training.

11, FnctionA. "Let us use the term mental function for
any 21.0111, of connections, or for any feature of any group of con-
nection:4, or for ay segment or feature of behavior, which any
competent stud. .t has chosen or may in the future ('hoo't' to study,
as :t rail of .1" total which we call a man's intellect. character,
-kill. and tt aperament. By so catholic a definition wc shall have

conveni. tent) to mean any /arnaidc thiny in man, the psychol-
ogy of whose learning anybody has investigated. . . Mental func-
tions may be 'wide' or 'narrow' A. mental function may in-
volve single set, or a series of sets, of honds --may be 'short' or

. . . A mental function may relate primarily to the form
of what 'IS 110111, Or to the content in connetion with which some-
thing is done 1 MOO al function may consist primarily in an
attitude or primarily in an ability.- "

hiffiiig( my.. "The term 'fp lit rat intelligence' should be pro-
visionally accepted as connoting the most important function of
mind.---nainely the ability to control behavior in the light of ex-
perience.- "

Efficif hey. We may say that. -the efficiency of a mental flow-
tie'm is the status of that function at any given time with regard
to its quantity awl quality, For example. a pupil can get sums
of four four-place numbers to-day at the rate of 2 per minute and
05 percent of his sums are accurate. 'Two per minute' is the quan-
tity; '65 percent accurate' is the yeality."'''

Improvement or Deterioration.. "Improvemrnt of a mental
function is an increase in its quantity, its quality, or increase in
both. For example, the pupil referred to almve, after a week's
practice, had the following efficiency: 3 per minute and 75 pl.reent
accurate. The change was '1 per minute' and 'I() percent. accu-

,....,1Pultdilw, op. cit., pp. 17347-1.
o. 7,;

I Bagley, W. 1'., Detrminimn in Inool.,n, p :1:1 yrk
1. ,11. p. 111,
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rate'. Both constitute improvement. Likewise, deterioration is a
drercasc in quantity. quality, or both. Suppose that the pupil's
efficiency after practice had been '1.8 per minute' and '40 percent
accurate'. Then the loss would have been '0.2 per minute' and '25
percent. accurate'. These two losses would constitute deteriora-
tion."'"

Definition of "Transfer," Let. AB, in the diagram, represent a
pupil's equipment. say in mathematics, at the beginning of a certain
period, while BC is his improvement in that subject after a period
of much drill. Also, let X Y represent a collection of other mental

A

I
X

1.1.1111=110 0=6 MMI all111111.14111

functions, while YZ is the supposed improvement in X Y duc to the
impro,rment B(7 in AB. This improvement YZ is the real or al-
leged "general mental training" resulting from the activities whit:f
caused the improvement in AB."

Transfer of training may therefore be defined as "the influence
which an improvement or change in, one mental function tut upon
otter r nit ntul f unctions." "

The relation of BC and 17 in the diagram above, formerly a
matter of dogmatic assertion. is now seen to It' a problem requiring
careful investigation. We must therefore turn to the evidence for or
against -transfer" which experimental psychology has accumulated
by the application of "scientific" methods.

1 1 I. NTAI. N VEST' GAT1UN OF TfiA NSFER

Possible "Transfer" Relations of Mental Functions, Suppose
that .1 and B arc two mental functions which are to he investigated
with regard to transfer, .1 being the function improved by training,
"the in/hum-1*mi function," while B is the untrained function, the
"ju.ncticm. to tic inftto nr< it." We may then have the following pos-
sible cases:

Case I. Improvement in .1 improves B.
Case 11. Deterioration in .1 weakens B.

p. 94.
/bid , 1.1). 92.93.

" Thorutlike. op. cit., p. 269.
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Case III. Improvement in .1 weakens B.
Case IV. Deterioration in A improves B.
Case V. Either improvement or deterioration in A is of no

influence on B.23

These relations may be summarized by a diagram such as the
following:

I II III IV V

A -1- -1- ±
B + -I- 0

The literature of experimental psychology abounds in illustra-
tions of these various cases." We are mainly interested, however,
in the question of the relation of improvement in one mental func-
tion to an increased efficiency of other functions. That is, Case
I is the primary object of our discussion. We shall therefore pro-
ceed to examine the technique by means of which an improvement
in a certain function A and its resulting relation to a second func-
tion B may be investigated.

Method of Investigation. The typical procedure now followed
in the experimental determination of transfer involves the existence
of two groups of "subjects," say high school pupils, which must
be as nearly as possible of equal ability. The selection of these
groups is based on careful preliminary intelligence tests. Group I
is called the "practice" group, while Group II is the "control"
group. Both groups arc then given an initial test in the abilities to
be investigated, say in .4 and B, thus determining their respective
"base lines" in these abilities. Then Group I is given special prac-
tice in ability A, while Group II is not given such practice. At. the
end of the training period both groups are again tested in the same
abilities. The scores of each group in these final tests are noted.
If Group I scores a greater relative gain in B than Group II, all
other things being equal, this superiority may be attributed to the
special training enjoyed by Group I.

The necessity of a "control" group was not realized in the earli-
est experiments. It is now seen to be of crucial importance, as the
following statement suggests:

SPO tqL. IT. trl ff.
34 Ph UN. for a disow:sion of ngotire transtr, set. Judd, C. U.. Psychology of

Scrtindurg Edurotion, p. 430. Ginn and Co., 19 27.
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'uppose there tte ten aspects uf lilt and 1.v wish to learn whether
training in ilspeet Number 5 will improve the other nine :lit et., \Ve take
a, group of people t''1 measure all 10 aspects of nu mory; I hill train 11w
group ill aspect. Number 5 until tilt re is great. improvi mem and then nwasure
again in the other nine aspects. Suppose we thul thit there is improvement
in all the other nine aspects; we cannot. say that It is thie to the practice in
Number 5, bi.eause, for all we know to the contr:tr, the group might have
nettle this Improvement it/font the practice. It may he that if we give the
ti n tests and then wait a few wt t ks atttl gay.- ten tests again, there Niii
be considerable improvement. In (iii. :such is the ca-c. \V must,
thi.fore, in all exprino nt of this kind, lake to, giiiis and giV oni gnat])
Ho. Initial tt-48 anti Vii armti, I h.* :ante initial and final

strl 11111! tlit .pe chat praCt;41- .0.41 v. 1.1011, 11111.1 1.1 llS 111 the tillat
tests :11.t not. uthirwise areountd fur. may be to be due to the
wart ice.'

Deb-gable Assumptions Underlying the Technique of Mental
Tests. Ti investigation of transfer by means of mental tests of
t lie usual !in' Stlitieet tut Certain inherent \VealilleS:ze:. It is only
to() Imo. :is Inglis reminded its that -the science (It experimental
psychology, in spite of its rapid and promising development \vit hin
teeent years. is still in its infancy. Henri. the tools which experi-
mental niti-t employ are as yet. of the crudest.- "'; Ill
particular, one may lia'i2 serious misgivings as to a put ely /i//witi-
tativi evaluation of mental phenomena. 11 it Ii evident disregard
of age-old philosophic speculations alai difficulties, prominent ex-
pont.lits of the measurement movement in ethi :0nm du not lic,sitate
to propose htlic.ses" such as the following:

1. -11'hatever exists at 0,11, exists in smut. amount." kIllorn-
dike)

2. "Anything that. exists in amount can be measured."
3. "Measurement. in education is in izeneral the saute as meas-

urement in the physical sciences.

Recently Thornilike :old his collyagics of the Institute of du-
cational l:,...ea.rch of .1*(acl:ers (*ol)iffibia
all l'Xt riv-ive repot t on 17,/ ///, bt of t, , 111 %%inch

tuts quantitative (10(11;111e is reasserted with great tamlidlice, Thus,
(..:1ntpte1' XV taint:tins the tello)wil: pas-aL.:es:

. .!

:o .I /t,/.04/-t its /A-tittott, r 1.

,

.-,..1.1/ p. fl. L.:1011 N1.1111:1 Cu.
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The A.111,1.11.4 tatliodt,x iA of the sqrfaer iulltlrr of lots/het bt.en that
it is (11%.iiit.ti ittllt int,, hail, int n' etThnr ett'un-fUrnt:hg Or the

..,,,-;,11;on of f: :Ts ,:/111 '1 hahit of
thinking: 'mit a h.li( et aru. 1):1 oh,trart;nn. !PH' mrzation. the
pew( pliant and ns.- and hiss' set, etion and eantrol of habits in
inf runce r, (b.:toting. awl olort -1 to numage nolu-1 or ori.gi nal 1 a!..s. The
orthodox view of its ticeper nature. so far as this has rt.ceivi 51 attention, Iris
l)eti that the mere vont', 'lion or a...soriation of ideas di -ponds upon the
physiologicai mechanism 11121 is by a ti,rve stimulus i' to :111[1 excites
action in ntairums A, B. C. malls r than any others, but that. the higher proc-
esses depend upon somothing quits' different. There %you'd be little agreement
as to what. this something %vas, itith.ell little effort to think or inetgitie what it
could be, but there would he much confidence that. it was hut the riipchani:zin
of habit formation.

The hyimiheeis. witieh we /if, nt and shall deli n(1 (v1atits the rli.ainrliolt
Ia rc.qm-ct of :.:urftitsr harinr, but 11.,s( rts thud in tiff it (1 s p, r mitur, tit,- higher
forms of inictie ,q). .ration arc idl-ntical wilit ins re (msoial ur cott.-
nVetiOt forming, depending ninth the stun,' sort of physiolorrieal cowl( et ions
ind requiring amity nu,re 14 flow. the same argument the pers.-in whose
intellect. is greattr or headier or 1).tt. r thrtr. tirlt of another person differ, from
him in the last analysis in Irtving, not a 1.w sort. of phy-..icliogical but
Nimidy a furfp.r 'tomb, (l's' or/ Holey $(111. . . .

r110 ('S:"(.1)f i:11 elenitut of our hypalit is that it offers a punt Iii 'v.-at/HU/-
61'U 1,let, 1111111ht 1,1 [emit''- et Is c.itts.. Of quahlativp

ithr in the kind of op, r te.g. as,oiation versus r :L.-mint:1 or in
the quality of the result obtain,.1 nuth v('r,os error, wisdom versos It sill'),
St) 1:11. thl',4' 1111alitatiVt nc,.-1 aro (7311:40(1 1)y 11:1t (Ire . . We'
hall mit (h,eits.i. art-'':1:1. ii : I'M :Old con in this report. but will simply

note that 1)(011 the phylot!ny :st'I the ontogtty of intellect ...t iii to us to
show ..:tieetimi, and rttmooing totnintj
a '1%r, s'/ run tide her uf h. (Hinet,cr of ['unite etiun; anti th.tt what

Id OP ill, to III' 111.:-.. in very doll individuals is in
lEtrul,,tY %vt;11 this tin two

etwunentin...: ::t pnit:! sill the basic
rni,ed ,,is': a 111:1*P1V illtilatli:1 it)11/"

IOrIo.1.1.1`. 1 . . , I 1 . 1 1,1. 1,. . 1 op tt I./.. 111:11,tvr XV. 'I.... 1....:

fr 1.1. 1.: .1: I 2. ft.. win rr..1 t.. t IL, -mill
tnikt:4- and in riArk "Nt..n .r
1.061...1).1 .,f v... H.. 'his.

Ev..11 11 :1. SI: 1:. /c)ii.' 1, II zr..11.1...1 :111.1 ,V.11 55.
7..111. IJO roar .r.,1. %,11.1 ...1;11

.1%4 1.,r it 1i-4 5:: ill- I rilly
1,01:1 s i.r; fso. 54 sly, ey. ril .fdr frinn tiny 11.1,,p late

5),r, (Oval . 15. 11. 1.1

:. 1:;11.1.1 Ir tft 1;141..! I. 1.111:
1.04:1%5,1' in ;11-Ii1:111sI is rot . .1 th.

551.".i.58.-.51. ;Its f 1: l.' si. 1111.1ThrStil I in may In is 1,...,16;111y awl 1,,,i
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let us turn to a brief survey of the literature dealing with the ex-
perimental determination of transfer.

Experimental Studies of Transfer. Even a brief sketch of the
principal experimental studies of transfer would completely trans-
cend the scope of this monograph. Besides, such summaries are
now readily available. Thus the Report of the National Commit-
tee on Mathematical Requirements includes, in the form of supple-
mentary plates prepared by Dr. Harold Rugg and Miss Vevia Blair,
a synoptic review of the "experimental literature of mental disci-
pline." to accompany Chapter IX of the Report, on "The Present
Status of Disciplinary Values in Education." Plate I presents an
outline of hill( studies dealing with memory, beginning with the
classical experiment of William James (1890), and ending with
Sleight's well-known investigation (1911). Plate II epitomizes
ten studies dealing with sensory and perceptual data, all issued
between 1901 and 1914. Plate III refers to fourteen studies dealing
with associative-motor habits and special, school activities, re-
pdrted betweeil 1897 and 1920. Plate IV summarizes ten investi-
gations into the relation: of various fields of intellectual activities,
as reported between 1901 and 1920. With the aid of the references
given in the Report, the reader may personally acquaint himself
with the exact. details of each of these investigations. Brief ac-
counts of many of these studies may also be foun,1 in the recent
treatises on experimental psychology.J

Since the publication of these studies sonic very extensive inv(:-.:-
tigations of special interest to school teachers have been car-
ried on. The monumental Classical Investigation, sponsored by
the American Classical League, tested the validity of certain aims

til,rly a tnislrailing pri.iptisp. as or tin -ow it is. . . It way tr that th, taut, r
the meehautst is flu m:ether in ha-d nn4 Ill4sory. To nu the
processes of living things tire fundattiPtitally thircrptit front inorganic procssps:
and havc no guaranty., no atlistuatP ground for ticlioing, that this appnraticc
is illusory. if tee uneritially adopt this taPlintiktie faith, and uttilvr its In
thienop elaborate a tacitly(' of the world in mechanistic terms, inpvitably arriv
at nu absurd po,itlott, us the history lit thought abundantly shovs: wi flail
have creatpil II picture of the world 1,vIlih leaves out of the pitor entirely that
mental process, that intrposivo striving,, that prPittivo aptivity, which lots prisloccil
the picture; conscious striving to construct the piturP. our cotcclons apprccitt
Hon anti utalorstatoling of it whim construlcil, remain outslilp It as sonthing
whose rPlation to Ili. picture Is puttrely lulintrliigible. .1titl so vo haye to start
all over ug,ititt. nod strive to 'rptataild it nearer to the heart's lure to
understand man'it place in the univer8e." (Op. tit., p. 303.)

"SOO. for example. Starth. Efittentional INyehology, pp. 193211. Iiti-titillatt
Co.. 1921 : op. cit., pp. 217 229; Ciates, .1. 1., l'sychology far Students of
I.:duration. pp. 255-264, Macmillan Co., 1925.
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4. The amount of transfer in. any case where transfer is admitted at all,
is very largely dependent upon methods of teaching. This is probably the
strongest note struck by the psyeluh....qp.sts in the it comments,

5. A majority of the psychologists seem to believe that, with certain
restrictions, transfer of training is a valid aim in teaching.

6. Transfer is most evident with respect to general eb nientsideas, atti-
tudes, and ideals. These act in. many instances as the carriers in transfer.
Often they form the common element so generally held to be the sine qua
non. of transfer."

The Report then submits in detail the personal replies of these
twenty-four psychologists, in alphabetic order, thus giving an inter-
esting symposium on the present status of the tn-ntal discipline
controversy. After a perusal of these opinions, it is no longer pos-
sible to justify the careless assertion that ''mental discipline is a
myth." This impression could be greatly strengthened by other
significant quotations from current educational literature. We
must limit ourselves to a few striking passages which may serve
to dispel any latent doubts that may have remained in the minds
of critical readers.

The fact of transfer rannot be doubted. The factors involved in such
transfer, the extent to which transfer can take place under any given set of
conditions, and the best methods of securing such transfer will long doubtless
remain questions for investigation ami discussion"

The "disciplinary" function of systematic education is probably far more
significant than is usually granted by the current interpretations of the experi-
ments in "transfer of training." While it would be most unfortunate to go
back to the naive conception of formal discipline that prevailed in the past,
it would be the part of wisdom to go forward to a new conception which
would aim to correct the unquestionable wei.knes;scs, not to say, flabbini
of the position taken on this important issue by contemporary educational
t heory."

No one can doubt that all of the ordinary forms of home or school training
have some influence upon mental traits in addition to the specific changes
which they make in the particular function the improvemilit of which is their
direct object.. . The real question is not. "Dol s improvune ut of one function
alter others?" but "To what extent, and how, doe s it?-*

Special emphasis may be laid un the fact. that thire is nu one who dt nits
that some kind of transfer takes place. The real questions at imue are what is
the degree of transfer and what. is its method?*

3, Report if the National committee on Mathematioal Requirements, 1.p. :15 91t.
0.1vin, S. S.. The Learning Prorrog, p. 1:11. NItoInillan Co.. lt) IT.

17 Bagley, op. rit., p. 100.
Thorutlike, 7'he Psyehology of Learning. P. :ti.'. T"Iwbers Cull',..

rolumbia Udiversity, 1914.
"J odd. C. II., Pochotogy of High ...zehool tiahets, p. 404. Ginn a thi Co., 1913.
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The Extent of Transfer. The earliest transfer experiments, be-
cause of obvious imperfections in the technique adopted, often
yielded contradictory and non-conclusive results. Generally speak-
ing, the evidence in favor of a liberal amount of posithe transfer
was not uniformly reassuring. The Classical Investigation made
out a nitwit more favorable ease, though only in two very closely
related fields of work, English and Latin. Thorndike's most recent
studies. which are mentioned above, again stress the relatively
ineag,er anglunt of measurable transfer resulting from a study of the
eustomary /high school subjects. Thus Thorndike finds that "one
year's study in either algebra or geometry as now organized does
increase one's ability to think, by a small dugrec." He attributes
the apparent superiority of Latin and mathematics to the fact that
evidently the good students elect these subjects. "When the good
thinkers studied Greek and Latin. these studies seemed to make
good thinking." Hence, Thorndike believes that "after positive
correlation of gain with initial ability is allowed for, the balance
in favor of any study is certainly not large. Disciplinary values
may he real and deserve weight in the curriculum, but the weights
should he reasonable." 4°

We shall see below that there are excellent reasons why school
subjects .(1. >mu. organized" should lead to such a "small degree"
of transfer. We do not secure transfer ulthss ter train for transhr.
In the meantime, I he conclusions reached by Starch as to the ex-
tent of transfer. though dating back to 1919, are still sufficiently
typical to warrant a restatement:

1. Practically every investigation shows that. improvement in one mental
or neural function is accompanied by it greater or leKs amount of modification
in other functions.

2. This modification is in most instances .t positive transfer, that is, an
improp, ot. Negative transfer, that loss of efficiency in other func-
tions, or interh rence, has been reported principally among sensori-motor
habits.

3. Th- amount of improvement in the c.apacity trained is probably never
accompanied by an equal amount of improvement in other capacities, with
the i.ossible exception of a few isolated instances whose actuality may be
qut,titmnh d.

A, !t, tx, nerd (-stimate. on the basis of experimental work (lone thus far.
the :tmunt of truisfr, two to-tweeu the xtremes of 100c-t anti 0% of transfer
la's to art-r to the zero end and is probably in the neighborho,H1 ftf 26';'e to 30%

4" h.r: 1: 1,, Mont:11 Dkoiplini In lIIi. h Sohg...1
/:/ttiting/ y"1. XV, 1.1). 1 '22. st3 95, .fitmotry.
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of transfer to closely allied functions and from that point on down to 0%
of transference to more unlike functions.

4. In the fourth place, the improvement spread to other functions dimin-
ishex very rapidly in amount as these' other functions become more and more
unlike the function specifically trained. This diminution occurs at a aur
prisingly rapid rate!'

Now, even if the actual, measurable transfer effect arising from
the training of any mental function should consistently turn out
to in' small, it would still be necessary to guard against the error
of underestimating the value of that small amount. This important
fact is granted without hesitation by Prolcstzor Thorndike. To
smote:

It mu-4. be remembered that VITy :4111:1.11 spread of training may be of
very great educational value if i1 ext,.ml.: over a wide enough field. If a
hundred hours of training in being scientific about. chemistry produced only
one-hundredth as much improvement in being scientific about all sorts of
facts, it would yet be a very remunerative educational force. If a gain of
fifty percent in justice toward classmates in school affairs increased the general
equitableneso of a boy's behavior only one-tenth of one percent., this discipli-
nary effect would still perhaps be wl:rth more than the specific habits."

We may symbolize this view in a very simple manner. Suppose
that t denotes the hypothetical extent of transfer of a mental func-
tion. Let um, a2, as, an, denote the number of potential opportunities
of applying t in various fields. Then the total transfer effect of t
may he indicated by the formula

T = t (a, ± a, ± a, ± (t
Thus it appears that unless I is negative or zero. the value of 7'

may he very considerable. These preliminary consideratiotis will
tis,41111e greater significance in the light 01 .our subsequent dis-
cussion.

Critical Evaluation of Current Experimental Procedures.
Whatever one's attitude may 11(' with reference to the present. find-

of experimental psycliolotry on the existence or the extent of
transfer, it is impossible to deny or to overlook the obvious flaws
in the prevailing. experimental techniques and in the interpretation
of alleged results.

But. very few (xperitnents have 1,11 (1,,n'' with sufficient thoroughnem and
att,ntiui, to .eitoltie detail to merit illy rt-ipect of an impartial investigator.
A., one read' the experimental lit. rature, one seldom, feels, with reference

,stareh. p 212.
42 Timrhaik... Edurntional Psyrhoiwy, Briefr gurse. p. 282.
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number. Tt mind of a man is, in fact, a microcosm in which the world,
in so far as rie can be iiid to know it, is represented in detail, a disposition
for every kind of object and every kind of relation of which he can think.
If, for example, he can think of a horse, or a cube, or heat, or joy, or the
causal relation, it is in virtue of the existence in his mind of a disposition
corresponding to each of these objects.

The many dispositions of any mind do not merely exist side by side;
rather they must he conceived as functionally connected to form a vast and
elaborately organized system; and this system is the structure of the mind.
The more perfectly organized the mind, the more fully are the objects
which compose the world and the relations between them represented in the
mind by the distoositions anti their functional relations. The total system
formed by all the cognitive dispositions of the mind constitutes what is
commonly called the knywledge posses,:ed by that mind. . . . We have to
conceive the cognitive dispositions as linked together in minor systems and
these minor systems as linked in larger mental systems, and these again

still larger systems; and so on, by many steps of superordination, until
the whole multitude are linked in the one vast. system."

The important thing in the simplest process of perceiving, .-ays
McDougall, is not merely the fact that "there is evoked in my con-
sciousness a certain field Of sensations of particular qualities :3.nd
spatial arrangements." It is, rather, the "meaning'' we attach to
such a sensation.

This "meaning" is the expression in consciousness of the coming into
activity of a vast system of dispositions, built up in my mind through my
thinking since the time I was a young child. . . . No disposition is an alto-
gether new creation; every one arises rather as a specialization within some
pre-existing disposition: and in this way, by the specializations within it of
a number of minor disTositions, becomes a system of disposi-
tions. And. when the con.tituent dispositions of such a system in turn
become systems through the differentiation of new dispositions within them.
the parent system becomcs as it were a grandparent, qnd later by further
similar steps a great-grand.trt-nt The mental systcm may, then, be likened
to a family the SlIvveSSiVe gins-ra!itnN of which continue to live and work
contemporaneously. . . . This is an over-simplified account of the growth
and relation of mental systentA."

Another factor, xhi-11 psychological mechanists have so often
ignored. is the intricate relation of intellectual reactions to the
motional anti raitiona/ life of the inilividual.

Hitherto we have considered the structure of the mind only in so far
as it conditions cognition; but we have seen that all thinking is affective and
contain, as well as cognitive. And ktotteiNg is but the ski-rant of feeling and

mohmgati. royh,duw. PP ".2 111:try 'Holt lust,.
" Ibid., pp. MI fr.
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acting; it is the process by which the will works towards its end and the
satisfaction which comes with the attainment of the end; and all the complex
development of the conditions of the eognitive is achieved through
the 0(0,1 of the trill to attain itx ends."

These considerations have tremendously important educational
implications. Is it not true that we have viewed the curriculum
in too narrow and therefore unproductive a sense? In the light of
the "new" psychology, must we not regard a given school subject
as a field of almost unlimited complexity, of cmintless interrela-
tions, and therefore of endless "transfer" possibilities? Such an
analysis leads us to the theon tirul conclusion that transfer is pri-
marily a que$tion of method. :thspnee of transfer, after a period
of "specific" or "general" training. is almost certain, then, to be
a consequence of aimless or otherwise inefficient classroom pro-
cedures.

The Doctrine of Identical Elements. The view which explains
the possibility of transfer solely on the basis of similar mental re-
actions or like neural reflexes has inet with wide acceptance because
it appears to offer a very plausible explanation of the mode of
transfer.

Let us compare the potential richness of a school subject to the
complete spectrum of ordinary sunlight. The "spectrum" of a
subject is made up of innunral,!( cicilu'nts. just zt! the spectrum
of light contains innumerable "lines." In this analogy, the ''pri-
mary colors'. woulii col respond to such aspects as knowledge, skills,
attitudes. appreciations.', ideals, types of thinking. and the like.

11

.-. - -
12

Knowledge skills

1.,

Attitudes

14

-- ..- .
Ideals Thinking

Any particidar skill, su!, as 12. would signify a narrow strip of the
speetrum (that is. a particular reaction meeltanism of the brain).
Now. let .fir awl .`;-, represent the "spectra- of two d.rferent school
subject:- or types of activity. (See part' 174.1 In view of the close
interrelation.: of the higher nrvoiN mechanisms it is not only pos-
sible. but hilf.h:y prolial(!e. that at some points in th. domains of
knowledge. (H of skills, or of attitudes, and so tilt --the two spectra

bet hid.. pp. 104 11)3.
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.\ (Tit ieisni of this theory must he postponed until te have eX-
3111111t1 111 grcattq' (1:111 the role Wli lel' tO
111:ty :ts :tt4tIlt.ltsS of transfer.

The Relation of Dissociati.m to Transfer of Training. Sup-
t hat :1 1)1:1)11 1:4 collfrthltt'd With :1 111111114.1. S1111:11.101iS that

involve a common constant element A (k.nowledge. shill, attitude,
and the like], but are othenise made tip of varying elements. :16
follt)S:

in B C 1) (3) R S T
121 .1 1. JI N (4) Z

Tile presence ch.nivnt .1 in ail these 61t 11;0 itthS to'iids
NI impress itself upon the mind of the learner. 'lite very tart. that
the other elements are all different the element .1. That
is. the .1." is eventually felt as a distinct and separate
slittoilus. Ilence it iii,sociatts itself from tl.t' other -concomitant"

AI.en that 1.a1,11ens, the element .1 has been diven a sepa-
rate existence ill tl.e wind; it has been It is then
rapahle nl iii.lepeudent a..soriation with any suitable set of arcout-
panyin., eIcinms. i.at is, it can now be -transferr..1" to other
situations. 'II!.. Tiloritd.1:t. says, ...Ally elit'llit.11t 1111

\vhirli is t.!.t as a par( Man total mental states, differing in all
else save its presence, conies thereby to he felt as an it by itself.
and any movement whieli has 1)Lt.,11 matte as a p:trt of many
compIex inotenients ditering in ail else save its presence comes
tl......thy to be III:tde 111UVL.11W1lt by

It 1S 1111()11 this 111%)CcS5 tif ,as "thud ii:c
vhsttartion of any general law, idea. principle, nieti.o.1, the

rest, and ti,. process of dette',..i.:11... abstrart ideas
is a process of di--.1.-iat Sinet. ti.t. iat ;Nell is 1.-:: xptession
of a inebtal i.it.i, is innate It ittl-c:y exptesses

rub:arton' tt-bit.i. innate In the mind and
n.11-t 1.t. oiL:.inal datum tt !Le grot\-th
ui nient:ti \\;)11111 110 ti,t 11 ;in-for
:-111.1-:t.: of iiiiprori found

genei lizat ion."
110. slap ipoutt ti, eno.. t-:. appears

lu 1.11..1.. upon 11. ti.. aytti:d .... ". /.! in a
II. : .1 I . I,. . .1

1: . !.I !.;: ito.7.
x. 1 t, p.
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variety of situations; 12) the di,vsoiation of this element by the
learner. We shall see. however. that ThOrildike's ideas require an
important extension or precaution which has been most clearly
formulated by Judd in his doctrine of generalization as the real
basis of transfer."

The Doctrine of Generalization. The history of science is full
of instances showing that the ronnnon underlying cause of appar-
et'tly unrelated phenomena was not observed until quite recently.
The law of gravitation 1,4 a ease in point. Si Mihaly. a pupil may
he confronted with Sittlations exhibiting identical elements, with-
out ever observing thew. Henry 1whi is led to formulate a theory
of transfer which stresses the importance of a cull, iotix recognition
of the identical element, anti the deliberate Nt MTh for identical ele-
ments. as the basis of generalization. lie says,

When one studies the psychology of generalization he becomes aware of
the u,cles.Ant.,:s of :-.0lue of the formulas which have been proposed by those
who hold that transfer of training takes i lace in cases where there are iden-
tical elements pm sent. The irhhtica/ ( it men/ u.sually othlribut«1 by the'
generalizing mind. Un the other hand. tin re may be identical elements
potentially prest-nt in various situations. but wholly unobserved by the un-
trained or lethargic mind. In fact. the di,coo-ry of thy identical elerm nt in
a situation c ;71. &int( cm. s the whcle problon of training!'

In the same fashion we may show that the principles of intelle ?mai
economy which Thornlike frequently includes in his statement. of identical
modes of procedure. namely, the princilcs that one can learn to avoid dis-
tractions of all sorts, or that he can refuse to give up a piece of work oven
when it is uncomfortable. represent generalized identities of procedure which
are not always realized. In all these cases we must distinguish sharply
between the possibility of ithntical modes of procedure and the actual achieve-

ver -11,011.1 tie made htween the of the identiiti
element t in any izreing and rho function of .1 uonir

Tiols, if .1 i. .,!ti10 ag tic.' inee,ty His s hunt. al
rp,tein ni .1 ones lint iviarantee an aittnia!i ma.ttry of its -meaning."
e.inti.rehension un1orqn,,"1,g i. jut'' a ,lifTrnt !1,,i,,g1,11 penmn,. as

his :1::10 (Tit:et-in of the il.trine et Mention! elemnt",
.f 'no-an:tr.:" is a eompliared itivoli.es real "third.

ing. -Thornailie is on solid gr.lunil iii argnine for 'identities' of sonti, sort. but
la. us with the t:i41; of interpreting th ,. 'dentine," 'nisi". It. II, 3104, rit

rhric.q, t1.41.; of giving rieltne.:,
of "meatiotg- t. .1 ntay it 111%..1 fmtry mental fitrodhuis and thus
re,ife a bread basis for trit,,sfer Thi, f trt ....Ins .-oti,titgle a sullieient refutit
tion of the ..xf rota.. do,- !rain z. .+1. -the law of speitieity. as
reiterated reently by f,. .r. of Pavlov. t See P. fq. Symonds, "Th,. I,aays of
Loarning. in l'h .1,,urna! Vol XVIII. p. 4111). Septeto.
her, 1927.) Bence the protm of transfer is inxtrivahly "hound up with the prnh-
1.411 of training in thinking." , p 2 17..1

44.1tultl. 1fivhlogy fif High seipxil )0.11,1. p III.
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nient of this identity. Such an achieve nent depends upon the exercise of
trained intelligcnce The existence of pc ssible modes of procedure does not
invariably lead to their realization in fact.'

A Composite Theory. Fortunately, the two theories presented
above are not necessarily "diametrically opposite.- Their supple-
mentary nature is characterized by Inglis as follows:

No two situations in life calling for action on the part. of any individual
are ever exactly alike in all respects. Hence training for an absolutely fixed
and specific reaction to any given situation is an impossible and valueless

process. Strictly ,peaking there is no suca thing specific discipline. For-
tunately for the economy of mental lift and efficiency in behavior it. is

possible fur the mind to select certain intro of any total situation and react
to those parts with a minimum of attentioq to other parts of the total situa-
tion. Since such parts of total situations may be essentially the same it is

possible to establish what in all import:.nt respects are specific situation-
response connections, and hence it is possible to assign values to specific
discipline. However, through this same Autracteristic of the human mind
comes also the possibility of abstracting from a number of total specific situa-
tions. differing with respect to most of their constituent .-lements, any given
element which may be common to all the total situations r a majority of
them. Thus we get the law of di.%o,iation expressed by Thornlike.'

In any given situation, "whether of not dissociation ur general-
ization takes place depends on two factorsthe mental attitude
or 'mind-set' which the individual brings to the situation, and the
character of the situation experienced. Subjective elements are no
less important than objective elements. It. is perfectly possible for
generalization to be potential in any set of situations without that
generalization taking place' because of the mind's 1.ttention to other
elements than those involved in the dissociative element. On the
other Land, it is perfectly possible for the mental attitude to project
into objective situations a generalizing factor that is not highly
fostered by the situation itself apart from subjective elements,
though always there must be something in the objective situation
to which the mind-set may be attached." 84

Hence, following Inglis, we may formulate a composite theory
of transfer that combines the views of Thorndike and of Judd. The
essential factors which foster and facilitate transfer are now readily
seen to be the following:

2 Ibid.. p. 410.
" op. eit., pp. 307.398.

I bid., p. 399.
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1. A nurnbt.r (it total situations must be experienced in hich (a) the
element_ to he dissociated and generalized is preptent in prominence, and
00 tins other elements of the situation vary;

2. The It tut tit to ho ths,:ociated and gt neralized tinr.-t he brought into the
field of focal attention;

3. The element to he dissociattal and grneralizt d ninst be of such a char-
acter that it may be hold in the mind as a sepal. Ito el, mew. This is
commonly facilitated wit. Il a ili,-tinguishing Ilan" or °lit'''. smin,11 111''Ylit' attached, or wh,tt a 1, netaltzel tie:mit:on or law is

1. Practice must be given in applying the di,ociattti and g.tieralized
dement in now situations,

The theory outlined above may he summarized by the following
key words: f I 1 id( itticu/ t It nit nts: t.21 etnINciolis dissociation; (3

niralization; 141 with' application,
A Transfer Formula. The eurrieulum of a sehtiol °tiers inany

oi)portunities rimy be used to foster transfer. Following
Inglis, we may C\'011 zzymbolize -the possible extent and importatice
Of the transfer or spread of improved etIlrieney- by a simple
fomula."" If \ve agree that the transfer value of the improved
etlic.iency of any ment:t1 function to lit, measured by -the stun
total of its applications." vis may let

. . Un represent
the fz/notint alit transit r iii vati.,01. actii.:tif.s, \\*bill!
. , , . tn reprE:-.Cnt the ii)//1,1,/./. 14.1.(/;())/S /11 r/11')/

the total transfer value ill the ease of any ability or habit may lie
measured by the formula

(1.,t; a.:t.; . . at.
This 1nr1iiitia Fur Il Si.t)11 ill 1)1'01)01011 :IS

tt` number of (C.: or the nintbki to value of '1'
also decreases. This fart is of ti.t e,;,te:cional signilivanc,
:.,inee it serves to give the rear-oft :_t 1-1,i;11 Ilt7:4 Of I
fee' :IS by Ilit'111.1011(.11
:thuvi trans.:yr t vet -y different

us It) a eot.-:,:er.ti.ott ef t aspects
of the problem of tran....fri.::

it.. pp_0,/ .1(10.

I- : ..:_ ).:. Fla% is. '11.1, 1.i
11;:Q X11,1 foli.,4

1 1 I I, h.
1. v.1:1 I, I .t11,1 t tv : I !I.. 1111t,%0 ,,frt.i I. 1,1111,r ti .-0 C.. I. !... It Hv nuniln ,.f

''1111"":1 "!-111"111,"' n, " vuitti,111, .1: ..r , 1:. t%.1.%
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V. EDUCATIONAL ASPECTS OF TILE PROBLEM OF TRANSFER

Transfer Not Automatic. The majority of psychologists at
present are of the opinion that transfer is not automatic." That is,
there must be conscious attention in the classroom to the factors
which favor transfer. Professor Judd has stated the case with
admirable clearness:

I do not think that any subject transfers autonyttially and in every case.
The real problem of transfer is a problem of So organizing training that it
will curry over in the minds of students into other fields. There is a method
of teaching a subject so that it will transfer and there are other methods of
teaching the subject so that the transfer will be very small. Mathematics
as a subject cannot be described in my judgmoit as sure to transfer. All
depends upon the way in which the subject is handled. . . . Transfer is a
form of generalization, and training can be given so as to encourage general-
ization, or training can be of such a type as to hinder generalization."i

If this be correct, we must regard the teacher and the organiza-
tion of the curriculum as crucial factors in the transfer problem.

Since dissociation is the basis of the transfer or spread of improved
efficiency and since the extensive operation of dissociation is fostered by these
factors, it is clear that any subject of study which does not permit the
organization of materials in teaching so as to meet the conditions suggested
cannot be expected to offer the most. favorable opportunities for transfer.
Further, it is clear that, as far as indirect values are concerned, subjects of
study may to some extent be measured according to the degree in which
those conditions can be met. Moreover, since the method by which material
is presented is also involved in meeting those conditions, it. follows that
transfer cannot be expected to operate most effectively, unlm both subject-
matter and the method of teaching are adapted to the conditions favoring
the process of dissociation and generalization."

The Teacher and the Curriculum as Factors of Transfer. The
following five factors, according to I)avis. arc essentials of any
%hit the new generalization k applied to spitio situations or problitit. iu life.
iSt Da% Is. 'fp ell. pp. UT 1:1ti

hi' VIIIIIt "f 1' is diretl proportional to the fators .1 1:. D. K.
dm. gi% tug ns eololusions siuttlar t, thott suggested above.

" The ( laNgfrat I nreN1 jgatun ripOrtS thirt 1, pp. 51l ff.) that or 111 tin, uiue
psyrhologtts win, espn sled so opinion its to the autotnatie natur traf,r,r,
thirtythree stated that no automatic* transfer ooeurs at all. or that it is slight or
negln.0131. ()lily nine heliovisl that transfer is to a Voitsideraislo etrteut or 21111113-t
entirely rniaining sortntpen rep1:0,1 Ma 111111 an rIlleliatf
position to.lnuttoql a t'a CO II ilY .111aliti11 RIllulltlt of tortottinti

C. II. Judd. as quotiml 111 tht. krport t,f the ationfil rwtitnittee vn Moth(
metrical Requirentrtg, pp. 1+71

" Inglis, (1" ea., p. 41k).
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educational process designed to yield worth-while returns of a
formal disciplinary sort.:

(1) syst, inatized knowledge; (2) likeness of the knowledge elements and
the thought process entering into the content material of the several fields of
study invoir,i; (3) the native ability of the learnerparticularly in respect
to the ability to dissociate elementsto note likenesses anti differences and
to generalize from the data :::iven ; t-11 he 111.11 ness and resouefulness of the
teacher in smnzest lug relat ionslh .01,1 he pos.-ibiliticA of D'art 4fer ; :tad (5)
continued practice in the art of relating thought and action to different fields
of interests."

Douglas is con ViluTti that any teacher will be beta' to I by

examillitig his courses of study and methods in the light of the
theory of transfer of training . . each subject should be so ta;igl.t
as to insure the greatest amount of transfer . . . upon the teacher
asts tilt chic f rtsponiiiiiity for tiff indin et iducs rcc( iv( (1 from

Iii. CuUrzie$...

If the channels of transfer are identical elements of substance. method, and
ideal, precautions must be taken to see tieu h, course includes elements
which Nvill be found in 0111-0f-shtil simAtions. The facts learned and the
principles dt,veloped must be "itientic.d" with the fart,: and principles en-
counteed in dad) Work, iIl tht 'belt of the honte, t,r m sues it not reouse.
Scrutiny of the course from this itt .11 of i W Will rtSilli in the elimination
of material of little or no recognized sttelel %%due, 1.,,Ananattioi.ot of

certain topics, and the addition of ()tiny:, Likewise, a de:reo of certainty
and decision heretofore lacking with respect to the mental habits and ideals
to be developed is demanded if these are to he intinewill in shaping instruc-
tion. Such an attitude will he of the greatest assistance in detinitizing and
vitalizing the instructor's daily work, for there can be no contradiction

between the trganization of a subject front the standpoint of identical ele-
ments and its arrangement on the basis Of social values,

In order to insure maximum transfer, the teacher must not only have
Illy immediate and ultimate aims of instruoion clearly fornmiatt ti, but he
must see to it that his pupils share his views on the objectives to In' gained.

'Many teach, rs never discuss with their pupils the reasons for which assigned

work go... n. nor say anything itf the purposes or ends of then. vol;rses The
h:,.Inher:: of their ciasses are thus left to grope blindly for the mt. wing of it
all, their feelings being but slightly relieved by the general statements which
they hear to the effect that they are "training their minds," or that they
should "take advantage of their wonderful opportunities to prepare fur life.""

. ':t% j p. 133.
. \. .\ 3:'0.1. ii.tight Nihilin 1O27.

1101,..;1;Ls. ,p. it.. pp. : ;till ac,1.
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Insufficiency of Specific Training, The :Advocates of the doc-
trine of spvcilic training appear to have overlooked the startling
eoitteation:oi insutlirieney of their position.

Fortumotly---ur unio,rtottiately---no two situations or experins in life
are ever exacily Hne to attolipt to train an individual to Intel life's
problems solely by II teanA UI fiXed and unvarying responses would be an im-
possible and fruith.ss tasK. The number of needed responses would be infi-
nite. iire. thi.refore, the educational th,ory which seeks to test. its case
on a basis of alisolutiy unique and specific disciplines is redueed to absur-
dity. Tina and vin-ray nel, et* would tortiiit a mortal being to pr.pare himself
specifically to ii,, 1 :di c-netavable situations in life. His only hope and
;titivation is to t eon-in:Le 1-:fort by making use of general disciplines.

Happily. too, as li.,s 1,, ii it tlic.ited above, most situations in life are
shot thromM anti through midi conintou elments. It is possible to al)striet
some of dr st aint it, Tiltihtllt the el. :news for building up Urger con-
cepts anti Ct11r:01.1..0t te4 Which in turn e in bo employed in nt w situations.
In particular. tin t Aprit nets furnish specific common h-nit-tits out of
hieh may be ft.rni ti r.tl notior., of tirtny etnmiin everyday otrrnes,

stand:U*1k of I t-,. ti k. tut, awl methods of Prot% duo', itabltS
of work or .111 ; .:.;114' otitr tit stilt d. aciiitr, tit:. To Eit-\ .I; these
is the :tun ai;tl tt- to; de:eipline: to utilize the gent rahztl abilities
in !tumorous . 11111w,Itt and .ttion is the tilt! sign:It in thy transfer of
these powers."

Method as a Vital Factor in Transfer. \V1
that. 1111'.. .1 ';.1:1,:y , 11. tiittt ;Vent ..s tti furn::(1 t j

tijilt: I ia 1 :.t ::thr. alltl 11.:0 in-': ;1t 1.011.
Silit.i ;.1-, :tlist. V:kii31110 1.,11L't"4. Cht :tilt!
VallIt' of ;4t;.11:tt, tra:1 :1!_: tAt-t;t1::ty V:Irtahlo tottotooS. It
val1110t, lio1t,1"r. too t c;11.11 .p.,stifieation for
forma; diseiHt:e re-+s lilt ti.i it.// ;Wilt:1y but
in the rap :letiviC.es it .0. :,,,:1;ied ,\ Len
1111.thr. iali.r tati r;,1:-....eielle 11;,;, ;.;.1..1, :11;11.

t:tke. 11.14(-1. ,;,:111!;.tt:t :c.11;-.1 t :0 atc
:. I tr:,....;11^-.10,1 of I !., ;;;.;:iy, 1; , . ;;!1,,.;

hot o kt;;, i t ;; :It ;1;1.

of ;CI tAltI".11, s;I:tOt1;1- ;:ltot 1..1 It) !bit' 1,1 t,t

711 it.s :at Il.t-v . ,;;,11[1:,
l:.1 -t ;t1t III a...ttro111 \Vit!! Ilt.itts' utoatcht ton

},:it ;it: V attt ttlj,t Itt t.t.4-ortato tits' .a',;. tXittti-
titit.:' tlitltt 1- l ; ot.% tt;: ;t1;1 I:to111 a itt 11011:t.

I.,' .
. 1;;;
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of view the character of objective material is inextricably associ-
ated with the way in which it. is experienced. Things, objects,
ideals, and so on, have no meaning for the individual other than
as he experiences them. To say that generalization and transfer
have no importance with respect to the values of educative mate-
rials but are importmit with respect. to Int thud ignores the fact that
the character of materials in part determines method of training
and that methods of training in part determine the character of the
materials as far as their effect on the individual is concerned. An
antithesis of materials and methods is psychologically and peda-
gogically false." "

Habit and Thinking in Their Relation to Transfer. One of
the greatest sources of confusion in the whole' IA discipline con-
troversy may he traced to vagueness as to the meaning and the
function of "habit." A narrow or mechanistic interpretation of
habit formation inevitably leads to a virtual denial of transfer.
And classroom procedures which are based on such a psychology
of learning will almost inevitably result in a corresponding meager-
ness of a measurable "spread.' of training. A brief examination of
this psychological question is therefore unavoidable at this point.

The "spectrum- of a school subject involves certain tangible ele-
ments such as information (knowledye), and sl ills, and certain far
more subtle elements such as (zttittidcs, idiuls, and types of think-
ing. Let the diagram suggest these five aspects of the classroom

[K S A T

work in any subject-matter field. -uppose that we picture in this
manner the spectra of the various school subjects. They all have
their K's, their Ss, A's, Es, rs, and so on, If the teacher stresses

I, T, Si I AI

First Subject St.00nd Subject

merely the K or the elements of any subject, there is likely to
be "transfer" only in that narrow range of the spectrum. A

"mechanical" teacher gets only "mechanical- results. Above all,

"Inglis, op. cit., p. 410.
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habits which revolve around the S element. alone will not lead to
an extensive "spread" of training,

It is not an exaggeration to say that wrong notions on the rela-
tion of habit formation to the higher aspects of learning constitute
the most outstanding single cause of the prevalent disease of edu-
cational barrenness. Twenty years ago Dewey pointed a warning
finger to the danger of overdoing the mechanical and automatic
phases of school work, He said,

In some educational dogmas and practices the very idea of training
mind RePilla to be hopelessly confused with that of a drill which hardly
touches milt(' at allor touches it for the worsesince it is wholly taken up
with training skill in external execution. This method reduces the "train-
ing" of human beings to the level of animal training. Practical skill, modes
of effective technique, can be intelligently, non-mechanically used, only when
intelligence has played a part in their acquisition."

Dewey never ceases to emphasise the importance of concepts,
"meaning," and understanding. In sharp contrast with Thorndike
he rejects in foto the procedure which would base nicatiintis on the
technique of identical elements, To quote:

Conceptions are not derived from a multitude of different definite objects
by leaving out the qualities in which they differ and retaining those in which
they i gree, Conceptions are general because of their we and application,
not bemuse of their ingredients. The view of the origin of conception in
an impossible sort of analysis has as its counterpart the idea that the con-
ception is made up out of all the like elements that remain after dissection
of a number of individuals. Not so; the moment a meaning is gained, it is
a working tool of further apprehensions, an instrument of understanding other
things. Thereby the meaning is extended to cover them. Generality resides
in appEcatio.i to the comprehension of new Wel, not in constituent parts.
A collection of traits left as the common residuum, the coma mortuten, of a
million objects, would be merely a collection, an inventory or aggregate,
not a general idea; a striking trait emphasised in any one experience which
then nerved to help understand some one other experience, would become,
in virtue of that service of application, in tes far general. Synthesis is not a
matter of mechanical addition, but of application of something discovered
in one case to bring other cases into line.*

In his treatise on Human Nature and Conduct (1922), Dewey
examines the function of habit in its relation to intelligence and to
conduct. He shows that habit, is "an essential element in thinking
and not simply the ability to do things in the absence of thinking."

Dewey. John, Now We Mink, p, 22. D. C. Death and Co., 1010.
Ibid., pp. 127
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TRANSFER OF TItAININO HIS

The mors' of all this is that if we devote ourselves to the proper develop-
ment of convents, transfer of training will cease from troubling. We Aral
And ti pro/4cm of transfer bemuse a 111441 Jnifrd to detiflop Otierpfs tru (la
10 vim them pram.r whams. outside of the thiltoota. The fart that the
problem of transfer is, in the Mat instance, a "school problem" miens the
suspicion that we have this probltm ,at our hands because of the cleavage
between the school and the life outside of the school. In the world of every-
day affairs we dy not seem to be troubled so much by the problem of
transfer. Hot a school subject which in Judd's language is "so 01 'OMNI' that
it rotates around its own venter" does not carry over, and this calls fur
explanation. The remedy lies obviously in the reorganisation of the cur-
riculum and teaching method so as to remove the cleavage. The problem of
transfi r is symptomatic of a acted io our educational aims and ideals. If
we can bring the school into right relations with tie life outside of the
school, the problem of transfer will take care of itself.

II transfer is synonymous with intelligence, it is /We to inquire tehrthrr
there is such a thing ao transfer of training, It is more to the Point to
consider shy or how the application of old meanings to new situations is so
limited, . The problem is how to secure a wider range of application for
intelligence. , This problem iv not disposed of by repudiating the whole
idea of transfer and multiplying the subjects in the curriculum so as to
minimise the aced of transfer. No education, however extensive, is very
profitable if it does not bestow the power to deal with new situations. In
order to facilitate transfer, our first concern must he to improve the quality
of the concepts that are developed.. In a word, the problem o' transfer
is bound up with the problem of training in thinking,"

Subject Matter as Related to Transfer. Only too often the
work of the classroom is limited to a recital of factual material
and to the cultivation of mechanical skills, We forget. that this is
but half the story. There will be little or transfer, if we per-
sistently ignore the basic considerations outlined above,

According to Judd, "the most promising subject in the currien-
Min can be turned into a formal and intellectually stagnant drill
if it is It n taehor who hag no breadth of outlook and
no desire to teach piupik how to veneralize experience. On thy other
hand, a teacher who has the ability to train pupils to look beyond
particular facts and to sec, their relations and their broader mean-
ings can stimulate thinking xith any material of instruction that
comes to his hand!'

in like In !MOP'', "when we eonrern ourselves with the cultivation
of attitudes and ideals. we are confronted once more with the need
of a guiding principle or social ideal, How should any given sub-

'. It uh..tfndrrn Rdurcatiqnnt Thr,,rfol. pp. 19 R.
Judd, Payrhology of Seermlory ritoration. y. 422.
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jest be taught? W' can present the subject in either of two vays.
We can treat it as though it were a separate and distinct thing,
carefully fenced in from everything else. Our aim then will be to
impart a certain expertness in handling the facts and laws or for-
mulae within that field, This is the sort of training that produces
the expert or the technician; and such training, when rigidly ad-
hered to, reuce,c education to a glorified bag of tricks, Or, in eon-
trast, we can revognise the fart that every subject in the curriculum
is interwoven with life, and we can make it our aim to show its
broader meaning for 'mman experience. On this basis teaching
take on a very different character and aim. When mathematics
is tat.ght. not only to as to show the abstract rehttions of numbers,
hut. also to reveal its bearing, on practical affai..s and on the great
discoveries that. have revolutionised our coneept,As of the uni-
verse, it will lose its formal and technical character and become
invested with vital interest," al

It cannot. he repeated too often, therefore, that "no subject of
instruction guaramters mental training. Anyone who asserts that
mathematics or Latin or seieme is a mind-trainer makes a super-
ficial statement which is not in keeping with experience nor defen-
sible in theory. These subjects may, if properly treated, be very
useful ;n training the highest. intellectual powers, but they cannot
guarantee that. fortunate result. . . There is no guaranty in its
content that any subject. will give general training to the mind,
The type of training which pupils receive is determined by the
method of presentation and by the degree to which self-activity is
induced rather than by content. It is not far from the truth to
assert that any subject taught with a view to training pupils in
methods of generali; ation is highly useful as a source of mental
traininl and that any subject which emphasizes particular items of
knowledge atm does not stimulate geheralizatioa is educationally
barren." "

We may conclude these comments by submitting the following
corroborating quotations:

Whether and to what. extent habits, knowledge, ideals, and attitudes func-
tinn in It 11,w t.xia.rielivo diprnd:1 to a large ooent upon their organisation.

, For us to profit foun our exiterienve with a phenomenon, L moat k tow
ita relation& Truly knowing te phenomenon means knowing these relat one.

The important thing about a fact is its meaning, its relation to the world
141 fqt., pp. 211:1:13.

3111111, ate. tql.1 pp. 422 fr,
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of other facto. , , Briefly, we are always to ask in the face of a new fact,
what dote it won? What new light does it. throw on my world? What
are its consequences? What. facts are related to it.? ta what generalisation
dues it find a placn? What are the uses to be made of it?"

Application is, UnWeVer, a most 'liftman mental process and needs to he
learned just. as the original principle itself has to be learned... , Thom, who
oppose I the doctrine of formal discipline by saying that the school ',objects
at the present time do nit give a generalised training are undoubtedly criti-
cising not the bunion mind. but our methods of instruction.. . The cultiva-
tion of this power of generalisation is the most important achievement in the
student's education. It will not come without special malea cot on the part
of the student and on the part of the teacher!'

Thinking is not like a sausage machine which reduces all matprials indif-
ferently to one ntarketohle commodity, but it. is a power of Joibiteins up and
linking together the specific suggestions that specific things arouse."

To make ideals and attitudes operative in all fields the te:oller must give
them exercise in at least several fields."

The Relative Educational Values of School Subjects. After
all, the problem of transfer is epitomised it the followinu. practical
question: "How does the education which the pupil reovives in
school affect his subsequent thinking and conduct ? "" Hence the
quarrel as to the relative superiority of this subject or that is
largely beside the point.

A harmonious correlation of subjects is a higher achievement than is a
mere study of eaoh without reference to the others, Correlation can be
achieved only when instruction rises to the level of teaching pupils holy to
ge,eratite. It in to he exported, therefore, that wherever subjects are taught
at the lower levels of mental achievement, there will he competition het wt.en
the various subjects and a corresponding waste of mental energy rather than
training in generalization.°

Nevertheless, in view of the fact that transfer is not automatic,
it behooves each teacher to have clear notions on the direct and
indirect educational po,sibilit ics of each important tpe of school
activity." He will then realize that "it is not a matter of indif-

"Pyle, up. Ht., pp. 2:15 ff.
"Judd, Psychology of II Igh Sellout Sub/twin, pp. 422 ff.

In.wry, up. sit., p. 311.
Iv L. The Prim Ip/vx of rear/ any, p. 240.
" JIitlil, Pxyr'irof'Wfl of sevonaltry p. 4:17.
"PAL, p.
"For n nItin11e dikvit.shol of 11rp nntl Intlirevt nItivx, >i,1* Ing!,

Chapter Xl. A rovilitiln fur ttimmiirliii.t the direct educational vallic ref a KilliiVet
Is giveu b) Davis. op. sit., p. 130.
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femme from the standpoint of mental discipline %vhether the Mu-
dent civets, for example, Latin, mathematics, philosophy, and chem-
istry on the one hand, or short stories, elementary agriculture,
woodimp, and bird study on the other." In other words, there is
danger in the assumption that "any one study is as good as any
other for mental discipline"

Bagley and Colvin have empliasixed the probable superiority
of pure mathematics over applied mathematics, and of pure science
over applied science. In a practical age, this is likely to be an
unpopular view.

In general, the great discoveries of science have been made by those who
were primarily scientists; who were dominated in their actions by the scien-
foie ideal. Applied science as a rule comes later than pure science, . . On
the 1010 r 11111,1, ,opporti rs of pure science sooner or later must feel the
need of applying theory to practice. A science that has no human signifi-
cance, that has no ultimate use, cannot exist in a world of human values."

Pure science, says Colvin, is of greater disciplinary value, be-
cause

1) through the facia which it presents, ideals of procedure and of truth
may be developed which function in a wider human experience, greatly to
the uplift of the race; 2) the content and method of pure science is such
that it has a broader field of application than has applied science, and can
function as an identical or similar element in more situations than can
applied science; 3) the emotion which the pure seeking after truth arouses
is higher and less likely to be deadened by other emotions than are the
ideals of economic improvement and social betterment, which are the aims
of an applied science. These latter are apt to conflict with each other and
to obscure the greater issue!'

Educators must. be ever watchful lest, the curriculum become
a conglomerate of unrelated and unprndtietive morsels,

There are so many special interests that. just now seem to be clamoring
for recognition, practical, humanitarian, aesthetic, that our school programs
are in danger of being overcrowded with a variety of soh! cts which cannot
well take the place in point of mental training of those which have for years
been fitoily estahlishul in the curriculum. The very multiplicity of the sub-
jects that have enriched our programs offers a distraction, and furnishes a
training in dispersed rather than concentrated attention, a training which is
not needed and should nut. he desired. The trend of popular opinion is such
that the new mud come in, and it is not maintained that this opinion is

romn, op. eU., p. 247.
ihi41.. pp. 24,4249.

les PAL pp. 249.250,
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not on the whole sound; but lot us see to it that this new element Is Wined
its proper place and given its just value. In this time of rapid ohms we
need sanity in educational doctrine and practice as scarcely ever before."

In estimating the potential richness of a school subject, and its
relative rank in the curriculum, the teacher should take into ac-
count the entire spectrum of the subject, its K, 8, A, I, 7' elements;
the range and the frequency of its possible applications within the
classroom and in later life; its actual cr potential appeal to the
learner; its available resources as a type of learning or as an activ-
ity; and the like. When these factors are consciously realised and
constantly kept in mind, it will appear that in the hierarchy of
learning there are mountain peaks and valleys, giants and dwarfs,
and that all things will contribute to the consummation of creating
in the learner a broadly cultivated mind that is a source of happi-
ness to himself and of benefit to others.

VI, GEOMETRY AS A FIELD OF TRANSFER

A Challenging Situation. We shall undoubtedly agree v nth
Inglis that "it is futile and criminal to establish the study of sec-
ondary-sehool mathematics on the basis of extensive transfer values
and then to fail to meet the conditions necessary if any extensive
amount of transfer is to be accomplished." "

The first condition for the suecemful transfer of improved efficiency is that
the trait which it is desired to transfer be developed in connection with the
content of the training study. In the general discussion of transfer values
it was suggested that subjects of study differ in the degree in which favorable
conditions are afforded for the exercise of the desired trait and that the
transfer of improved efficiency is primarily conditioned by the character of
the original training nutterial. Secondary-school studies differ in the extent
to which desirable mental traits may be exercised, in the fitness of the
materials for purposes of manipulation in teaching, and in the character of
the materials as already organized for teaching. In these three respcits
mathematics poe.vesses advantages over many subjects of study. The ma-
terials of mathematics, ranging all the way from the simplest to the most
complex, may be manipulated almost at will, thus permitting the arrange-
ment of conditions most favorable to dissociation. The organization of
materials in the field of mathematics has been determined fron the start for
purposes of teaching. With regard to the ready manipulation of materials
for the purpose of fostering transfer values mathematics shares prominence
with the language studies. With regard to the certainty and accuracy of its

G Coiv In, op. Mt 250.
H ItglId, op, p. 499,
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data it ruperercks all other subjects, With regard to the opportunity which
it affords for the exercise of valuable mental traita most desirable to transfer,
if possible, it is equated by Jew and eurpateed by none of the other eubjevta
in the program of the secondary school!'

This hank admission of the superior transfer value of mathe-
matics, when contrasted with the open hostility of many educators
to all forms of mathematical training beyond the unavoidable rudi-
ments, represents a stirring challenge that should no longer he met
with a helpless silence, Since we are limiting our discussion to the
ease of geometry, we are therefore forced to consider carefully at
least three major questions:

I. Precisely what are the "disciplinary" and "cultural" aims of
mathematics, andin particularof geometry?

2, Can the materials of instruction which are characteristic of
geometry be so organized as to give rmater prominence to these
disciplinary and cultural elements?

3, What are the principal difficulties which appear to have pre-
vented a more general realization of the potential transfer value
of geometric training, and how may these difficulties be over-
come?

The Disciplinary and Cultural Aims of Mathematics. The
National Committee on Matheinatinal Requirements gave consid-
erable attention to a significant. formulation of the disciplinary and
cultural aims of secondary mathematics. We shall find it helpful
to use the following passages of its Report. as a basis for our subse-
quent discussion:

Disciplinary Aims. We should include here thoF1 aims which relate to
mental training. as distinguished from the acquisition of certain specific skills
discussed in the preceding section. Such training involves the development
of certain more or less general characteristics and the formulation of certain
mental habits which, besides being directly applicable in the setting in which
they are developed or formed, are expec.ed to operate also in more or less
closely related fieldsthat is, to "transfer" to other situations. . . .

In formulating the disciplinary aims of the study of mathematics the
following should be mentioned:

1. The acquisition, in precise form, of those idea.: or concepts in terms
of which the quantitative thinking of the world is done. Among these ideas
and concepts may be mentioned ratio and measurement (lengths, areas
volumes, weights, velocities, and rates in general, etc.), proportionality and
similarity, positive and negative numbers, and the dependence of one quantity
upon another.

N Inglis, op. cit., pp. 496497.
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2. The development of gaily to think awls/ in lermo of meh ideas end
conoopta. This ability involves training in:

a. Analysis of a complex situation into simpler parts. This includes the
recognition of mewls' factors and the rejection of the irrelevant.

b. The recognition of logical relations be..weon interdependent factors and
the understanding and, if possible, the expre ssion of such relations in precise
form.

c. Get14/%114414011; that is, the discovery and formulation of a general law
and an understanding of its properties and applications.

3. The acquisition of mental habite and attitudes which will make the
above training effective in the lift of the individue Among such habitual
reactions are the following; a seeking for relations and their precise expres-
sion; an attitude of inquiry; a desire to understand, to get to the bottom
of a situation; concentration and persistence; a love for precision, accuracy,
thoroughness, and clearness, and a distaste for vagueness and incompleteness;
a desire for orderly and logical organisation as an aid to understanding and
memory.

4. Many of these disciplinary aims are included in the broad sense of
the idea of relationship or dependencein what the mathematician in his
technical vocabulary refers to as a "function" of one or more variables.
Training in "functional thinking," that is thinking in terms of and about
relationships, is one of the most fundamental disci! Unary aims of the teach-
ing of mathematics.

Cultural Aims. By cultural aims we mean those somewhat less tangible
but none the less reai and important intellectual, ethical, aesthetic or
spiritual aims that arc involved in the development of appreciation and
insight and the formation of ideate of perfection. As will be at once apparent
the realisation of some of these aims must await the later stages of instruc-
tion, but some of them may and should operate at the very beginning.

More specifically we may mention the development or acquisition of:
1. Appreciation of beauty in the gemstnixd forme of nature, art, and

industry.
2. Idea!, of perfection as to logical structure, precision of statement and

of thought, logical reasoning (as exemplified in the geometric demonstration),
discrimination between the true and the false, etc.

3. Appreciation of the power of mathematics --of what Byron expressively
called "the power of thought, the magic of the mind"and the role that
mathematics and abstract thinking, in general, have played in the develop-
ment of civilisation; in particular in science, in industry and in philosophy.
In his connection mention should be made of the religious effect, in the
broad sense, which the study of the infinite and of the permanence of laws
in marsematice tercis to establish."

It, is at once apparent that geometry has a prominent share
in the -nlization of each cif these aims which harmonize at every
point with the educational theories presented previously. Together

"The Report of the Nattonai Committee t., Mathematical Requirement.. pp. 8.10.
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with the direct. er practical values of geometry they constitute the
educational pla'.form on which geometry must rest its case as a
school subject.

The Reorganisation of the Course of Study in Geometry.
While a mere enumeration of the possible values of any school sub-
ject does not guarantee their realisation in the classroom, a clear
statement. of the general and specific objectives of every phase
of school work is the arst step townrd the achievement of worth-
while results. Once these objectives are formulated, adequate pro-
vision must be made for them in terms of classroom procedures and
of time allotments. The course of study in geometry thus far has
centered almost, entirely on content and logical sequence. Only
crude beginnings have been made in the direction of genuine moi-
vation and appreciation from a standpoint of generalised experi-
ence, Too often geometric training has amounted to little more
than a "bag of tricks." We have not kept in mind that "reasoning"
must become a much more vital performance if it is to contribute
to a "liberal" education.

Logical method is more than the mere knowledge of valid types of
reasoning and practice in the concentration of mind necessary to follow
them. More than this is wanted to make a good reasoner, or even to
enlighten ordinary people with knowledge of what constitutes the essence of
the art. The art of reasoning consists in getting hold of the subject at the
right end, of seitiny ea the Jew general ideas which illuminate the whole, and
of persistently marshalling all s bsidiary facts round Wm Nobody can be
a good reasoner unless by constant practice he has realised the importance
of getting hold of the big ideas and of hanging on to them like grim death."

If geometry is to retain a respected place in the curriculum, its
basic facts, concepts, skills, habits, attitudes, and the like must be
consciously explored and developed in die direction of general
training. This can be done, but it will take much time and effort
on the part of progressive teachers,

Who can deny that the world in which we live is a museum of
form? The concepts of equality, of congruence, similarity, and
symmetry are implanted in the very natt.4.0 of things. The "mass
production" so characteristic of our machine age is based un the :e
same ideas. Measurement has truly been called the "master art."
Indirect measurement underlies the art of surveying and of naviga-

N%'111tPlieml, A. N., The -.lima of 1 ducutsu8 and Other Emilia, pp. 127.128, Mae.
raIllau Cu., 1929,
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tion, Without it the depths of fathomless space would forever re
main a closed domain, and astronomy would again become an im-
potent chronicle of displacements. Exact geometric construction
is the very foundation of many practical activities, Our imposing
skyscrapers, our bridges, tunnels, locomotives, automobiles, our
floating ocean palaces, our airplanes, and many other miracles of
modern science and engineeringall owe their existence in large
measure to the ideas, skills, and modes of reasoning which are char-
acteristic of geometry. The blueprint is the language of the trades,
and the map is the universal passport of the traveler. Geometry is
the joint creation of ninny races and climes, the common heritage
of all mankind. Philosophers, artists, scientists, craftsmen,all
alive contributed to its present. structure, As a model of perfect
thinking it has no equal. As the science of space it will endure
forever,

In short, at every turn geometry opens large horizons, invites
generalization, and beckons the mind to new ecuquests. Have we
not allowed the mere logician, the systematic "thinker," and the
conventional recitation, to cloud the issue, to rob school geometry
of its many ramifications, its inherent beauty and potential rich-
ness'? Whu can doubt that us soon as cuurset. of study and class-
room methods can be readjusted in harmony with the true role of
geometry in the modern world, its legitimate paiee in the curriculum
will any longer be questioned?

Geometry as a Unique Laboratory of Thinking. It has been
asserted previously that geometry is a training field par excellence
in the most. basic types of thinkhg. These may be characterized
as pastulational thinking, milieu/ thinking, and consecutive or
cumulative thinking. '['he constant necessity, in geometry, of de-
riving the ultimate validity of an argument from its fundamental
assumptions, the challenging opportunity of testing the correctness
of every step, and the cumulative performance of building up an
organically interwoven system of truths,--these and the related
aspects of geometric "reasoning" constitute the distinctive glory
of a subject which has fascinated a legion of enthusiastic admirers
throughout the ages.

And yet, there arises the natural query whether all this training
granting its reality and importance for the average pupilcould
not be obtained from a less forbidding background, Above all,
would not these types of thinking be developed anyway, without
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specific effort, by any intelligent person, in the great. "school of
life"?

The thesis that we may incidentally acquire all the mental
training we need by "random movements," until we finally have
learned how to make the necessary "aduptatibns," seems contrary
to the verdict of common sense and of everyday experience. Ac-
cording to Dewey,

Up to a certain point, the ordinary conditions of life, Wood and social,
provide the conditions requisite for regulating the operations of Inference.
The necessities of life euforce a fundamental and persistent discipline for
which the most cunningly devised artifices would be ineffective substitutes.
The burnt child dreads the fire; the painful consequence emphasises the need
of correct Harem, much more than would learned discourse on the prop-
erties of heat. Social conditions also put a premium on cohett inferring
in matters where action based on valid thought is sonially Imports-At. These
unctions of proper thinking may affect life itself, or at least a life reasonably
fres from perpetual discomfort. The signs of enemies, of shelter, of food,
of the main social conditions, have to be correctly apprehended. But this
disciplinary training, @Malicious as it is within certain limits, does not carry
WI beyond a restricted boundary'

The world s important work, for the most part, is done by men
and women who have disciplined minds, who succeed in attacking
and solving new problems by a persevering application of tested
methods. Geometry does nut guarantee, any more than any other
subject, an automatic transmission of superior mental ability.
There is no magic by which we may acquire such an equipment.
But geometry is a unique laboratory of thinking, and as such it
fosters the persistent and systematic cultivation of the mental
habits which are so essential to all those who would claim mental
independerne and genuine initiative as their birthright,

A shallow appraisal of geometry is likely to emanate from an
equally uninformed conception of the role of "thinking" in the
economy of our daily routine. Such critics may be referred for
corrective treatment to a careful perusal of I)ewey's classic mono-
graph on Ilene We Think. We shall therefore close these frag-
nentary references to geometric types of thinking by a final quota-
tion from that masterpiece of America's most noted educational
philosopher:

While it is not the business of education to prove every statement made,
any mole than to teach every possible item of information, it is its business

*Dewey, How We Thisk, p. 20,
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to cultivate deep-seatedand effective habits of discriminating tested beliefs
from mere assertions, guesses,and opinions; to develop a lively, sincere, and
open-minded preference for conclusions that are properly grounded, and to
ingrain into the individual's working habits methods of inquiry and reasoning
appropriate to the various problems that present themselves. No matter
how much an individuP,I knows as a matter of hearsay and information, if he
has not attitudes and habits of this sort, he is not intellectually educated.
He lacks the rudiments of mental discipline. And since these habits are not
a gift of nature (no matter how strong the aptitude for acquiring them);
since, moreover, the casual circumstances of the natural and social environ-
ment are not enough to compel their acquisition, the main office of education
is to supply conditions that make for their cultivation. The formation of
these habits is the Training of Mind.'"

The Crucial Question: How can Geometric Training be Gen-
eralized? To make available for general use the distinctive modes
of thinking employed in geometry is now sccu to be the most crucial
problem of geometric instruction. As a rule, these types of think-
ing remain imbedded in a purely geometric background. They
rarely emerge in the pupil's consciousness tt:i tools available for use
outside the field of geometry. This difficulty has been described
with great clearness by Inglis, He says:

Assume that it is desired through the study of r lmetry to develop a
generalized method to be emplo)ed in the reflective thinking (reasoning)
involved in problem solvingan element which is certainly involved in the
processes of geometry and in every other field of mental activity. Cull that
element A. If we wish to facilitate the process of its dissociation it must
be kept constant in the teaching of geometry. But also other elements in
the total situations must be made to vary. It. is here that difficulty arises,
since it is extremely difficult to prevent certain other elements from remaining
constant. Thus there is always present an element which makes it poteibk
fur us to recognize that we are dealing with geometrycertain concepts of
space and number relations, and certain elements peculiar to the mathematics
"class," classroom, or teacher. Some of those elements remain constant in
spite of attempts to vary elements of specific content, exercises, problems, eta.
Hence the normal situations in teaching geometry niay be represented by
such combinations of elements as

(1)ABODEP
(2)ABC0111
(3)ABC,IKL
(4)ABCMN0
t -) etc., etc.

and t. a result conditions favor nut the dimociation of the desired element A,
but the constant association of ABC. Thus in the great majority of cases

sou Dewey, op. ott., pp. 27.28.
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the teaching of geometry in our secondary schools tends to favor, not the
isolation and generalisation of general methods of reflective thinking related
to problem solviug, but the close association of such methods to elements of
geometfical content --a situation to some extent interfering with the process
of transfer."'

We must not infer, however, that such diuociation and subse-
quent transfer is impossible.

Any such conclusion would imply that all the individual's experiences in
reflective thinking and problem-solving outside the geometry classroom are
isolated from his experiences in that classroom, and would leave out of
account or minimise the innate capacity of the mind to generalise on the
basis of such other experiences - -a capacity differing among individuals
apparently according to original endowment. It would also leave out of
account the possibility that the desired method, principle, ar the like, may
be isolated by the teacher or other individual and raised into consciousness
in terms of a general law, rule, maxim, etc., expressed in terms which do not
specifically associate content elements. Hence the bearing of Bagley's state-
went: "

"Unless the ideal has been developed conecUmely, there can be no certainty
that the power will be increased, nu matter how intrinsically well the subject
may have been mastered."'"

In view of the difficulties pointed out above, it is not surprising
that in the average classroom very little has been done thus far
by way of generalizing the geometric types of thinking. But the
issue can not longer be evaded if geometry is to remain a prescribed
school subject. It is certainly an inviting field of work which, like
any other virgin soil, needs to be cultivated for years before conclu-
sive procedures can be recommended. In the meantime, a reassur-
ing message from the able pen of Professor J. W. A. Young will
serve to allay the fears of teachers who may shrink from a task
which at first might appear to transcend their insight or their
ability.

If the teacher himself has clear concepts of method and ideals of pro-
cedure, and if with a thorough mastery of the subject matter he exemplifies
these concepts and ideals concretely in his work, though without any explicit
discuas4on of them, has he then done all that he can or should do to secure
the maximum measure of assimilation of these concepts and ideals according
to the native capacity of each pupil? If he aims consciously at exhibiting
the mathematical thought processes clearly and effectively to the pupil,

tit Inglis, op. cit., p. 402.
olBastes, w. C., The 15;elucativo Privets, p. 210. Macmillan Co., 1905.
Da Inglis, op. oit., p. 409.
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beginning with the simplest steps such as are used in psychological tests,
and proceeding gradually to the more complex as the pupil's military of the
simpler ones warrants, has he done his full duty? If in his teaching he tries
to make the pupil attain as large a measure of mastery as possible of the
subject's processes, results, and spirit, may he rest content in the belief that
the methods of instruction which are most conducive to mastery of the
subject itself are also the most favorable to the spread of its ideals and
methods to other situations? Pending evidence to the contrary, I should
be disposed to assume an afirmative answer to these questions as a working
basis.'

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

It has been suggested again and again, in the preceding pages,
that the problem of transfer of training is fundamentally one of
good teaching. In teaching, as in every other field of human en-
deavor, "we can expect to reap no more than we sow, for the law
of compensation operates in the realm of mind no less than else-
where. Results in mental training follow surely only upon the
expenditure of definite and intelligent effort, but with this they
seem everywhere commensurate." 105

But. whereas the "born" teacher may obtain excellent results
by an instinctive application of the principles on which transfer
depends, there is no doubt that. in the average classroom the ef-
ficiency of the work could be greatly increased by a conscious culti-
vation of these cardinal principles. The following findings which
have at last emerged from the mental discipline controversy might
well be incorporated in the creed and the daily practice of every
progressive teacher:

1. Training for transfer is a worth-while aim of instruction;
from the standpoint of life it is the most important aim.

2. Transfer is not automatic. "We reap no more than we sow."
3. Every type of "specific" training, if it is to rise above a purely

mechanical level, should be used as a vehicle for generalized ex-
perience.

4. "The cultivation of thinking is the central concern of educa-
tion!, 104

Someone has defined "education" as that which remains after
everything that we have learned in school is forgotten. There is
much wisdom in that whimsical statement. Unless we keep in mind

IC4 Young, op. oft., pp. 3774378.
1" ItuNilger, op. tit., p. 116.

Dewey, J., Democracy and Education, p. 179. Macmillan Co.
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that the daily routine activities of the classroom can be justified
only if they lead, however slowly, to a permanent enrichment of the
lives entrusted to our care, we shall have failed in our educational
stewardship.

And so, the essence of our discussion is a more precise definition,
and a glorification, of real tenthing. Hence we may conclude our
report by endorsing the stimulating and hopeful outlook which has
recently been pictured so ably by Professor Whitehead:

The study of the elements of mathematics, conceived in this spirit, would
constitute a training in logical method, together with an acquisition of the
precise ideas which lie at the base of the scientific and philosophical inves-
tigations of the universe, Would it be easy to continue the excellent reforms
in mathematical instruction which this generation has already achieved, so
as to include in the curriculum this wider and more philosophic spirit?
Frankly, I think that this result would be very hard to achieve as the result
of single individual efforts. For reasons which I have already briefly indi-
cated, all reforms in education are very difficult to effect. But the continued
pressure of combined effort, provided that the ideal is really present in the
minds of the mass of tlachere, can do much, and effect in the end surprising
modification. Gradually the requisite books get written, still more gradually
the examinations are reformed so as to give weight to the less technical
aspects of the subject, and then all recent experience has shown that the
majority of teachers are only too ready to welcome any practicable means
of rescuing the subject from the reproach of being a mechanical discipline.'"

of Whitehead, op. oit., D. 185.



SOME DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS IN A
MODERN PLANE GEOMETRY TEXT 1

BY L. E. MENSENKAMP
Senior High School, Freeport, Illinois

Origin of Geometry Texts. The difficulties which beset the
writer of a satisfactory text in plane geometry can best be appreci-
ated if we approach the problem from the historical point of view.
Let us briefly review, then, some of the facts concerning the origins
of our geometry texts.

Almost all the important theorems and constructions of our
elementary plane geometry are found in the Elements of Euclid.
Euclid lived about 300 B.c., and his contribution was that he
gathered together all the essential facts of geometry which were
known at his time and arranged them in logical system. That
he was not a mere compiler of results obtained by others, however,
is seen from the fact that he invented new proofs for theorems when
his sequence made earlier proofs inapplicable.* His ideal, only
imperfectly achieved to be sure, was to have all his propositions
follow as necessary conclusions from certain axioms, postulates, and
definitions explicitly stated in the beginning. Here originated the
concept of a "hypothetico-deductive system" which was destined to
play such a prominent role in modern mathematical thought.

The important place occupied by the Elements in the history
of human thought is attested by the fact that it has gone through
over one thousand printed editions since 1482.' Sir Thomas Heath
says of it, "This wonderful book with all its imperfections, which
indeed are slight enough when account is taken of the date at
which it appeared, is and will doubtless remain the greatest mathe-
matical textbook of all time. Scarcely any other book except the

I This chapter is substantially the same as an address given by the writer before
Cie Third Annual Conference of Mathematics Teachers at the University of Iowa,
October 12. 1928, under the title, ',Some Points Concerning the Selection of a Text
in Plane Geometry," and before the Mathematics Section of the University of
Illinois High School Conference, November 22, 1929, under tne present title.

'Heath, T. L., Greek mathematics, Vol. I, p. 357.
Smith, D. B., Hittory cJ Mathentatios, Vol. I, p. 103.
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Bible can have circulated more widely the world over, or been more
edited and studied."'

The nature of Euclid's Elements is made clear by the following
words of Professor David Eugene Smith; "He has no intuitive
geometry as an introduction to the logical; he uses no algebra as
such; he demonstrates the correctness of his constructions before
using them, whereas we commonly assume the possibility of con-
structing figures and postpone our proofs relating to the construc-
tions until we have a fair body of theorems; he does not fear to
treat of incommensurable magnitudes in a perfectly logical manner;
and he has no exercises of any kind."' The important point for
us to note in connection with the discussion that follows is that
here was a book meant for mature, highly intelligent mena
systematic treatise for scholars. How inevitable were the difficul-
ties which must arise when sucli a book was made the basis for the
instruction of youth!

Early Tendencies in Teaching Geometry. The teaching of
geometry during the past two hundred years has exhibited two
tendencies which have a bearing on our discussion. First, there
was the tendency to place it earlier in the curriculum. In 1726
geometry was mentioned as a subject studied by Harvard seniors.'
During the latter part of the eighteenth century Euclid was taught
to lower classmer. at Harvard and Yale. This downward trend
has gone on until to-day we find geometry offered to sophomores
and even freshmen in our secondary schools.

The second tendency, which was an outgrowth of the first, was
to modify Euclid in such a way as to make it more acceptable
to immature learners. This was to prove a long and arduous task,
as might have been expected in the case of a book with such
prestige and wealth of tradition back of it. Among teachers and
textbook writers there were conservatives who regarded a rigid
adherence to the original Euclid as a sacred duty, and for a long
time they seemed to dominate the situation. Such conservatism
led all too frequently to a tragic formalism of which we cite but
one illustration taken from England. In 1901 Perry' "criticized

4 Ilsth, T. L., loc. cit.
Smith, I). N., op. cit., p. loth

a Final Report of the 'National Committee of rift( en on Geometry Elyilabria
(1012), p. 2H. Hereinafter called simply "The Report." This valuable document
Is now out of print. The part we are using here is the historical section by
Professor Cajori.

?The Report, p. 28.
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Oxford because, for the pass degree there, two books of Euclid
must be memorized, even including the lettering of the figures, no
original exercises being required." Only in recent years has the
movement for reform made genuine progress, and even now the
task is not complete.

Present Factors to be Considered. Let 115 now turn to some
factors connected with our present-day school situation which make
the problem of securing a satisfactory text more urgent, and at
the same time more difficult., than ever before.

First, there is the pupil himself. The number of pupils en-
rolled in the high schools to-day con-4titutes a much larger pro-
portion of that part of the total population which is of high school
age than it did a decade or so ago. This means that there are now
present. in our tenth grade classes many more students representing
the lower levels of mental ability than was formerly the case.
Most students of this type do not intend to go to college, and it is
hard to interest titer] in a difficult subject like geometry, especially
if the textbook pre, entation is o: an abstract. and formal character.
It is not surprising. therefore, to hear the chirl.-ze made that there
is a greater percentage of failures in geometry than in any other
subject in the curriculum.

The position of Freometry iiF a school subject has also been im-
periled by the more varied course of study in the modern school
which has brought it. into competition with many other subjects
claiming large practical and utilitarian values. The opponents of
the theory of transfer of training have challenged the right of
geometry to a place in the school on the grounds that the abilities
involved in its study (for example, the ability to think logically)
do not carry over into other fields of thought. Fortunately, the
consensus of competent opinion now takes a more favorable view
of transfer. Studies such as that undertaken by Miss Vevia Blair
for the National Committee in Mathematical Requirements show

that transfer does exist., and (2) that the amount of transfer
is largely dependent on the methods of teaching. The second of
these findings has large implications for all those who teach
geometry.

All recent attempts to adjust this most venerable school subject
to modern school conditions were foreshadowed by the famous re-

Mutt% Voria, "The Presmit Status or DisviplInary values in Education- in The
Reorganization of Mathematics in Secondary Education, pp. 89-104.
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form program recommended by Professor Felix Klein of Germany
more than twenty years ago.° He urged (1) that the instruction
should "emphasize the psychologic point of view which considers
not only the subject matter but the pupil, and insists upon a very
concrete presentation in the first stages of instruction followed by
a gradual introduction of the logical element". (2) that there
shotti be "a better selection of material 'from the viewpoint of
instruction as a whole"; (3) that there should be "a closer align-
ment with practical applications"; (4) that "the fusion of plane
and solid geometry, and of arithmetic and geometry" should be
encouraged.

How very modern all this sounds! Even to-day a committee
sponsored by the Mathematical Association of America and the
National Council of Mathematics Teachers is just beginning to
work on the fourth point. In this regard the Europeans are far
ahead of us.'°

The two reports which have given direction and sanction to
aeometry r( form in this country during the past several years are
The Reorganization of Afathernatics in. Secondary Schools, A Re-
port by the National Committee on Mathematical Requirements
(1923), and a report. of the College Entrance Examination Board
on geometry requirements. Progressive mathematics teachers are
by this time thoroughly familiar with the contents of these reports
and they need not be discussed in detail here.

The final stage in carrying out a reform movement is reached
when the recommended changes and improvements are embodied
in textbooks for classroom use. Books written with this object in
view are now appearing in considerable numbers. In addition to
modifying the content and organization of their subject in con-
formity with the recommendations of the National Committee,
recent authom are attempting to take advantage of the findings of
educational psychology and the results of careful classroom experi-
iiu by expert. teachers in order to secure a more effective
presentation of their material. Much has already been done to
make the student's work in geometry more interesting and more
profitable, and the outlook is bright for still further improve-
ments.

*Ttip lti.port. p. 18. The reference is to Klin's El6mentarmathematik tom
h9hfrll matiftpunkte aue. Theft II.; Geometrie. pp. 435. 437.

ts See the British Association Report on The Teaching of Geometry in School..
p. Bell and Sons, London, 1025.
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Guide Needed in Evaluating Texts. The teacher should find
it helpful to have some sort of guide to aid him in evaluating
texts in the light of the recent progress which has been made. It
is hoped by the present writer that the outline which follows will
be of some service in this way. In arranging this outline he
has used the sources referred to above, and has borrowed some
suggestions from rating scales for texts in subjects other than
mathematics and also from a certain anonymous rating scale w:lich
has appeared in connection with the advertising for a well-known
geometry.

The limitations of the outline will be obvious to any one who
studies it. Different points in it are not all of the same value.
There has been no attempt to weight these points according to
their relative value so as to enable one to "score" a text. The out-
line is subjective. Different teachers using it would not all choose
the same geometry text. Perhaps this is a good point, after all,
because it will allow play for the personal preferences of teachers.
Some of the points in the outline are difficult to apply because of
their generality. Perhaps further analysis would make it possible
to split some of these up into sub-points of greater definiteness
and applicability. With these preliminary explanations the out-
line itself is offered for consideration.

AN OUTLINE FOR JUDGING GEOMETRY TEXTS

I. Points pertaining to the book as a whole
A. Recency

1. When written. If a first edition, was it tested in the
classroom before publication?

2. When revised.
B. Author or authors

1. Educational experience
a. Has he (or have they) taught pupils of the

same age and experience as those for whom the
book is intended?

b. Has he taught other pupils than these?
c. Other educational experience.

2. Scholarship
a. Degrees. When and where received.
b. Books and articles written.
c. Staff. ling as a scholar.
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C. Conformity with requirements
1. The Report of the National Committee

a. As to objectives.
b. As to content.
c. As to terminology.

2. The College Entrance Examination Board's Report
3. Local requirements

D. Is the book sound from a mathematical point of view?
E. Method of presenting the material

1. Style of writing
a. Is the vocabulary simple?
b. Are the explanations clear?
c. Is the text addressed directly to the student?

2. Is the presentation such as to maintain the student's
interest?

a. Does the book attempt to awaken in the
student the desire to make geometrical dis-
coveries for himself?

b. Is the approach to new topics psychological,
with concrete and intuitive work first?

II. Points pertaining to specific phases of the work
A. The introductory course. This refers to all work up

through the first three or four theorems of Book I.
1. Motivation. Does the author attempt to interest

the student from the very beginning by showing
him something of the value of the study of geom-
etry?

2. Definitions
a. Are they restricted to those really needed?
b. Are they introduced gradually in connection

with constructions and drawings rather than in
large groups?

c. Are they correct and clear?
d. Does the author test the student's understand-

ing of the definitions with questions and
exercises?

3. Constructions, drawings, and measurements. Work
of this kind, especially the constructions, is very
important because it fixes the fundamental concepts
in the pupil's mind through concrete experience.
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Some paper folding and cutting to fix the idea of
congruence may be helpful. The following construc-
tions have been used in introductory work:

a. Constructing a perpendicular to a line through
a point on the line, and also from an exterior
point.

h. Bisecting lines and angles.
c. Constructing an angle equal to a given angle.
d. Bisecting an arc of a circle.
e. Trisecting a right angle.
f. Inscribing a regula' hexagon in a circle.
g. Constructing a triangle congruent to a given

triangle by making certain parts equal.
4. Is the transition from intuitive to demonstrative

geometry made gradually and naturally?
5. Does the author show the need for a logical proof

a. By means of optical illusions?
b. By showing the inaccuracy of measurement?
c. By showing the exactness and generality of a

logical proof?
6. Does the author make clear the ideal nature of geo-

metric things?
B. Theorems

1. Provision for individual differences. Does the
author give a list of theorems for use in a minimum
course?

2. Does the author help the student to master
theorems

a. By giving general methods of attack applicable
to all or to large groups of theorems?

h. By as.,ing preliminary questions before each
theorem, leading the student to discover for
himself the method of proof?

c. By giving a plan of attack for each theorem?
3. Does the author challenge the pupil to attempt an

independent proof?
4. Does the author compel the student to think when

studying a theorem?
a. By omitting some of the reasons or some of the

statements in the theorems?
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b. By merely indicating the method of proof in
the case of some of the easier theorems and
requiring the student to supply the details?

c. By asking questions about subtle points in the
proof?

6. Does the author make the proofs of the most diffi-
cult theorems as easy as possible

a. By explaining the difficult points with greater
thoroughness?

b. By producing a simpler proof than most texts?
6. Does the author ever follow up the important

theorems with a discussion of their broader signifi-

cance and their relations to other theorems?
C. Exercises

1. Are the oral exercises numerous and well chosen?
It seems desirable to introduce more simple exer-
cises involving but one, two, or three steps with the
lettered figures in the text.

2. Provisions for individual differences
a, Are the written exercises grouped according to

difficulty?
b. Are the difficult exercises marked?
c. Are any "hints" given for the difficult exer-

cises?
3. Is the selection of exercises based on the principle

that many easy exercises are preferable to a few
difficult ones?

4. Is the selection of exercises such as to emphasize the
basal theorems?

5. Is there a sufficient number of good numerical exer-
cises based on each of the following:

a. Similar triangles.
b. The Pythagorean theorem.
c. The areas of rectilinear figures.
d. The mensuration of the circle.

6. Is there a sufficient number of exercises representing
good practical applications?

7. Are there comprehensive lists of review exercises
and questions at appropriate intervals?


